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Abstract 
This thesis describes high quality magnetisation measurements made on single 
crystals of MnSi, FeGe and ZrZn2 using a vibrating sample magnetometer. The 
measurements on MnSi have also been complemented with neutron scattering ex-
periments. 
MnSi is a heavily investigated itinerant helimagnet which exhibits a variety of 
interesting phenomena associated with formation of a helical spin density wave prop-
agating along < 111 > directions. Magnetisation measurements were performed as 
a function of magnetic field at fixed temperatures stepping through the magnetic 
transition observed at 29.1 ± 0.05K. These were found to be highly anisotropic 
and included observation of the so-called 'Phase A' consistent with measurements 
using other techniques and providing explanation of apparent anomalies in previ-
ous magnetisation data (Kadowaki et a/. (1981)). Further investigation of 'Phase 
A' using small angle neutron scattering (SANS) was successful in determining the 
magnetic state of MnSi within this regime in terms of helix reorientation which is 
shown to be broadly consistent with the expression for the free energy derived by 
Bak and Jensen (1980) and Plumer and Walker (1981). Reorientation of the helical 
spin density wave as a function of magnetic field was also studied using SANS to 
complement the magnetisation measurements. The second order process observed 
is similar to that predicted by Plumer and Walker ( 1981) and the form of their 
model for the magnetisation of is compared with the experimental results. Finally. 
anomalous magnetisation measurements close to the magnetic transition were fur-
ther explored through neutron scattering. The results suggest a possible isotropic 
phase pre-empting the helical spin density wave formation. 
Cubic FeGe is also capable of supporting a static helical spin density wave and 
has a critical temperature of 278. 7K with helix propagating along< 100 > directions 
above 211K and along< 111 >directions below 211K (for decreasing temperatures). 
Magnetisation measurements were made on cubic FeGe with magnetic field applied 
parallel to the < 100 > direction and the magnetic phase diagram determined. 
Coupled with the SANS data of Lebech et al. (1989) it shows similar processes in 
terms of helix reorientation in an applied magnetic field occur for both FeGe and 
MnSi. The magnetic phase diagram is in good agreement with that predicted by 
Plumer (1990) for magnetic field applied parallel to the < 100 >. 
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Chapter 1 
Magnetism: an introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The first evidence of magnetic phenomena relates to the use of a lodestone compass 
by the Chinese, dating back to the fourth century BC. During the nineteenth century 
it was found that a similar force was exerted between two current carrying wires. 
However, despite its long recorded history, it was not until the advent of quantum 
theory this century that magnetic order could be explained at an atomic level. Even 
today, although there exist numerous empirical relationships to describe the bulk 
magnetic behaviour of materials, no theory yet exists that can adequately describe 
the magnetisation of all materials. 
To account for such phenomena, the existence of a magnetic field is postulated. 
When a substance is placed in a magnetic field H, it has a resultant magnetisation 
due to this external field. This field will induce inside the medium a flux density B 
which will be dependent on the magnetisation per unit volume !vf of the medium. 
In cgs units, in free space B is numerically equal to H. In any other medium 
B=(Hi+41rM) ( 1.1) 
where Hi= H- H D and H D is the demagnetisation field due to the sample geom-
etry. 
The magnetisation density AJ of a quantum mechanical system of volume V. 
in thermal equilibrium at a temperature T, in a uniform magnetic induction Hi is 
defined to be: 
1 aF !vf = ---
- vaHj (1.2) 
where F is the magnetic Helmholtz free energy and Hi is the magnetic field acting 
on the body (see section Demagnetising Field). 
Magnetic materials are usually classified according to the nature of their response 
to an applied magnetic field H, that is according to their magnetic susceptibility x. 
The susceptibility is a parameter characteristic of the substance considered. In this 
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thesis, the differential magnetic susceptibility is used and defined as: 
aM 
x=-== an. 
-I 
(1.3) 
and due to the above definition, is also: 
(1.4) 
1.2 Diamagnetism 
Diamagnetism is the property of substances that have a negative magnetic suscepti-
bility i.e. the magnetic field produced in the material opposes the applied magnetic 
field. 
1.2.1 Susceptibility of Insulators with complete electron 
shells (Larmor Diamagnetism) 
Consider a solid composed of ions or atoms with complete electronic shells. Such ions 
or atoms have a resultant spin and orbital angular momentum of zero in the ground 
state. On application of a magnetic field, a change is induced in the orbital motion of 
the electrons. In a manner analogous to Lenz's Law, this change produces a moment 
opposing the applied field and hence the magnetic susceptibility is negative. As all 
materials (apart from atomic hydrogen) consist of some complete electron shells, 
this response occurs in all materials, it is however usually very sma.ll and masked 
by other additional moments present. 
1.2.2 Conduction Electron Diamagnetism (Landau Diamag-
netism) 
Diamagnetic affects arise from the coupling of the field to the orbital motion of the 
conduction electrons. In some high purity materials at low temperature and high 
magnetic field this motion is used to map the Fermi surface through the de Haas 
Van Alphen affect. Although at higher temperatures and in most materials the 
oscillations are not perceptible, the dependence of .M on H does not average to zero 
and there is a net nonvanishing magnetisation antiparallel to H. This is known as 
Landau diamagnetism and is due to the orbital electronic motion induced by the 
field. 
1.3 Paramagnetism 
Paramagnetism is the property of substances that have a positive magnetic suscep-
tibility. 
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1.3.1 Susceptibility of Insulators containing ions with a 
partially filled electron shell 
The circulatory motion of a filament current gives rise to a magnetic dipole moment. 
If a current i encloses an area S then the dipole moment produced is given by: 
(1.5) 
A single electron will have a magnetic dipole moment associated with its motion, 
both its angular momentum 1 and also its intrinsic angular momentum or spin _§. 
This is written as: 
md - ml + ms 
e e 
(2m)1 + gs(2m).§ (1.6) 
where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron respectively and 9s is the 
gyromagnetic ratio. The integral unit of magnetic moment for the electron, the 
Bohr magneton, J.tB, is that for the lowest orbital state i.e. J.tB = ;! . Therefore 
(1 + 9s.§) 
md = J.lB 1i ( 1. 7) 
Thus in the case of insulators with a partially filled electron shell, each ion will have 
a resultant magnetic moment which is free to be orientated in any direction. The 
resultant moment of the ion is dependent on the order in which the one electron 
levels are filled in the outer electron shell. This determines both the total angular mo-
mentum L and total spin S of the ion. The degeneracy is lifted by electron-electron 
and electron spin-orbit interactions such that the order of filling is deteremined by 
Hund's rules. Thermal effects tend to randomise these orientations whereas the ap 
plication of a magnetic field tends to align the magnetic moments. It can be shown 
(see for example 'Solid State Physics' by Ashcroft and Mermin) that in the high 
field or low temperature limit: 
X 
1 N Jt1P 2 
----
3 V kBT 
( 1.8) 
c 
T ( 1.9) 
where N are the number of such ions in a volume V, kB is the Boltzman Constant, 
Tis the temperature, Cis the Curie Constant and P is the 'effective Bohr magneton 
number' given by P=gs(JLS)[J(J + l))t where J is the total angular momentum 
quantum number such that (j_ = L + S). 
This inverse dependence of the susceptibility with temperature and its indepen-
dancy on field is known as Curie's Law. It characterises paramagnetic systems with 
'permanent moments' whose alignment is favoured by field and opposed by temper-
ature. It accurately describes the behaviour of insulating crystals containing rare 
earth ions which have partially filled electronic f-shells. 
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1.3.2 Susceptibility of Metals- Independant electron model 
(Pauli Paramagnetism) 
The above model applies only to localised moments. However work on the metallic 
state with individual conduction electrons not spatially localised produced a band 
model. Assuming the electrons to be independent and neglecting their orbital an-
gular momentum, then upon application of an external magnetic field, the magnetic 
energy of a conduction electron will be either - BoJl.B if the spin points parallel to 
the field or + BoJl.B if it points anti parallel. The effect of the field is to shift the 
energy of each electronic level by ±BoJl.B dependent on the spin. Since electron en-
ergy levels will be filled up to the Fermi energy, this results in more electrons with 
spin orientated parallel to the field and hence a resultant magnetisation. However 
for an electron to move from a spin down state to spin up state, it has to move to 
an unoccupied energy level above the highest filled level in the absence of an ap-
plied field i.e. its kinetic energy is increased. An equilibrium between reduction in 
magnetic energy and increase in kinetic energy is established which leaves an excess 
of up spins. The resultant magnetisation is 
(1.10) 
where n± is the number of electrons per unit volume with spin parallel ( +) or 
anti parallel (-) to B0 • Application of Fermi Dirac statistics shows that (see for 
example 'Solid State Magnetism', by Crangle): 
(1.11) 
where n(EF) is the electron density of states at the Fermi energy. 
This is known as Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility and is independant of mag-
netic field. 
1.4 Ferromagnetism 
Ferro/ferri/ anti ferro magnetism is the property of materials that exhibit sponta-
neous magnetic order. To explain the occurence of this spontaneous order observed 
in some materials below a critical temperature, Weiss (1907) proposed the existence 
of an internal field, a 'Weiss molecular field' which would align moments in a similar 
manner to an external field. In the local moment model this yields the Curie-Weiss 
law: 
c 
x=T-0 
where (} the Curie temperature marking the onset of internal ordering. 
1.5 The Exchange Interaction 
(1.12) 
The origin of such a 'molecular field' was unclear as, to explain alignment, the 
magnitude of the field had to be far greater than that generated by dipole interaction 
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within the solid. An interaction of sufficient energy was only discovered with the 
advent of quantum theory which also provided the necessary concept of electron 
spm. 
The Pauli exclusion principle requires that the total wavefunction, \II, of a system 
of N electrons must be antisymmetric, linking the spin state of the system to its 
spatial wavefunction. Heisenberg (1928) was the first to demonstrate that this 
could lead to magnetic order when he considered the hydrogen molecule. As the 
Hamiltonian is spin independent, the solution wavefunction can· be written as the 
product of an orbital stationary state and the components of electron spin in a given 
direction: 
(1.13) 
where 1/J is the spatial function of two electrons at positions r1 and r 2 and X is 
their relative spin direction to a particular axis. If 1/Ja(rl) and 1/Jb(r2) are the spatial 
wavefunctions of the atomic electrons a and b respectively and a and (J are the spin 
states up and down respectively, then possible solutions are: 
\II = 1/JsymmetricXantisymmetric 
or 
W = 1/JantisymmetricX symmetric 
(a(rt)a(r2)) 
(a(rt)fi(rz) + a(r2)f1(rt)) 
({J{rt)fi(rz)) 
In the case of 'if'antisym the wavefunction vanishes for r 1 = rz so that the electrons in 
the spin triplet state tend to 'keep away' from each other and hence have a relatively 
small repulsion energy. However, for 1/Jsym the wavefunction does not vanish for 
r 1 = r 2 and the electrons ma.y be very close at certain times, experiencing a stronger 
repulsion than ~'antisym, raising the energy of the state. The Pauli exclusion principle 
introduces a coupling between the space and the spin variables of the electrons which 
act as if they are moving under the influence of a force whose sign depends on the 
relative orientation of their spins and is known as the exchange force. 
More generally, the exchange energy is described by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian 
which sums the interaction between neighbouring atoms i and j over all N atoms in 
the solid: 
N N 
Hex= -2 L L J;iS;.Si 
i=l j=l 
i~j J~i 
(1.14) 
where Si is the spin quantum number of the ion. The exchange energy is governed 
by the sign and magnitude of J;j, the exchange constant derived by considering the 
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spatial wavefunctions of the electrons from the atoms or ions. For ferromagnetism 
to occur Jii must be positive. 
The Heisenberg model of magnetism describes the origin of magnetic ordering 
through interatomic exchange interactions which tend to align neighbouring elec-
trons at atomic sites either parallel or antiparallel. The model applies to moments 
fixed in magnitude on atoms which are well separated so they retain free atom char-
acteristics but whose orientation may vary and has been used with some success to 
describe magnetism in insulating materials. 
1.5.1 Types of Exchange 
The Heisenberg model is an example of an interaction known as direct exchange. 
The development of magnetic theory has led to the prediction of other types of 
exchange coupling between spins. Superexchange is the coupling of the spins of 
magnetic atoms by nonmagnetic atoms via the electronic charge distribution on 
the nonmagnetic atoms. Indirect exchange is the coupling of the localised spins of 
unfilled inner electron shells via polarisation of the conduction electrons. Finally, 
itinerant exchange is that between the conduction electrons which are able to move 
within a metal crystal; its development is briefly outlined below. 
1.5.2 Development of the Itinerant model of Magnetism 
The magnetism of metals has been a controversial subject and the development 
of a workable model remains one of the major unsolved problems of solid state 
theory. The great difficulty is the fact that metallic magnetism is a truly coopera-
tive phenomenon arising from the corellated motion of a large number of mutually 
interacting electrons. 
The theory of ferromagnetism prevalent in the 1930s was that developed by 
Heisenberg (1928) involving localised electrons in direct exchange interactions. Ap-
plication of this model to metals suggested that the mean magnetic moment should 
be an integral number of Bohr magnetons per atom however in the case of Nickel 
the experimentally observed value is 0.6 Bohr magnetons per atom. Van Vleck 
(1953) suggested the Heisenberg model to still be applicable by assuming the atoms 
to posses different electron configurations, i.e. be in different states of ionisation 
with d electrons being mobile. Mott (1935) postulated a band model to explain 
the experimental observation, with a very marked overlap between 4s and 3d bands 
leading to a non integral saturation magnetisation of 0.6 Bohr magnetons. The 
main problem with this idea was the explaination of or 'source' of ferromagnetism. 
According to Slater (1936) in early band calculations, it is the exchange interaction 
between electrons in the same atomic shell which produce a parallel orientation. 
The first major contribution to the field of itinerant magnetism was made by 
Stoner (1938), (1939) through his collective electron model. The Heisenberg model 
had given physical interpretation to the molecular field proposed by Weiss. An al-
ternative to this model could continue to use this molecular field hypothesis, leaving 
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it to later research to interpret this field under conditions of nonlocalisation. On 
this basis, and the assumption of Fermi statistics, Stoner produced a model in which 
the electrons are treated as unbounded or free, the influence of the periodic lattice 
potential is described by an effective mass of the electron and the many body in-
teractions by a field which is parallel to the external field. The Stoner equations 
(see for example 'Introduction to the Theory of Magnetism' by Wagner or Wohl-
farth (1981)) result in an expression for the number of up/down spin electrons in 
an applied magnetic field to be 
(1.15) 
where p is the chemical potential, kB the Boltzman constant, T the temperature, /LB 
the Bohr magneton, H the applied magnetic field and f the interaction parameter. 
(1.16) 
where n is the total number of electrons (n = n+ + n_), I the effective interaction 
between particles and e the relative magnetisation i.e. the ratio of the number of 
excess parallel spins to the total number of potentially effective spins at full satura-
tion. Stoner originally used an effective temperature ()' to represent the molecular 
field coefficient: 
(1.17) 
The problem was to solve for e = e(T, H,I) on the basis of equation (1.17). By 
assuming the density of states curve to be of a parabolic shape, it can be shown (see 
for example 'Intoduction to the Theory of Magnetism' by Wagner) that in the case 
of H=O, T=O, an expression for the spontaneous magnetisation e is obtained of the 
form: 
(1.18) 
where EF is the Fermi energy. For ferromagnetism to occur at all, i.e. e(o, 0, I) > 0, 
the Stoner criterion must be satisfied: 
(1.19) 
Equation (1.20) has solutions with eo -=/= 0 for certain values of the parameter I and 
those such that e(o, 0, I) < 1 define the state of weak itinerant ferromagnetism. 
This occurs if 
2 kB()' 
2
_1 
-<--< 3 3- EF 
Also in the paramagnetic state, the resulting susceptibility is given by: 
XP 
(1.20) 
(1.21) 
where Xp is the noninteracting (Pauli) susceptibility. In the paramagnetic state, the 
value of the denominator lies between 0 and 1 and the susceptibility is enhanced by 
the exchange interactions. This is known as the Stoner enhancement. 
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Stoner theory is quite successful in explaining the ground state properties of 
itinerant systems but calculations of high temperature properties are too simplistic. 
It cannot account for the temperature dependance of the magnetisation and predicts 
transition temperatures far above those actually observed. Within the Stoner theory 
there is no reason why the susceptibility in the paramagnetic state should exhibit 
Curie-Weiss behaviour observed over a wide temperature range in weakly magnetic 
systems. In this model, because the electrons are independant, the only possible 
excitations are due to spin flip processes and this kind of excitation are known as 
Stoner excitations. 
The importance of the interaction between the excited electrons and holes was 
first considerred by Slater {1937) in his theory of bound collective modes in ferro-
magnetic insulators. This was extended to ferromagnetic metals and developed by 
Herring {1952), within the so-called Random Phase Approximation (R.P.A.). The 
introduction of electron correlations resulted in the appearance of collective spin 
wave modes at large wavelengths and lower energies, before merging into the Stoner 
continuum at higher energies. The interaction between the spin waves was consid-
ered by Dyson (1956), producing an expression for the modification ofthe spin wave 
energtes as a consequence. 
Rhodes and Wohlfarth (1963) considered the ratio of the local moment obtained 
from the Curie-Weiss susceptibility above the Curie temperature (Tc) with the sat-
urated low temperature moment. If the Tc is not too high, this ratio gives a useful 
measure of the itinerancy of the magnetic electrons. This ratio is expected to be 
unity for a localised system and larger than unity for intinerant materials. 
A different theoretical approach is that via the development of a Landau Ginzburg 
model of ferromagnetism (Edward and Wohlfarth (1967)). For weak itinerant fer-
romagnets, the magnetisation M(T, B) can at all temperatures be regarded as an 
order parameter. The free energy can in general be expanded in terms of even 
powers of the order parameter due to the symmetry of the problem such that: 
( ) A 2 b 4 F M = F(O) +2M + 4M + ...... - M.Hi (1.22) 
assuming A and b are independant of magnetisation and field. This results in an 
equation of state where the magnetic field which stabilises a magnetisation M is 
given by: 
Hi= AM +bM3 
For zero magnetic field, this has two solutions: 
M(T,O) = 0 above Tc in the paramagnetic state. 
M(T,O) = ( -bA )~ below Tc where A< 0. 
Also from this expression: 
8H· 
XII-I = a.Ad =A+ 3bM2 
(1.23) 
(1.24) 
This model is successful in explaining some of the experimental properties of 
weak itinerant ferromagnets including linear 'Arrot Plots' of the form M 2(T, B) 
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vs Hi/M(T, B) over a wide temperature range T and magnetic field range Hi (a 
consequence of the form of equation (2)). Also, qualitative agreement of the experi-
mental behaviour of the magnetisation as a function of temperature can be obtained 
by suitable choice of the form of A(T). 
Numerous attempts have been made to develop the above analysis by adding 
additional terms to the expression for the free energy. The free energy at fixed 
temperature T, volume V, number of particles nN a (N a is the number of atoms) and 
characterised by a particular magnetisation M can be written in the form (Taillefer 
(1986a)), 
F(M) = Fo(M) + ~oF(M) + ~1F(M) (1.25) 
where F0 (M) is the noninteracting free energy for a given single particle density of 
states. ~oF( M) is the Hartree Fock correction due to particle interactions of the 
form 
~0F(M) = -~AV M 2 where A is the interaction parameter (1.26) 
Combined with the first term they define a Stoner theory in which elementary 
excitations may be thought of as uncorrelated particle hole pairs in the presence of 
a molecular field AM. The last term represents corrections to this Stoner theory 
arising from correlations in the motion of these excited particle-hole pairs. These 
give rise to thermally excited, enhanced magnetic fluctuations. 
Previously, the problems of interacting electrons had been reduced to a prob-
lem of almost noninteracting quasiparticles. The developing model considers the 
interactions between electrons in terms of the spatial and temporal fluctuations in 
charge and spin densities (Herring (1966)). Both models are equally valid, simply 
different sides of the same coin and to descibe the system fully, both may be re-
quired. However, the latter description suggests that narrow band d metals and f 
metals may be understood with a single unified picture. The spectrum of magnetic 
fluctuations becomes the quantity of central interest, possibly being localised in real 
or reciprocal space. 
The Random Phase Approximation, whilst predicting spin waves, takes no ac-
count of their effect upon the Stoner equilibrium state. This was done by Murato 
and Doniach (1972) and extended by Moriya and Kawabata (1973). However, full 
vector analysis was performed by Lonzarich and Taillefer (1985) who considerred 
both longitudinal and transverse fluctuations on the system. 
Lonzarich and Taillefer (1985) use the local magnetic density as an order pa-
rameter but express it in terms of its mean value M and the slowly varying average 
of the deviation of the exact local magnetisation of the mean, m(r., t). It is then 
assumed that the local free energy can be expanded in terms of this slowly varying 
magnetisation (taking terms to 4th order in M): 
(1.27) 
where m(r., t) is expanded in terms of its Fourier components. As the temperature 
is increased from OK, the available thermal energy will induce excitation of certain 
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modes of the local magnetisation. For low temperatures and weakly ferromagnetic 
metals, long wavelength modes will dominate the excitations. In order to account 
for this, a temperature dependant wavevector cut-off is introduced to the model 
such that: 
m(!l) = m(1) q < qc 
m(1) = 0 otherwise 
The choice of qc is taken so that modes are excited thermally i.e. the elementary 
excitations involved obey Bose statistics (whereas Stoner excitations obey Fermi 
statistics). 
At some temperature T, the spectrum observed in a particular metal is depen-
dant on two elements. The extrinsic thermal energy available for excitation and the 
intrinsic susceptibility of the various modes to thermal excitation, contained in the 
expression for the dynamic susceptibility Xv( q, w ). By producing an expression for 
Xv(q,w) based on the Random Phase Approximation but incorporating the affect of 
modes already excited, the resulting equation of state is: 
Hi= AM+ bM3 whereA =a+ b[3 < mu 2 > +2 < m.t 2 >] (1.28) 
< mu2 > and< m.12 > are the thermal variances of the local magnetisation parallel 
and perpendicular to the average magnetisation M respectively. a and b are two of 
four parameters of the complete theory, all of which are measurable experimentally. 
This model successfully accounts for: 
1. Linear Arrot plots. 
2. The T 2 fall of the magnetisation as the temperature is raised below Tc. 
3. The Curie-Weiss paramagnetic susceptibility. 
4. The magnitude of Tc. 
5. The ratio of the magnetic moments in the ferro and paramagnetic states. 
6. The form of the paramagnetic dynamical susceptibility. 
7. The magnitude of the spin fluctuation contribution to the enhancement of the 
observed affective mass. 
1.6 Demagnetising Field 
Consider a specimen of finite size placed in a uniform magnetic field. The total flux 
density B is conserved and will be the same outside the specimen as in the material 
itself. If the applied field is Ha the magnetic field effectively acting internally on the 
material to produce a magnetic flux is less than the externally applied field. This 
is due to the 'demagnetising field' produced within the specimen, in opposition to 
its magnetisation. The demagnetising field is dependent on the magnitude of the 
magnetisation and the specimen geometry. The field Hi acting inside the body may 
be written: 
H. 
_, H-Hv 
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(1.29) 
(1.30) 
where Hv is the demagnetising field. The demagnetising factor Nv is defined by: 
Hv= -NvM (1.31) 
1. 7 Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy 
The energy associated with the magnetisation of a ferro/ferri or antiferromagnet 
is dependent on the direction of magnetisation with respect to the crystallographic 
axes. The energy is lowest in an easy direction and a higher field must be applied 
to make the magnetisation lie in a harder direction. The spins are coupled to 
the electronic charge density via the spin orbit coupling and their energy therefore 
depends to some extent on their absolute orientation with respect to the crystal 
axes, as well as their relative orientation with respect to one another. 
In an attempt to minimise the magnetocrystalline energy, a crystal may undergo 
a small deformation when magnetised and if not allowed to expand freely may cause 
internal stress in the crystal. Conversely the application of stress to a crystal will 
affect the lattice and hence the magnetocrystalline energy. 
1.8 Magnetic Domains 
In order to account for the magnetic properties of ferromagnetic materials, including 
the ability to have zero magnetisation both with and without an applied field and 
to display magnetic hysteresis, Weiss (1907) postulated the existence of magnetic 
domains - separate magnetised regions of macroscopic size in the sample. Each 
domain is intrinsically fully magnetised under the influence of exchange interactions. 
However, the demagnetised state corresponds to a collection of separate domains 
orientated with no net magnetisation. On application of relatively low fields there 
is an overall change in the magnetisation due to rearrangement of domains and 
the boundaries between them, involving two main processes. In one process, the 
volume of domains favourably orientated with respect to the applied field grows 
at the expense of those unfavourably orientated (i.e. there is a displacement of 
the domain walls). In the other, the magnetisation of the domain rotates toward 
the field direction. The two processes may occur either reversibly or irreversibly 
depending on the strength of the field and nature of the sample. 
Landau and Lifshitz (1935) showed that the subdivision of a specimen into do-
mains resulted in a considerable reduction in the magnetostatic energy, as opposed 
to the saturated condition, minimising the demagnetising field. This reduction in 
energy through domain formation does not continue indefinetly, as it must be off-
set against the increase in energy due to the necessary creation of new domain 
boundaries. The spin near the boundary of a domain will experience unfavourable 
exchange interactions with nearby spins in a neighbouring misaligned domain. How-
ever, because the exchange interaction is short ranged, only the spins near the do-
main boundaries will have their exchange energies raised. In contrast, the gain in 
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magnetic dipolar energy is a bulk effect- because of the long range of the interaction, 
the dipolar energy of every spin drops when domains are formed. 
A domain wall consists of the transition layer which separates adjacent domains 
magnetised in different directions. The total angular displacement across a wall 
is commonly 180° or 90°. Generally the whole spin change takes place gradually, 
being a compromise between the opposing influences of exchange energy and mag-
netocrystalline anisotropy energy. In a crude classical model, the exchange energy 
of successive pairs of spins seperated by an angle ~ will not be the minimum value 
-JS2 , but rather 
Eex -JS2cos(~) 
n 
~ -JS2 [1- ~(~)2] 
2 n 
If it takes n steps to produce 180° spin reversal, the energy cost will be: 
~E ~ n[-JS2cos~- (-JS2)] 
n 
2 ~ ~JS2 
2n 
(1.32) 
(1.33) 
which lowers with the steps taken, n. However this will result in more spins lying 
out of the the easy direction, increasing the anisotropy energy so that the domain 
wall width is the result of a compromise between the two opposing effects. 
Thus domain formation results in a lowering of the total magnetic free energy. 
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Chapter 2 
Manganese Silicide and Cubic 
Iron Germanium: an Introduction 
2.1 Previous work done on Manganese Silicide 
and Cubic Iron Germanium 
2.1.1 Manganese Silicide 
The metallic alloy MnSi has been the subject of numerous theoretical and exper-
imental investigations pivotal in the development of the self consistent theories of 
itinerant magnetism. 
In 1966 a paper appeared in the Journal of Applied Physics (Williams et al. 
(1966)) on the magnetic properties of the monosilicides of some 3d transition ele-
ments. MnSi was reported to order magnetically at 30K with a magnetisation curve 
which is linear up to a field of 6.2k0e where it saturates abruptly. It was also noted 
with interest that the saturation moment per Mn atom at 1.4K is 0.4JLB which is 
smaller than the value one obtains in the paramagnetic region. Brown et al. (1968) 
later reported that the neutron diffraction experiments on both powder and single 
crystal failed to show an antiferro or ferrimagnetic component to the moment so 
suggested that the total moment was derived from the saturation magnetisation. 
Fawcett et al. (1970) measured the thermal expansion and specific heat of MnSi 
and found the transition to be of second order. 
After macroscopic magnetisation measurements in the range 2.5 - 900K and up 
to 20k0e, Levinson et al. (1972) reported that the measurements were incompatible 
with zero field ferromagnetism below the ordering temperature. Low field magnetic 
measurements below the critical temperature on a powder sample showed the mag-
netisation was not completely linear but was curved below the linear response in 
fields below 1.1k0e as shown in figure 2.1. Although such magnetic behaviour is 
more typical of an antiferromagnet below the transition temperature, neutron exper-
iments failed to observe any additional magnetic reflections. This posed a problem; 
magnetisation measurements being inconsistent with simple ferromagnetism whilst 
other experiments strongly implied a ferromagnetic structure. To resolve the incon-
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Figure 2.1 Magnetisa.tion of MnSi as a function of applied magnetic field. (After 
Levinson et al. (1972)). 
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sistency, it was suggested (Levinson (1972)) that antiferromagnetic coupling existed 
between microscopic ferromagnetic regions. By measuring the depolarisation factor 
for polarised neutrons transmitted through a thin sample of MnSi, Levinson was 
also able to deduce that the size of each ferromagnetic domain was :::::::: 500A.. 
Wernick et al. (1972) and references therein also reported on the low saturation 
moment of MnSi and the abrupt manner in which it saturated at 6 .. 2k0e. Magnetic 
properties determined by torque measurements suggested MnSi was antiferromag-
netic in zero field at low temperatures while longitudinal magnetostriction studies 
indicated it was antiferromagnetic below 0.5k0e and ferromagnetic above 6.0k0e. 
NMR measurements also suggested that MnSi was not a simple ferromagnet in an 
external field of 6.0k0e. 
After high magnetic field and high pressure measurements performed on MnSi, 
Bloch et al. (1975) pointed out that it could not be characterized as a simple, weak 
itinerant ferromagnet. Despite the difference in effective moments above and below 
the low critical temeprature and the lack of saturation at high fields, all consis-
tent with weak itinerant ferromagnetic behaviour, they pointed out inconsistencies 
including the nonlinearity of the 'Arrot Plots'. 
In 1976 Ishikawa et al. established the magnetic phase diagram of MnSi. Their 
neutron scattering studies carried out at the ILL in Grenoble revealed that MnSi 
had a helical spin structure with a long period of 180 ± 3A in the equivalent < 111 > 
directiom t 4.2K. The helical spin density wave was found to align itself with an 
applied magnetic field when the strength exceeded about 2k0e before a cone like 
structure is stabilised and the magnetisation is saturated by the process of closing 
the cone. The magnetic behaviour above a critical field of about 6k0e is char-
acteristic of an itinerant, weak ferromagnet. A phase diagram based on ultrasonic 
absorption data (and later published independently {Kusaka et al. (1976))) detailed 
the boundaries between ferromagnetic, helimagnetic and paramagnetic phases. It 
should be noted that the phase diagram, reproduced in figure 2.2 also contains 
points at 1..5k0e just below the transition temperature in the conical phase where 
an additional peak appeared in the ultrasonic absorption coefficient. This data cor-
responds to the magnetic field being applied parallel to the < 001 > direction and 
is observation of the so-called 'Phase A', later reported by Kadowaki et al. (1981). 
The result of Ishikawa was confirmed by both ESR (Date et a/. ( 1977)) and NMR 
(Matoya et al. (1976)(1978)) 
At about the same time, similar measurements on MnSi were being performed 
at Ris0 by Hanson (1976). Hanson (1977) also made magnetic measurements on 
a single crystal and showed the low field anisotropy in the magnetisation which is 
reproduced in figure 2.3. This was confirmed by Guy et al. ( 1979) through torque 
measurements on a single crystal of MnSi. 
Despite the anomalies noted above, MnSi was then used as a typical weak itin-
erant ferromagnet in order to study the magnetic excitations in this type of system 
by Ishikawa et a/. ( 1977). There had long been a debate on the electronic state of 
unpaired electrons in transition metals and alloys, reducing to whether they were 
itinerant or localised spin systems. In the case of an itinerant system, it was thought 
that single particle excitations called Stoner excitations would exist in addition to 
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collective spin wave excitations. These had not previously been observed because 
in metallic ferromagnets the Stoner excitations exist in a high energy regime (above 
lOOmeV). However, in the case of weak itinerant ferromagnets these excitations 
were thought to occur in a lower energy regime enabling the study of both collective 
and Stoner excitations through inelastic neutron scattering. The inelastic neutron 
scattering from MnSi revealed that well defined spin waves exist only below 2meV 
but above this, for increasing energies, the linewidth of the scattering broadens as 
shown in figure 2.4. This increase in linewidth was regarded as evidence for the 
Stoner boundary, observed as the excitations increased in energy and suggesting the 
itinerant model of magnetic carriers to be correct. The excitations in the Stoner 
continuum were found to remain almost unchanged even up to room temperature, 
whilst the spin wave excitations observed at 5K collapse into critical scattering above 
the transition temperature. 
Following the work of Dzyaloshinsky (1958) and later that of Moriya (1960), 
Bak and Jensen (1980) pointed out that a helical spin structure can arise out of a 
Ginzberg Landau expansion of the free energy. Dzyaloshinsky had first recognised 
the existence of an antisymmetric spin interaction in magnetic insulators. Requiring 
that each term in the free energy satisfy the full crystal symmetry, the antisymmetric 
form was shown to be allowed in certain class of crystals of sufficiently low symme-
try. The derivation of the antisymmetric interaction on the basis of a microscopic 
Hamiltonian was given by Moriya and extended to include spin orbit coupling in 
ionic crystals. Bak and Jensen produced a mechanism underlying the antisymmet-
ric spin interactions in metallic systems. Although Nakanishi et al. also produced 
similar work, it was later discovered to be incorrect and a correct version was pub-
lished by Kataoka ( 1984) together with the previous authors. From renormalisation 
theory, Bak and Jensen predicted the phase transition to be of first order. 
The spin fluctuation spectrum in MnSi was further investigated by Ishikawa 
( 1982). Emphasis was put on measurement of the collective spin wave excitations 
which were also found to exist above the transition temperature. Theoretical inves-
tigations by Moriya (1981) suggested the magnetic properties of itinerant electron 
systems at finite temperature could be understood in terms of the temperature 
variation of the mean squared magnetic moments < M 2 >. In contrast with the 
Heisenberg system where < A12 > is expected to be constant and independant 
of temperature, in a weakly magnetic system, an initial fall of < M 2 > as the 
transition temperature is approached from below with moderate increase above the 
transition temperature was predicted. The data was interpreted within the frame-
work of the selfconsistent renormalisation theory (SCR) of Moriya (1979) since in 
the paramagnetic phase the lack of distinction between the longitudinal and trans-
verse components of the magnetisation becomes irrelevant. The data, excepting the 
low wavevector anisotropy associated with the incipient ordered state in the vicinity 
of the transition temperature, is also consistent with the more general model for the 
dynamical wavevector dependant susceptibility developed by Lonzarich and Taille-
fer ( 1985). This work by Ishikawa also interestingly included observation of spin 
correlations close to the transition temperature, developing as a ring of scattering 
around (0,0) and not the magnetic satellite. 
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The experimental observation of spin fluctuations in the paramagnetic state was 
extended by Ishikawa (1985) a few years later by making a complete measurement 
of paramagnetic scattering for MnSi for the energy region 20meV. Figure 2.5 shows 
measurement of the scattering at T=33K using unpolarised neutrons. For small q the 
scattering contours are circular about q = 0 but as q increases, a ridge of scatt;ring 
can be found extending upwards in ~ergy. This -ridge exists for energies above 
about 3meV and is suggested to be the lower boundary of the Stoner continuum, 
initially observed in (1977). Reservations about this data, including experimental 
resolution and q dependant background, led to the work being repeated by Brown 
(1990). -
Following these experiments on the fundamental nature of itinerant magnetism, 
more work was performed on the phase diagram of MnSi to further test the theo-
retical work of Moriya. Matsunga et al. (1982) measured the magnetovolume effect 
which was found to become positive above the transition temperature. The mag-
netisation and magnetoresistance of MnSi were studied by Kadowaki et al. (1981) 
and also by Sakakibara et al. (1981) in magnetic fields up to 500k0e. The work of 
Kadowaki observed anomalous peaks in the magnetisation and magnetoresistance 
just below the transition temperature in applied magnetic fields of 1.0 - 2.2k0e and 
suggested the existence of two new phases. The complete phase diagram, compiled 
using various techniques including ESR, ultrasonics and magnetisation (Kadowaki 
et al. (1981) and refs. therein) is reproduced in figure 2.6. It is important to note 
that the magnetisation data was recorded by fixing field and sweeping temperature 
and that no anisotropy was observed in relation to new phases when the field was 
applied along different crystallographic directions. 
Following the theoretical work of Bak and Jensen ( 1980) and their prediction 
that the helix in MnSi must be only left or right handed depending on the sign 
of the Dzyaloshinsky term in the Hamiltonian, work was done to determine the 
handedness of the helix. Shirane et a/. (1983) used the fact that a single handed 
helix only scatters a particular polarisation of the neutrons to deteremine that the 
spiral was right handed only. Tanaka. et al. ( 1985) determined the chirality of 
MnSi crystal using convergent beam electron diffraction before Ishida et al. ( 198.5) 
investigated the helicity using polarised neutron diffraction. All seven crystals grown 
from different seeds were found to belong to the left handed system and the neutron 
scattering showed that only the left handed spiral of the helical spin density wave 
existed. Thus the left handed spiral must be closely related to the left handed crystal 
structure. 
Further investigation of the phase diagram of MnSi was performed by Ishikawa et 
al. (1984), particularly within the new phase close to the transition temperature and 
refered to as 'Phase A'. This work suggested that 'Phase A' was in fact an extension 
of the paramagnetic phase into the conical region where the magnetic correlations 
exhibited the same characteristics as those found at 29 .. 5K in zero field, namely a 
diffuse ring of scatter. The work was performed using pulsed neutron beams with 
neutron wavelengths ranging from 3- llA and only one crystallographic orientation 
was investigated. It was pointed out that the presence of such a phase was not 
predicted in the theoretical work of Bak and Jensen (1980) or Plumer and Walker 
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(1981 ). 
The electronic spectrum of MnSi was investigated by Taillefer ( 1986b) through 
band structure calculations and de Haas-van Alphen measurements. The high effec-
tive mass of the electron (15m0 ) was noted. The de Haas van Alphen measurements 
were later developed by Brown (1990) at lower temperatures and higher fields. 
Throughout the past decade, a series of theoretical papers was produced by 
Plumer and Walker. A mean field theory was presented and a study of the rotation 
of the helical spin density wave into the applied field direction performed (1981). 
The model assumes that the helix begins to rotate from < 111 > direction towards 
the field direction on application of a magnetic field. The theoretical magnetisation 
was produced for magnetic field applied along different crystallographic directions, 
reproduced in figure 2. 7 and is in good qualitative agreement with the experimental 
results of Hanson (1977), showing that rotation of the helix into the field direction 
could account for the unusual nonlinear dependence of the magnetisation observed 
below 1.5k0e. By incorporating magnetoelastic interactions within the expression 
for free energy, (Plumer and Walker (1982)), an expression for the magnetostriction 
has been derived which compare well with the existing data of Matsunga et al. 
(1982). This model was also developed to produce a theory of the generalised 
susceptibility and spin dynamics associated with the helical spin density wave phase 
of MnSi by Plumer (1984). Finally, Walker (1989) has presented a paper which 
predicts the helical response as the magnetic field is reduced after being large enough 
to cause rotation of the helical spin density wave into this direction. He suggests 
the rotation of the wavevector from < 001 > to < 111 > direction would occur as 
a result of two successive phase transitions. Due to the symmetry considerations, 
the helix would first rotate into another direction before rotating into the < 111 > 
direction. 
More recently, Shekhtman et al. ( 1992) have further commented on the Dzyaloshin-
sky Moriya interaction and its relevance for the spin anisotropies in La2Cu04 (a 
'high Tc' superconductor). This demonstrates the universality of the symmetry 
breaking in MnSi where its consequence can be studied with out the complications 
of 'high Tc' superconductivity. 
Throughout this review, there has been little agreement as to the 'type' of ferro-
magnetism exhibited by MnSi although most agree it does not arise from localised 
magnetic moments of fixed amplitude. This is apparent in the panel discussion 
on '3d Magnetism at Finite Temperatures' (Arrot (1983)). The problem can be re-
solved by considering a unified magnetic fluctuation picture as described by Taillefer 
(1986a). The origin of ferromagnetism in metals lies in the interaction between con-
duction electrons and in the resulting correlation in their motion. The interaction 
between electrons can be treated in terms of spatial and temporal fluctuations in the 
charge and spin densities. This makes the spectrum of magnetic or spin fluctuations 
the quantity of central interest and the difference in behaviour arises from the varia-
tion in the spatial character of the important fluctuations in spin and charge within 
the class of metals. At one end, there are the weakly ferromagnetic metals such as 
Ni3 Al or ZrZn2 for which all the large fluctuations at low temperatures have long 
wavelengths. At the other end, there are the 'heavy fermions' such as U Pt3 where 
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Figure 2. 7 The magnetisation in the spin density wave phase versus magnetic field 
at a temperature well below TN for H II < 001 > (broken curve), H II < 110 > 
(dotted curve) and H II < 001 > (crosses). (After Plumer et al. (1981)). 
modes of all wavelengths are nearly equally strong. In the intermediate regime one 
finds MnSi where shorter wavelengths are becoming more important. Consequently 
it is then tempting to stretch the definition of the end categories to include MnSi 
in both. 
2.1.2 Cubic Iron Germanium 
The amount of work performed on cubic FeGe is far less extensive than that on 
MnSi, possibly owing to the difficulty of growing single crystals of cubic FeGe. 
An excellent, concise review is given by Lebech (1989) summarising work up 
to 1989. Lebech studied the magnetic structure of cubic FeGe extensively using 
small angle neutron scattering. The metal was observed to order magnetically at 
a temperature of 278. 7K into a long range spiral of period 683 - 700A propagating 
along < 100 > directions at high temperatures and along equivalent < 111 > direc-
tions at low temperatures. The transition at which the direction of the spiral turns 
was observed to take place in a temperature interval of 40K and show pronounced 
hysteresis (T 2decr. = 211K,T2incr. = 245K). Applied magnetic fields of 200- 400 
Oe, depending on temperature and direction cause the spiral axis to rotate into the 
direction of the field. As the field is further increased, the amplitude of the antifer-
romagnetic spiral decreases and the ferromagnetic component increases until cubic 
FeGe becomes magnetically saturated. 
Following the neutron diffraction data of Lebech, Plumer (1990) analysed the 
magnetic reordering in the helical spin density wave phase of cubic FeGe in terms 
of a Landau-type free energy, similar to that previously used to study MnSi. A 
magnetic phase diagram was predicted and is shown in figure 2.8. 
More recently, Lebech ( 1992) suggests that reorientation of the helix into the 
field direction in FeGe can occur as a first or second order process (figure 2.9 and 
figure 2.10) and is dependant on the angle between the applied field and the initial 
modulation vector q. Investigations using SANS at both 2.50K and 140K (i.e. in 
both phases with qlf < 100 > directions (250K figure 2.9) and qll < 111 > directions 
(140K figure 2.10)) show that with a magnetic field applied i~itially perpendicular 
to the helix, a first order transition or 'flip' occurs whereas with q initially at smaller 
angles, a second order rotation occurs. -
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Figure 2.9 Field dependancies of the angle 9, between modulation vector q and 
the direction of the applied magnetic field H at 250K in cubic FeGe. The insets 
show the relevant parts of reciprocal space and define the orientations of the initial 
modulation vector !l_(O) and the modulation vector g_(li) for a field H along [011]. 
Both these vectors lie in a vertical plane parallel to the area sensitive detectors. 
(After Lebech (1992)). 
Figure 2.10 Field dependancies of the angle 9, between the modulation vector i and 
the direction of the magnetic field H at 140K in cubic FeGe. The insets show the 
relevant parts of reciprocal space and define the orientations of the initial modulation 
vector q(O) and the modulation vector q(H) at a field H along [011]. Both these 
vectors-lie in a vertical plane parallel to-the area sensitive detector. (After Lebech 
( 1992) ). 
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2.2 Structure of the Unit Cell 
Both MnSi and cubic FeGe have the B2o cubic structure as shown in figure 2.11. The 
structure belongs to the space group P213 and lacks inversion symmetry. In MnSi, 
the unit cell has sides a=4.558A and in FeGe 4. 700A. The position of the atoms 
in the unit cell are (u,u,u),(!+u,!-u,-u), (-u,!+u,!-u) and (!-u,~u,!+u) where UMn 
is 0.138, usi is 0.845 and UFe is 0.135, uae is 0.842. This structure lacks inversion 
symmetry and the unit cell can exist in two chiral forms. 
2.3 Origin of the Helical Spin Density Wave in 
MnSi and FeGe 
The origin of the helical spin density wave HSDW in MnSi and FeGe is still not 
clearly understood and numerous peculiarities exist. The wavelength of the spiral 
decreases as the temperature is increased (Ishikawa ( 1984)) and also the helix is be-
lieved to only have one handedness. There are also anomalies close to the transition 
temperature in MnSi, with a double transition apparent in the thermal expansion 
data of Matsunga (1981) and the ultrasonic attenuation data of Kusaka (1976) at 
ambient pressure. Ishikawa {1984) has tried to relate this to the appearance of 
a spherical shell of scattering observed in a magnetic field close to the transition 
temperature (the so-called 'Phase A') without success. 
Following the work of Dzyaloshinsky (1964) it was pointed out by Bak and Jensen 
(1980) that a helical spin structure can arise out of a Ginzberg Landau expansion 
for the free energy. The free energy can be expanded in terms of a slowly varying 
spin density S(r.) with respect to the symmetry operations of the ?2 13 space group. 
The most general form for the Free Energy to fourth order in S'i and to second order 
· as · In 7ft IS: 
F(r.) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
1 2 2 2 
= 2A(Sx + Sy + Sz ) + 
bS.(\1 X S) + ~Bi [(\1 S/ + \1 S/ + \1 S/] 
~B2 [(asx) 2 + (asy) 2 + (asz/] 2 ax 8y az 
C(Sx2 + Sy2 + S/)2 + D(Sx4 + Sy 4 + Sz 4 ) (2.1) 
Due to lack of inversion symmetry this includes a Dsyaloshinsky term of the form 
S.(\1 X S) whose origin lies in the relativistic spin spin interactions si X sj which 
are expected to be small compared to the Heisenberg term Si.Si. 
In the case where b = 0, B1 > 0 and B2 > 0 the free energy is minimised through 
ferromagnetism however for b f= 0 and a slowly varying spin density, the free energy 
may be minimised by spin densities of the form: 
(2.2) 
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Figure 2.11 The cubic B2o structure of MnSi and FeGe. 
The expression for the free energy becomes: 
1 I 12 1 • 1 2 2 F(k) = 2A sk + 2bl£.(Sk x sk ) + 2n1k ISkl 
+~B2(kx2 1Skxl 2 + ky 21Skyl2 + k/ISkzl2) +higher order terms (2.3) 
IfSk = ak+i,Bkthen thefreeenergyisminimised ~~~k = Owhenak ..L ,Bk, loki= I.Bkl 
and k x ( <l'k x ,Bk) = 0. The sign of b then determines the handedness of the spiral. 
(b > 0) k antiparallel to ak x ,Bk 
( b < 0) k parallel to <l'k x ,Bk 
The direction of !£ is fixed by the sign of the second order anisotropic term. 
In MnSi k lies parallel to [111] and so B2 must be negative. For FeGe this con-
stant is temperature dependant with a critical temperature of 278. 7K with the helix 
propagating along equivalent < 100 > directions above 211K and along equivalent 
< 111 > directions below 211K for decreasing temperatures. 
The free energy simplifies to the form: 
(2.4) 
Minimising this expression ~rls,. = 0 results in the magnitude of the HSDW 
lkl = lbl 
B1 + ~B2 ( 
•) ... ) __ .J 
In MnSi the wavevector is ~ 180A whereas in FeGe it is ~ 700A. 
Although this approach predicts that a HSDW should exist, the magnitude of 
the parameter b is unknown as is the exact microscopic origin of that term in the 
free energy expansion. This work has been extensively expanded in the literature 
(Plumer and Walker ( 1981)) and appears to be able to account for some of the 
behaviour of the HSDW under an applied field in terms of the reorientation of the 
HSDW however both the temperature dependant behaviour and 'Phase A' remain 
unaccounted for. 
2.4 Domains in MnSi and FeGe 
In the introduction, the concept of domains was introduced as a region in a fer-
romagnet where the moments are locally aligned. Domains have been observed in 
antiferromagnets, for example Patterson (1985) and hence they may exist in MnSi 
and FeGe. Consider MnSi where within the cubic crystal structure there are eight 
equivalent < 111 > directions along which the helical spin density wave can propa-
gate. A domain is defined as a region of the crystal where the helix propagates along 
a particular direction. They are thought to exist because of temperature variations 
across the sample when passing through the critical temperature, as well as due to 
various stress variations within the specimen due to dislocations within the lattice. 
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The wavelengths of the helical spin density wave in both MnSi and FeGe are 
exceptionally long magnetic structures. Although domain size will be dependant 
on sample quality, Levinson (1972) measured the length scale of the domains to be 
500A i.e. a similar order of magnitude to the helical spin density wave. Within 
MnSi a complete wavelength extends across 22 unit cells so it is understandable 
that Collins (1989) describes MnSi as a 'long period modulation of a ferromagnetic 
structure rather than antiferromagnetic'. 
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Chapter 3 
Equipment 
3.1 The Durham Vibrating Sample Magnetome-
ter 
3.1.1 Outline of the System 
The principle investigative tool used in Durham was a Vibrating Sample Magne-
tometer (VSM). This instrument was designed and built in the laboratory by Drs. 
S.R.Hoon and S.N.M.Willcock and has been described in detail (Willcock(l98.5), 
Hoon and Willcock (1988)) consequently only a broad outline is given here. 
The principle of the operation of a VSM was originally described by Foner (1956). 
In essence, the VSM detects the magnetic induction in the vicinity of a selected 
sample. The sample is placed in a static magnetic field and \·ibrated relative to a 
series of pick-up coils. This causes the flux through the detection coils to change 
and so induces an e.m.f. across them in accordance with Lenz's Law. This e.m.f. 
is proportional to the moment of the sample and the amplitude and frequency of 
vibration. The vibrator mechanism also provides an a.c. signal at the vibrational 
frequency which can be used as a reference signal for a phase-sensitive detector. 
Hence provided that the amplitude and frequency of vibration maintained constant, 
the signal is proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample. Calibration of the 
system with a known magnetic moment means the magnetisation of the sample can 
be measured. 
Figure 3.1 shows the principle components of the Durham VSM as used with a 
12k0e electromagnet. The vibration mechanism is achieved by means of an electric 
motor and crank mechanism. The 180° double throw arrangement of the crank 
assembly provides a significant improvement on previous systems in amplitude and 
frequency stability, low vibrational noise and high inertial loading. The vibrating 
head mechanism is isolated from the rest of the system by a pneumatic seating. 
The detection coils are mounted on the pole tips of an 8 inch Newport Instrument 
TypeD air cooled electromagnet. The geometry of the detection coils is that due to 
Mallinson ( 1986) consisting of two vertical pairs of pancake coils mounted parallel 
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to the faces of the pole tips. Data acquisition was via a Brookdeal 5206 lock-in 
amplifier used in common mode rejection to detect the signal from the two pairs 
of coils. A Hall effect Bell 640 Gaussmeter connected to a Fluke 8860a digital 
voltmeter was used to measure the magnetic field. An IBM compatible personal 
computer obtained data from these instruments via the IEEE 488 communication 
bus and controlled the magnet power supply (a KSM (SCT)) via a Bede Scientific 
Instruments Minicam interface system and a purpose built control panel, designed 
and built in the Physic Department Electronic Workshop. 
The cryostat used was an Oxford Instruments CF1200 gas flow cryostat with 
seperate exchange gas filled sample space and controlled by an Oxford Instruments 
3120 or ITC4 temperature controller. The sample was located centrally in the 
cryostat by a perforated polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) bush, the cryostat itself 
being mounted centrally on the magnet axis. 
Calibration was done by means of a Nickel sample. After accounting for demag-
netisation factors, a standard was chosen for the magnetisation of Nickel (Pauthenet 
(1982) ). 
3.1.2 Enhancement of VSM Sensitivity 
The Newport magnet and coils on the VSM were initially individually grounded via 
the lock-in amplifier which infact held them at a common potential but not earth. 
It was found that the sensitivity of the VSM was dramatically increased by 
changing the above arrangement. The magnet was earthed directly using thick 
braid and then the coils linked directly to the magnet. There was a large reduction 
in noise, permitting a reduction in the time-constant used on the lock-in from ls to 
lOOms, dramatically increasing the speed of data acquisition. 
3.1.3 Data Acquisition System 
The VSM at Durham was originally automated by Dr. S.N .l\LvVillcock using a 
PET microcomputer to communicate with Brookdeal 5206 Phase Sensitive Detec-
tor, an 8860a Fluke multimeter and Bede Scientific Minicam Crate which in turn 
controlled a Newport Power Supply. Over the passage of time, the computer had 
become obsolete and a new power supply (KSM (KCT)) had been obtained for the 
electromagnet. As a result, the system was overhauled and new control software 
was written by Mr. C.l. Gregory. 
The PET was replaced by an 'IBM compatible' Elonex 286 PC fitted with a 
Scientific Solutions IEEE interface card. The source code of the program controlling 
the entire system was written in Turbo Pascal. Routines had previously been written 
for IEEE, Fluke, Brookdeal and Minicam individually by Dr. D.B.Lambrick and 
these were moulded into a complete control program. 
An entire package of programs was written for the VSM to undertake various 
tasks and incorporated with a user guide. This descibes the apparatus used in the 
system, how it is computer controlled, each program in the package and what it can 
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do, and how to set-up the system before taking data (see Appendix A). Data is is 
stored in a matrix format and programs to display the data using the PC-Matlab 
software package are also included. 
In short, the package allows the recording of magnetisation as a function of time, 
temperature and manually or automatically altered magnetic field. The complete 
control program allows for three field regions where the density of data points can 
be varied. It also requires the number of repeated measurements at each field and 
the delay between each in terms of the number of time constants to be input. There 
is real time display of data in the form of a graph on the screen in all programs. 
Well annotated listings of all the programs written are included in Appendix A. 
One limitation of the system is that with the KSM power supply there is a region 
of 2000e close to the remnant field which is unobtainable when the current polarity 
is switched. In order to overcome this, a control program was written incorporating 
a smaller Kepco bipolar operational powersupplyfamplifier. This program, also 
included in Appendix A, is similar to the others and controls the Kepco via the 
dac board of a Bede Scientific Instrument Minicam system. The maximum field 
obtained is smaller than that using the KSM so the program moves in fixed field 
steps but would require little development to incorporate the field regions of the 
original program. 
3.2 Oxford 120k0e VSM Facility 
Some measurements were made in collaboration with Dr. D. B. Lambrick at Manch-
ester Polytechnic using the Manchester VSM facility. This comprises of an Aerosonic 
VSM and Oxford solenoid 120k0e superconducting magnet. All measurements were 
taken in step mode using a typical time constant of 240ms and a field settle time of 
3s. The sample enviroment was provided by an Oxford CF1200 cryostat providing 
a temperature range of 2-1200K. Temperatures were monitored by a Au(0.03%)Fe 
Cr thermocouple and controlled by an Oxford ITC4 temperature controller. 
Calibration of the magnetic field at low fields was performed using a Bell 640 
gaussmeter because a small amount of hysteresis due to flux pinning was observed 
in the magnet. 
3.3 Small Angle Neutron Scattering at RisflS 
Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) was undertaken at the Ris0 National Lab-
oratory, Denmark in collaboration with Professor Bente Lebech of the Physics De-
partment. 
The SANS facility used is on the reactor DR3 at Ris0. This is a heavy-water-
modulated lOMW thermal neutron research reactor. Neutron beams emerge from 
horizontal through tubes tangential to the reactor core, the flux being about 3.5 * 
1013n/cm2 fs in the centre of the 7 inch diameter tubes. The thermal neutron flux, in 
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equilibrium with the heavy water moderator has a Maxwellian distribution peaking 
at 1.1A. 
The beam used for SANS is then scattered using a so-called cold_ source (a 
chamber filled with a supercritical hydrogen gas at 16 atmospheres and 38K) which 
enhances the long wavelength region when compared for example to a thermal water 
scatterer. The beam is shared, with a 20m long cold-neutron guide-tube providing 
three ports in the 'Neutron House'. Only neutrons that have undergone total internal 
reflection from the Ni coated glass plates in the bent guide tube arrive at the end in 
the 'Neutron House'. As the angle of total reflection is proportional to the neutron 
wavelength almost no neutrons below a 'critical' wavelength are transmitted. SANS 
benefits from both a high flux at long wavelengths and low background enviroment. 
The SANS monochromator consists of a mechanical velocity selector giving ac-
cess to wavelengths in the range 3- 24A with a resolution of 10- 20%. The 6m long 
collimation section allows the neutron source point to be moved from 1 - 6m away 
from the sample. Thus the arrangement allows for a suitable choice of scattering 
vector range and enables tuning to optimum flux for a given resolution. 
The area-sensitive multi-wire proportional detector used has been developed at 
Risf.1. The active volume is 60cm in diameter, 4.5cm thick and the total gas volume 
is 15.21. The normal filling is 1 atm 3 He plus 1.5 atm Ar and ;.,{ethane, which 
combines high efficiency and spatial resolution together with low A1-ray sensitivity. 
The anode grid is used for one coordinate and the two other cathode grids, coupled 
in parallel after the pre-amplifiers are used for the other coordinate, resulting in 
lcm2 pixels. A beam stop was placed in front of the detector to remove unscattered 
neutrons. 
The sample enviroment was provided by a .50k0e split coil, top loading super-
conducting magnet. This offered a temperature range between 4.2 - 300K and 0 -
50k0e vertical field. This was the first occasion the .50k0e magnet had been used 
on SANS. 
3.4 Triple Axis Neutron Scattering at Risfi1 
The triple axis spectrometer used at Ris0 was TAS1 which shares the cold neutron 
beam with the guide tube for cold neutrons to the Neutron House. The instrument 
has four fixed-incidence take-off angles from the monochromator. which for the 
(002) reflection in pyrolytic graphite corresponds to incident energies of the first 
order neutrons of 13.7meV, 7.2meV, 5.0meV and 3.6meV. The instrument is fully 
automated and operated by means of the fortran program TASCOM running on 
a PDPll computer. The curved monochromator and the planar analyser crystals 
are composed of 1cm high (002) slabs of pyrolytic graphite. ~ filters of Be can 
be inserted either infront of or behind the sample. The instrument moves on air 
cushions and all angles may be set with a precision of a few hundredths of a degree. 
The collimations can easily be adjusted to suit the experiment. The background 
can be minimized by means of adjustable diaphragms. 
The monochromator axis consists of a motorised turntable and a goniometer 
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mounted on a turntable. The sample axis consists of a turntable with a goniometer 
(± 15 deg) and an X-Y translation (±12mm). The analyser unit is mounted on 
air cushions. The take-off angle from the analyser is continuously variable. The 
shielding wedges around the analyser crystal are lifted pneumatically to allow for 
automatic change of the analyser setting. 
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Chapter 4 
Magnetic Measurements on ZrZn2 
4.1 Introduction 
Magnetic measurements were made on a single crystal of ZrZn2 and are included 
within this thesis for numerous reasons. 
MnSi was used as a typical weak, itinerant ferromagnet by Ishikawa (1977) in 
order to study the magnetic excitations in this type of system, both above and 
below the critical temperature. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, the assumption 
that MnSi is such a material is controversial. Zr Zn2 on the other hand, is arguably 
the best example known of a typical, weak (Wohlfarth (1971)), itinerant (Pickart 
(1964)) ferromagnet and has a transition temperature between 20 and 28K i.e. very 
similar to that of MnSi. In order to investigate any differences, the magnetisation 
of ZrZn2 was measured close to the transition temperature. 
Both FeGe and MnSi have cubic B20 structures and are capable of supporting 
long range spin density waves at low temperatures. The helix propagate along 
high symmetry directions in the crystals and are extremely long range, with repeat 
distances ranging from 45 to 175 lattice units. This means that locally the spin 
arrangement can be considerred ferromagnetic. Zr Zn2 can be regarded as a similar 
ferromagnetic structure but of infinite wavelength. 
Finally, although magnetic measurements have previously been performed on 
ZrZn2 (for example Knapp et a/.(1971)) and reproduction can be found in general 
magnetism texts (Crangle (1991)), there is no report of a detailed study close to the 
transition temperature. 
4.2 Review of Previous work on ZrZn2 
Attention was first excited to ZrZn2 in 1958 when Matthias and Bozarth estab-
lished that a compound of 'approximate composition' 1Zr:2Zn had become ferro-
magnetic at 35K. Previously it had been assumed that ferromagnetic intermetallic 
compounds must contain at least one of the ferromagnetic elements Fe, Co or Ni. 
The fact seemed remarkable that neither Zr or Zn were ferromagnetic, hut infact 
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both superconductors in their pure metallic state. Since then, a great deal of exper-
imental and theoretical interest has been focussed on accounting for the magnetic 
properties of this alloy system. 
Pickart et. al. (1964) directly observed a large degree of delocalisation of the Zr 
spin density in ZrZn2 by polarised neutron scattering. Blythe (1966) studied the 
paramagnetic susceptibility of ZrZn2 above the transition temperature and found 
it to follow the Curie-Weiss law. Within this report however, there is reference to 
questionable results due to 'suspect' samples. The extremely sensitive nature of 
the magnetisation to sample quality is evident as Foner (1967) considered whether 
the magnetism was intrinsic because of the large differences between samples. It 
was the results of Blythe (1968) on high purity samples of ZrZn2 that proved the 
ferromagnetism was intrinsic. Mattocks (1978) used the same samples as Blythe 
and extended the magnetic measurements to find no sign of saturation of ZrZn 2 in 
fields of up to 170k0e. 
The magnetisation of ZrZn2 and related alloys is discussed by Knapp et al. 
(1971). They calculated the effective local moment from the Curie Weiss response 
of ZrZn 2 above the Curie temperature and found Pelf = 1.57JJB per Zr atom as 
opposed to a value of 0.16/JB at zero field and extrapolated to zero temperature. 
(Note this figure was ammended to 0.17JJB by Van Deursen (1986)). Their results 
suggest that the ferromagnetism observed in ZrZn2 is a consequence of the Fermi 
level being close to a peak in the density of states curve. As a result, the extra 
kinetic energy required for the transfer of a given number of electrons from one spin 
state to the other is smaller than the net gain in exchange energy resulting from the 
imbalance in population of the two spin states. The density of states curve is such 
that this condition is only satisfied for the transfer of a small number of electrons. 
The initial homogeneous pressure derivative of the Curie temperature of ZrZn 2 
was measured by Wayne and Edwards (1969). The value obtained of -(1.9.5 ± 
O.l)Kkbar- 1 was found to be in good agreement with the relationship Tc(P) = 
Tc(O)(l- ~)~derived from the theory of itinerant magnetism by ·Wohlfarth (1968). 
The experiment was later repeated by Smith et al. (1971) who recorded a critical 
pressure of s .. 5kbars for the destruction of ferromagnetism. 
Wohlfarth and Bartel ( 1971) showed that the thermal expansion, susceptibility 
and pressure effects on the magnetisation are indicative of weak correlation effects 
between the itinerant electrons. Clinton et al. ( 197.5) used previously published 
data to determine the magnetic entropy. They pointed out that although the broad 
features of the behaviour of ZrZn 2 could be understood within the band model, 
modifications would be necessary to account for the partially localised character 
of the moments. This comment was reinforced by Brown et al. (1984) who used 
polarised neutrons to measure the magnetic structure factor. This was found to 
be consistent with a model in which 57% of the magnetisation is associated with 
strongly hybridised Zr 4d and 5p wavefunctions, with the remaining magnetisation 
very delocalised. Van Deursen et al. (1986) studied the Fermi surface of ZrZn2 
through de Haas van Alphen and compared the observed frequencies to band struc-
ture calculations. Their high field mag~etisation data showed the 'Arrot Plots' to 
be curved, this being attributed to structure in the density of states. 
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Because of the considerable development in theories of weak itinerant ferromag-
netism (Moriya (1979), Lonzarich et al. {1985)), Law (1988) investigated the spin 
density spectrum of ZrZn2 through neutron scattering in order to test new ideas. 
Hayden (1991) also measured the low temperature magnetisation of ZrZn2 and 
found results consistent with the model of Lonzarich and Taillefer (1985). 
4.3 ZrZn2 Structure and Sample 
ZrZn2 has the cubic Laves phase (C15) structure with a lattice parameter of 7.315A, 
as shown in figure 4.1. This structure has inversion symmetry. The sample was 
prepared by melting high purity zone refined zirconium and zinc contained by Y20 3 
crucible inside a tantalum bomb at 1200°C. The mixture was cooled slowly through 
the melting point and then annealed at various temperatures above 500°C over a 
period of 5 days. The resulting ingot was found to have resistance ratio ( ~:~:~) in 
the range 30-50. The bulk of the specimen was seen to be a single crystal and back-
reflection Laue X-ray diffraction photos were used to align the crystal and showed 
that the crystal mosaic spread was small. The sample has previously been used by 
Law {1988) in neutron scattering experiments and more recently by Hayden (1991) 
to measure the ac susceptibility. This latter experiment determined a transition 
temperature of between 23 - 24K. 
4.4 Magnetisation Measurements above the Tran-
sition Temperature 
Magnetic measurements were performed on a single crystal of ZrZn 2 , a disc of 
diameter 2 .. 5mm and mass 22 .. 5mg, cut such that the disc is a (ITO) plane. The 
magnetisation was found to be isotropic in the < 111 > and < 001 > directions 
both above and below the transition temperature. Data presented in this thesis were 
taken with the magnetic field and magnetisation measured parallel to the < 001 > 
direction. 
Figure 4.2 shows the magnetisation of ZrZn 2 close to the transition tempera-
ture in magnetic fields upto ±0.25k0e. The raw data is plotted as points with a 
single line representing the average value of measurements for increasing and de-
creasing magnetic field. The magnetisation is paramagnetic and as the temperature 
is lowered the paramagnetism not only increases, but the curvature of the magneti-
sation becomes enhanced as demonstrated in figure 4.3 of the corresponding inverse 
susceptibility. 
From figure 4.3 it is evident that the inverse susceptibility is parabolic with 
applied magnetic field in the temperature regime of 27 - 30K. As the temperature 
is lowered, not only does the curvature of the parabola increase, particularly in 
low fields of less than 2k0e, but also the spread of values or error associated with 
the inverse susceptibility reduces in low fields. As the temperature is reduced, for 
example at and below 25K, the inverse susceptibility changes from being parabolic 
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Figure 4.2 Magnetisation of Z r Z n2 as a function of applied magnetic field. Mea-
surements were taken for decreasing temperature with field steps of 500e. The solid 
line is an average through the data points for a particular field. (a) 30.0K; (b) 
27.0K; (c) 26.0K; (d) 25.0K; (e) 24.5K; (f) 24.2K; (g) 23.9K; (h) 23.6K; (i) 23.3K; 
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Figure 4.3 Inverse susceptibility of ZrZ'n<l (derived from the data of fig. 4.2) as 
a function of applied magnetic field. The points on the graphs are the raw data 
The solid line is an average through the data points for a. particular field value. (a) 
30.0K; (b) 27.0K; (c) 26.0K; (d) 25.0K; (e) 24.5K; (f) 24.2K; (g) 23.6K; (h) 23.3K; 
(i) 22.0K. 
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to a 'V' shape, owing to the zero field inverse susceptibility lowering rapidly with 
temperature whereas the high field values remain approximately fixed. Th)s trend 
continues until at 24.5K the inverse susceptibility is convex with applied field and 
a minimum value in zero field. 
Figure 4.5 shows magnetisation measurements in a similar temperature regime 
but extended to higher fields of 80k0e. Again points mark the raw data with a 
single line representing the average value of the magnetisation for a particular mag-
netic field. Within this field scale, the paramagnetic response appears to increase 
uniformly as the temperature is lowered. Note also that the magnetisation shows 
no sign of saturation above the transition temperature, even upto fields of 80k0e. 
4.5 Magnetisation Measurements at and below 
the Transition Temperature 
As the transition temperature is approached, the low field paramagnetic response 
increases and becomes enhanced until at a temperature between 24.5 - 24.2K the 
magnetisation becomes ferromagnetic i.e. finite in zero magnetic field (as shown 
in figure 4.2) although no hysteresis is observed. The transition temperature was 
determined by plotting M 2 against ,e. (the 'Arrot Plot'), which are linear at fixed 
temperature upto a field of 2.5k0e as shown in figure 4.4. By noting the highest tem-
perature at which the plot intercepts the M2 axis (implying a finite magnetisation 
in zero field), the ferromagnetic transition temperature of ZrZn 2 was determined. 
Figure 4.6 shows the 'Arrot Plots' of some high field magnetisation measurements. 
These are curved, consistent with Van Deurson ( 1986). Below the transition temper-
ature there is a dramatic increase in the zero field magnetisation as the temperature 
is reduced, demonstrated in figure 4.2. The inverse susceptibility below the transi-
tion temperature is similar to that above, except that the low field limit approaches 
zero due to the sharpness of the response as the field switches direction, shown in 
figure 4.3. Again the inverse susceptibility is convex as the field is increased. The 
high field magnetisation data at and below the transition temperature (figure 4..5) 
shows that the magnetisation does not saturate below the transition temperature, 
even at fields of upto 80k0e. 
The magnetisation data on ZrZn 2 was taken by fixing temperature and altering 
magnetic field. As the fields at which the magnetisation was measured were identical 
at each temperature, rearrangement of the data allows comparison of the magneti-
sation as a function of temperature. Figure 4.7 shows the magnetisation of ZrZn 2 
between 24 - 28K i.e. just above the Curie temperature. In low fields of up to 250 
Oe the magnetisation remains approximately constant until a temperature of 26K, 
below which it increases as the transition temperature is approached. As the field is 
increased, the temperature at which the magnetisation begins to increase rises until 
at a field of 4000e (figure 4.7(c)) it increases over the complete temperature regime 
studied. In fields of upto lkOe, the rate at which the magnetisation increases as the 
Curie temperature is approached is far greater than in higher fields. The curvature 
of the magnetisation against temperature reduces as the field is increased until, in 
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In figures 4.5- 4.6 the applied magnetic field (H) has been called Band given the 
units gauss. Magnetisation is measured in units of emucm-3 and can be converted 
to units of emug-1 using the density of ZrZn2 which is 7.5gcm-3 . 
Figure 4.5 High field magnetisation measurements on ZrZn2• A solid line connects 
the raw data points. (a) 28.0K; (b) 27.0K; (c) 26.0K; (d) 25.5K; (e) 25.0K; (f) 24.0K; 
(g) 23.5K; (h) 23.0K; (i) 22.0K. 
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fields in excess of 1.8k0e, the magnetisation increases approximately linearly as the 
temperature is lowered, demonstrated in figure 4.7(f). The magnetisation remains 
linear with temperature as the field is increased up to SkOe although the gradient 
of this line gradually reduces with increasing field. This is summarised in figure 4.8 
where the rate of change of magnetisation with temperature, in a fixed magnetic 
field is plotted against the field. The rate of change of magnetisation was calculated 
by curve fitting to the data (note that in fields greater than 1.4k0e the fit was a 
straight line). From this it is evident that there is only a dramatic increase in mag-
netisation as the transition temperature is approached in applied magnetic fields 
less then 8k0e and that this reduces as the field is increased. In fields in excess 
of lOkOe, the increase remains approximately constant, reducing only slightly by a 
magnetic field of 80k0e. 
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In figure 4. 7 the applied magnetic field has been called B and given units of 
gauss. 
Figure 4. 7 Magnetisation of ZrZT~.<J as a function of temperature close to the 
transition temperature. (a) 1500e; (b) 3000e; (c) 4000e; (d) 8000e; (e) lkOe; (f) 
1.8k0e; (g) 5k0e; (h) 8k0e; (i) lOkOe; (j) 24k0e; (k) 40k0e; (1) 50k0e; (m) 60k0e; 
(n) 80k0e. 
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Chapter 5 
Magnetic Measurements on 
Manganese Silicide (MnSi) 
5.1 The Sample of Manganese Silicide 
Observation of the intrinsic behaviour of highly correlated systems including MnSi 
close to the magnetic phase transition places extremely stringent requirements on 
sample purity and homogeneity. The single crystal used for these measurements was 
prepared to a high standard of purity by Simon Brown at the Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge. It was grown by the Czochralski Technique under ultra high vacuum 
(Brown (1990)) to ensure an extremely clean enviroment. The sample used was a 
2.5mm diameter, 0. 7mm thick disk, spark machined from a larger single crystal with 
a mass of 22.9mg. 
Preliminary characterisation was made by X-ray crystallography. The electrical 
residual resistance ratio ( ~!~g~) was measured to be 200. The samples have been 
used in other experiments, for example Fermi surface studies by the de Haas-van 
Alphen method (Brown ( 1990) ). 
The disc was cut in a ( lTO) plane. In order to measure the magnetisation of the 
sample in the two crystallographic directions< 111 > and < 001 > the crystal was 
rotated about the [1 TO] axis, maintaining the demagnetisation factor approximately 
constant. When measuring the magnetisation in the < 110 > direction, the crystal 
was orientated with the (liO) plane perpendicular to the applied field thus changing 
the demagnetisation factor. 
The magnetic measurements were made taking field increments of .500e. The 
points plotted on the graphs are the raw data and the solid line drawn through them 
is the average for increasing and decreasing field measurements. 
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5.2 Magnetisation Study of MnSi close to its 
Critical Temperature 
The inverse susceptibilities in the < 001 > and < 111 > major crystal symmetry 
directions are shown in figure 5.1. The most striking observations are the directional 
anisotropy of the response, extreme non-linearity and the narrow temperature range 
over which this behaviour occurs. 
The magnetisation and inverse susceptibility derived from adjacent values of 
magnetisation and field is shown in figures 5.2(a) and 5.3(a) for a temperature of 
30.0K for the two major symmetry directions. The inverse susceptibility exhibits a 
smooth, concave-upward response in both directions showing the magnetisation to 
be isotropic above the transition temperature. 
In the interval 29.0 ± 0.2/(, over a field sweep of ± 3.3k0e, we observe the start 
of the non-linear response in inverse susceptibility (figures .5.2(b) and 5.3(b)) with 
both the directions exhibiting four distinct rounded minima. The high field turning 
points may be associated with an induced ferromagnetic state (Bloch (1975)); on 
cooling below 29.0K these turning points move out of the selected display window 
and are of no further interest to our discussion here. 
Cooling below 28.8K and down to 27.4K we see further qualitative and quantitve 
changes in the magnetic response as shown in figures .5.2(c)- (e) and .5.3(c)- (e). In 
the< 001 >direction at 28.8K there is the onset of a pair (symmetric in positive and 
negative field) of three minima, a pair of low field rounded minima and two pairs of 
sharp discontinuities at higher fields. Continued cooling to 27.2K and below leaves 
only the rounded minima. In between these temperatures the critical field (where 
the second sharp discontinuity occurs) remains fixed, with the position of the first 
evolving to higher fields. 
In < 111 > direction a pair of low field minima persist from 29.0 - 28.81\ where 
a new pair of sharp minima occur and then disappear by 28.2K, leaving the inverse 
susceptibility with a slow, monotonic, concave field dependence. The anisotropy of 
the response with respect to the crystallographic direction is marked. 
Consider first the magnetic response at the temperature 27.2K (figure .5.2(£) and 
5.3(f) ), approximately 2K below the critical temperature. In .\lnSi, the axis of the 
helix lies along the < 111 > directions (Ishikawa ( 1976)) below the critical temper-
ature and from this and neutron scattering it appears the magnetic response in this 
direction may be due cone formation of the moments towards the field direction. 
In fields above 14000e, the magnetisation in the two directions is very similar, 
even down to the values of inverse susceptibility. This suggests a similar process 
may be occuring in these field regions. The magnetisation in the < 001 > direction 
is clearly different below 14000e and can be divided into two regions; one with 
the inverse susceptibility decreasing (approximately linearly) and the second with it 
increasing. Numerous processes may be occuring in these regions, including domain 
wall motion and domain rotation, but there is evidence that these processes result 
in the rotation of the helix or coning system into the direction of the applied field. 
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In figures 5.1 - 5.3 the internal magnetic field (Hi = H - H D) has been called B and 
given the units gauss. Magnetisation is measured in units of emucm -a and can be 
converted to units of emug-1 using the density of MnSi which is 5.82gcm-3. 
Figure 5.1 Displayed in the left hand frame is the inverse magnetic susceptibility of 
MnSi as measured with an applied magnetic field parallel to the < 001 > direction 
at temperatures close to the transition temperature. Complementary values are 
given in the right hand frame for the < 111 > direction. The solid line is an average 
through the data points for a given field value and is a measure of the experimental 
uncertainty. 
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Figure 5.3 The magnetisation of MnSi with magnetic field applied parallel to the 
< 111 > direction together with the inverse magnetic susceptibility derived from 
the magnetisation data. The solid line is an average through the data points for a 
given field value and is a measure of the experimental uncertainty. (a) 30.0K; (b) 
29.0K; (c) 28.6K; {d) 28.2K; (e) 27.6K; (£) 27.2K. 
Let us now consider the magnetisation around 29.0K close to the critical temper-
ature (figures 5.2(b) and 5.3(b)). The inverse susceptibility is very different to that 
observed 2K below this and there is a great deal of curvature to it. This response 
may be isotropic as similar behaviour is observed in the inverse susceptibility along 
the < 110 > direction. The temperature difference of 0.1K between the data sets is 
significant. It is suggested that this magnetic behaviour may indicate a new phase 
or commencement of the helical phase and raises the question of how the critical 
temperature should be defined. 
In the temperature range 28.8- 27.6K (figures 5.2(c) - (e) and 5.3(c) - (e)) we 
regard the sharp discontinuity in the inverse susceptibility observed in the < 001 > 
direction as a phase transition and believe it to be the 'Phase A' as reported by 
Kadowaki (1981), observed using ultrasonic absorption and ESR. This transition 
has not previously been seen in magnetic measurements at a fixed temperature. 
The transition is marked by a sudden increase in magnetisation to a region of lower 
susceptibility, with inverse magnetic susceptibility similar to the zero field value, 
and remains approximately constant throughout the phase. The magnetic response 
of 'Phase A' is strongly anisotropic and occurs after the 'new phase' behaviour close 
to the critical temperature. The transition to 'Phase A' occurs after the magnetic 
response corresponding to rotation of the helix into the direction of the applied 
magnetic field. 
The resultant phase diagram of MnSi close to the critical temperature with 
magnetic field applied along the < 001 > direction is shown in figure 5.4. The 
lower points mark the position of minima in the inverse susceptibility corresponding 
to domain wall motion and rotation whereas the higher ones mark the position 
of the sharp discontinuities thought to be a phase transition. These findings are 
in broad agreement with previous work of Kadowaki ( 1981 ). Since this technique 
selects information on the zero wavevector, static magnetisation density whilst other 
techniques used in determining the magnetic phase diagram are sensitive to a range 
of wavevector components (possibly both static and dynamic) small differences may 
be anticipated. 
5.3 Magnetisation of MnSi in 'Phase A' 
Figure .5 .. 5 shows the magnetisation of a single crystal of MnSi measured in the 
< 111 >and< 001 >directions in the field regime where 'Phase A' is observed 
in the < 001 > direction, at a temperature of 28.6K. In the < 001 > direction the 
magnetisation sharply increases but to a region of lower susceptibility than that in 
< 111 > direction and this lower susceptibility remains constant for a further 8000e 
at 28.6K. The sudden change in susceptibility occurs within lOOOe, so that in total 
the field span in which the magnetisation is different in the two directions (after 
domain reorientation) is 10000e at 28.6K. Because the magnetisation increases to 
a region of lower susceptibility, the response in the < 001 > direction is initially 
greater than that in the < 111 > direction. There then follows a field region where 
it is similar in the two directions (still in 'Phase A') and finally the magnetisation in 
the < 001 > direction is lower than that in the < 111 > direction. \Vhen 'Phase A' 
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is complete, the magnetisation increases sharply, again over a field range of 1000e 
and returns to being identical in the two directions. 
5.4 Magnetisation Below the Critical Tempera-
ture 
Thorough investigation of the magnetisation of MnSi at 25K (i.e. well below the 
critical temperature) shows anisotropy between the < 111 >, < 001 > and < 110 > 
directions studied. 
The magnetisation in the < 111 > direction as shown in figure 5.6 (together 
with the inverse magnetic susceptibility and the differential of the inverse magnetic 
susceptibility) increases linearly with applied magnetic field upto the maximum 
field applied of (±35000e). The inverse susceptibility is constant and has a value 
of 42.1 ± 0.7. 
The magnetic response in the < 001 > direction (figure 5. 7) can be divided 
into two regions; the first below 13000e is curved lower than that in the < 111 > 
direction while the second region is linear with applied field up to the maximum field 
applied. The inverse susceptibility (figure 5. 7(b)) corresponding to the first region 
can also be subdivided into two regions, both of which are linear with magnetic 
field. It has a maximum value of 59.3 ± 0. 7 in zero field and decreases linearly 
to a minimum value of 29.5 ± 0.6 at a field of 880 ± 200e. The inverse magnetic 
susceptibility then linearly increases to a value of 41.6 ± 1.3 i.e. the region where it 
remains constant. 
The magnetisation in the < 110 > direction (figure .5.8) can also be subdivided 
into two regions and although similar to that in the < 001 > direction, is not 
identical. The most striking difference is the hysteretic behaviour observed in this 
direction. This is evident from a temperature of 27K and yet is not observed about 
zero field. The magnetisation can again be divided into two regions; the first be-
low IOOOOe is curved lower than that in the < 111 > direction, but greater than 
that in the < 001 > direction. This is evident in figures 5.9 and .j.10 where the 
magnetisation in each of the directions is plotted for increasing and decreasing mag-
netic field at a temperature of 2.5K. Above 10000e the behaviour is linear up to the 
maximum field applied of ±25000e. Hysteresis is evident over the curved region of 
the magnetisation and thus the inverse susceptibility over this region is different for 
increasing and decreasing applied fields. The inverse susceptibility has a maximum 
value in zero field of 55± 2 and decreases gradually until, at a field of :3000e there is 
a dramatic decrease over a range of 1000e to a minimum value of 3.5.8±0.8, where it 
remains constant for a short field region. This dramatic decrease is evident from the 
differential of the inverse susceptibility as a sharp peak. The inverse susceptibility 
then linearly increases to a value of 42.5 ± 0.8 where it remains constant over the 
field region studied. For a decreasing field, the inverse susceptibilty is very similar 
to that in the < 001 > direction. At a field of 10000e it linearly decreases to a 
minimum value of 35.8 ± 0.6 at a field of 714 ± 500e from which it linearly increases 
to a maximum value of 55 ± 2 in zero field. 
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In figures 5.6- 5.10 the internal magnetic field (Hi= H- Hn) has been called 
B and given the units gauss. Magnetisation is measured in units of emucm-3 and 
can be converted to units of emug-1 using the density of MnSi which is 5.82gcm-3 . 
Figure 5.6 (a) The magnetisation ofMnSi with magnetic field applied parallel to the 
< 111 > direction at a temperature of 25K; (b) the inverse magnetic susceptibility 
of MnSi at 25K derived from the magnetisation data; (c) the differential of the 
inverse magnetic susceptibility of MnSi at 25K. The solid line is an average through 
the data points for a given field and direction and is a measure of the experimental 
uncertainty. 
Figure 5. 7 (a) The magnetisation of MnSi with magnetic field applied parallel to the 
< 001 > direction at a temperature of 25K; (b) the inverse magnetic susceptibility 
of MnSi at 25K derived from the magnetisation data; (c) the differential of the 
inverse magnetic susceptibility of MnSi at 25K. The solid line is an average through 
the data points for a given field and direction and is a measure of the experimental 
uncertainty. 
Figure 5.8 (a) The magnetisation of MnSi with magnetic field applied parallel to the 
< 110 > direction at a temperature of 25K; (b) the inverse magnetic susceptibility of 
MnSi at25K derived from the magnetisation data; (c) the differential oft he inverse 
magnetic susceptibility of MnSi at 25K. The solid line is an average through the 
data points for a given field and direction and is a measure of the experimental 
uncertainty. 
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In order to investigate further the anisotropic nature of the response, figures 
5.9 and 5.10 show the magnetisation in the three principle directions investigated, 
together with magnetisation in the < 110 > and < 001 > directions subtracted 
from that in < 111 > direction for increasing (figure 5. 9) and decreasing (figure 
5.10) fields, at a temperature of 25K. The difference of the magnetisation between 
< 111 > and < 001 > directions is similar for both increasing and decreasing field, 
however that between < 111 > and < 110 > directions varies in both form and 
magnitude. 
5.5 Observation of Hysteresis in MnSi 
As stated above, hysteresis was observed in the magnetisation of MnSi when mea-
sured at 25K in the < 110 > direction. This increases as the temperature is lowered 
(see for example the magnetisation in this direction at 17K and below as shown in 
figures 5.13 and 5.16). 
In the < 111 > direction the behaviour is identical to that described at 25K with 
no hysteresis observed, demonstrated in figures 5.11 and .5.14. 
In the< 001 > direction at 17K, shown in figure 5.12, hysteresis is now observed 
in the region 900 - 13000e but not about zero field. This is made apparent by 
the inverse susceptibility varying for increasing and decreasing applied field. The 
magnetisation for increasing field is similar to that descibed at 2.5K in this direction. 
As the field is reduced however, the region where the inverse susceptibility remains 
constant now extends to a lower field by approximately 2500e. Here a sudden, 
dramatic decrease is observed, to a minimum value which is now lower than for 
increasing field. Finally the inverse susceptibility linearly increases with similar 
gradient to that for increasing field. 
In the magnetisation measured in the< 110 > direction at 171\: (shown in figure 
5.13), the hysteresis observed at 25K is enhanced. It extends from 100 - lOOOOe 
but is not observed about zero field. The form of the inverse susceptibility for 
increasing and decreasing fields is similar to that described at 25K but as in the 
< 001 > direction with decreasing field, the region where the inverse susceptibility 
is constant extends to a lower field. It then sharply decreases to a minimum value 
which is lower than for increasing field. 
As the temperature is further reduced down to lOK, figures 5.14 - 5.16, the 
hysteresis observed in both the < 001 > and < 110 > directions increases whereas 
there is still no evidence of it in the < 111 > direction. 
5.6 High Field Magnetisation Measurements on 
MnSi 
Figure 5.17 shows the results of magnetisation measurements performed on MnSi 
at high magnetic fields upto 80k0e. Both above and below the transition tern-
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In figures 5.11- 5.16 the internal magnetic field (Hi= H- HD) has been called 
B and given the units gauss. Magnetisation is measured in units of emucm-3 and 
can be converted to units of emug-1 using the density of MnSi which is 5.82gcm-3 . 
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Figure 5.11 (a) The magnetisation of MnSi with magnetic field applied parallel 
to the < 111 > dierection at a temperature of 17K; (b) the inverse magnetic sus-
ceptibility of MnSi at 17K derived from the magnetisation data. The solid line is 
an average through the data points for a given field value and direction and is a 
measure of the experimental uncertainty. 
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Figure 5.12 (a) The magnetisation of MnSi with a magnetic field applied parallel 
to the < 001 > direction at a temperature of 17K; (b) the inverse magnetic sus-
ceptibility of MnSi at 17K derived from the magnetisation data. The solid line is 
an average through the data points for a given field value and direction and is a 
measure of the experimental uncertainty. 
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Figure 5.13 (a) The magnetisation of MnSi with a magnetic field applied parallel 
to the < 110 > direction at a temperature of 17K; (b) the inverse magnetic sus-
ceptibility of MnSi at 17K derived from the magnetisation data. The solid line is 
an average through the data points for a given field value and direction and is a 
measure of the experimental uncertainty. 
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Figure 5.14 (a) The magnetisation of MnSi with a magnetic field applied parallel 
to the < 111 > direction at a temperature of 1 OK; (b) the inverse magnetic sus-
ceptibility of MnSi at 10K derived from the magnetisation data. The solid line is 
an average through the data points for a given field value and direction and is a 
measure of the experimental incertainty. 
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Figure 5.15 (a) The magnetisation of MnSi with a magnetic field applied parallel 
to the < 001 > direction at a temperature of lOK; (b) the inverse magnetic sus-
ceptibility of MnSi at lOK derived from the magnetisation data. The solid line is 
an average through the data points for a given field value and direction and is a 
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Figure 5.16 (a) The magnetisation of MnSi with a magnetic field applied parallel 
to the < 110 > direction at a temperature of lOK; (b) the inverse magnetic sus-
ceptibility of MnSi at lOK derived from the magnetisation data. The solid line is 
an average through the data points for a given field value and direction and is a 
measure of the experimental uncertainty. 
perature, the magnetisation shows no sign of saturating in the field range studied. 
Below the transition temperature, the magnetisation increases linearly upto a field 
of approximately 5k0e at which point there is a 'knee' in the response. The mag-
netisation however, does increase significantly as the field is increased above this. 
In fields greater then :::::5k0e the magnetisation of MnSi is similar in form to that of 
ZrZn2 (see Chapter 4). This is also evident from the 'Arrot Plot' shown in figure 
5.17(b) which is almost linear for magnetic fields above 5k0e and similar to that 
of ZrZn2 • This suggests that the magnetisation of MnSi is displaying some of the 
characteristics of a weak itinerant ferromagnet in magnetic fields in excess of 5k0e. 
As this magnetisation study was concerned with the low magnetic field properties 
of MnSi (i.e. in fields less than 3k0e), the 'Arrot Plots' of this data correspond to 
the initial region of figure 5.17(b) where the value of B/M is approximately constant. 
Figures 5.18(a)- (c) show the 'Arrot Plots' for a range of temperatures close to the 
transition temperature in both the< 001 > and < 111 > directions whereas figures 
5.18(d) and (e) are of temperatures well below this. There is curvature to the plots 
above the transition temperature, however below this and at higher fields (higher 
field--+ M 2 large) the plots are linear with a steep negative gradient. The intercept 
of this linear region on the B/M axis does decrease gradually as the temperature is 
lowered. The reason for the difference in the two directions at lower magnetisation 
is due to domain reorientation in the< 001 >direction and also 'Phase A' at 28.2K. 
5. 7 Magnetisation as a Function of Temperature 
close to the Critical Temperature 
The magnetisation data on MnSi was recorded by fixing temperature and varying 
the magnetic field. As the fields at which the magnetisation was measured were 
identical at each temperature, rearrangement of the data allows comparison of the 
magnetisation as a function of temperature. The data considered close to the critical 
temperature was taken within two days and the values of magnetic field quoted do 
not take into account demagnetisation factors. Plots compare the magnetisation in 
the two directions with M< 1ll> and J\;/<001 > refering to the magnetisation measured 
with magnetic field applied in the respective directions. 
When a low field (740e) is applied to the sample, the magnetisation in the 
two directions as shown in figure 5.19(a) is anisotropic over the temperature range 
considered. J\;/<001 > peaks at 29.3 ± 0.1/( while M<111 > has a maximum value 
within the range 29.3 - 29.0K. This peak is regarded as marking the onset of a 
phase transition. 
M<1ll> is greater than M<001 > below 29.0K as expected, due to the curved mag-
netisation below 10000e in < 001 > direction compared to the linear response in 
< 111 > direction. In the < 001 > direction, the magnetisation dramatically de-
creases after peaking and levels off down to 27.0K whereas in the< 111 >direction, 
it has already started to increase again by 27.0K. 
As the field is increased to 1770e (figure 5.19(b)), the response in the two di-
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In figures 5.17 - 5.18 the internal magnetic field has been called B and given 
units of gauss. 
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rections remains similar to that at lower fields although the peak in the < 111 > 
direction is increasingly less defined. In a field of 3290e (figure 5.19(c)) there is a 
slight shift in the position of the peak in magnetisation towards 29K. M<OOI> then 
decreases, again dramatically at first whereas there is a step in the magnetisation 
in the < 111 > direction after the peak, below which the response remains approx-
imately constant. With an applied field of 8850e as shown in figure 5.19(d), the 
peak in the magnetisation has again shifted towards 29.0K and the magnitude of 
the difference in response in the two directions has reduced. This trend continues 
until in a field of 10900e (figure 5.19(e)) the magnetisation is isotropic. 
On application of a field of 11910e (figure 5.19(f)) the magnetisation in the two 
directions is similar apart from a single data point in the M<oot> at 28.9K which is 
greater than M<nt>· This marks the onset of 'Phase A' in the < 001 > direction 
with the crystal in this phase between 29.1 - 28.9K. There is no evidence of this 
transition in the < 111 > direction. As the field is further increased between 1344 -
16980e (figures 5.19(g) - (h)), the position of this second peak in M<OOI> lowers in 
temperature. The transition at 29K in both directions is now marked by a 'shoulder' 
in the magnetisation. 
A short field region, between 18480e and 19200e follows (figure .5.19(i)) where 
the magnetisation of the crystal is isotropic. This region is short lived and in a field 
of 19480e the peak in M<oOt> is followed by a decrease in the magnetisation in this 
direction. In M<llt> there is a shoulder at 29.0K below which the magnetisation 
gradually increases. The response in < 001 > direction is lower than in the < Ill > 
direction down to a temperature of 27.5K after which the magnetisation is identical. 
This behaviour continues in the field range 2050- 225.50e (figure .5.19(k)), though 
the magnitude of the variation decreases. Finally, at a field of 23530e (figure 5.19(1)) 
the magnetisation is isotropic with a shoulder at approximately 29.0K. 
In the field region 1200 - 24000e the magnetisation of MnSi varies dramatically 
as a function of temperature and direction close to the transition temperature. To 
summarise, an isotropic response is followed by M<OOI> being greater than AJ<lll>· 
A small field range where the magnetisation in the two directions is similar precedes 
a regime where .M<oOt> is lower than M<llt> and finally the response is identical. 
This behaviour is due to the 'Phase A' magnetisation in the < 001 > direction. 
As a function of magnetic field, the magnetisation in the < 001 > direction shows 
a sudden, dramatic increase above that in the < Ill > direction but to a region of 
lower susceptibility. Hence in fields initially after the onset of 'Phase A' .M<oOt> is 
greater than N/<lll>· There then follows a small field regime in which the magneti-
sation is similar in both directions. Finally, the M<OOI> is lower than .M<nt> before 
returning to an isotropic magnetisation. 
This goes a long way to explaining the results reported by Kadowaki et al. ( 1981 ). 
The combination of assuming that the magnetisation is isotropic and noting the 
position of peaks in the response while sweeping temperature in a fixed field would 
result in the apparent observation of the two phases, 'Phase A1' and 'Phase A2 '. 
'Phase At' corresponds to the region where the M<oot> is greater than M<llt> and 
'Phase A2 ' is the regime where it is lower. 
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In figure 5.19 the applied magnetic field has been called B and given the units 
gauss. 
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5.8 Combination of the Results 
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show three-dimensional plots of the inverse susceptibility as 
a function of both applied magnetic field and temperature close to the magnetic 
phase transition into the helimagnetic state for both < 001 > and < 111 > di-
rections respectively. In the < 001 > direction above the transition temperature, 
the magnetisation is paramagnetic with a large increase in inverse susceptibility at 
higher fields associated with an induced ferromagnetic state. The central larger 
peak in the inverse susceptibility is believed to be due to domain reorientation while 
'Phase A' occurs in larger magnetic fields and for a finite temperature range only, 
close to the transition temperature i.e. either side of the central peak. 
Above the transition temperature the paramagnetic response is identical in both 
directions considered although the anisotropy is obvious below this. The small rises 
observed in the inverse magnetic susceptibility in the < 111 > direction, close to 
the transition temperature, are in comparable field regimes to similar features in the 
< 001 > direction and may be due to misalignment of the crystal. It is important, 
however, to note that the rises exist over a much shorter temperature region than 
the domain reorientation and 'Phase A' observed in the < 001 > direction. This is 
more likely an isotropic response due to either another phase before, or onset of the 
helical phase. 
5.9 The Inverse Initial Susceptibility of MnSi 
Figure 5.22 shows the inverse initial susceptibility as a function of temperature for 
the< 001 >, < 110 > and < 111 > principle directions studied. Above the critical 
temperature there is Curie-Weiss behaviour resulting in a value of() N of 29.1 ± 0.11\. 
The measurement errors involved at higher temperatures are larger than those below 
the transition temperature as the signal obtained from the sample is much smaller. 
In addition, the results obtained in the < 110 > direction involve measurements 
along the cylinder axis and hence involve a different demagnetisation factor. The 
values of the initial inverse susceptibility are obtained from the low field magnetic 
measurements which are greatly affected by the magnetic domains present and hence 
quality of the sample of MnSi. 
The inverse initial susceptibility undergoes a minimum response of 21.0 ± 1.0 
at a temperature of 29.2K below which the response is anisotropic. The response 
initially increases in all directions below the minimum value but to different extents: 
In < 111 > direction (figure 5.22(a)) the inverse initial susceptibility increases at 
the lowest rate and peaks at a value of 28.2 ± 1.0 at a temperature of 28.0K before 
decreasing and levelling at a value of 1.5.6± 1.0 which remains constant at the lowerst 
temperatures measured. 
In < 001 > direction (figure 5.22(b) ), the inverse initial susceptibility increases and 
reaches a maximum value of 35.0 ± 1.0, again at 28.0K, before slightly dipping and 
then remaining approximately constant at 35.4 ± 1.0 over the lower temperatures 
measured. 
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Figure 5.20 The inverse magnetic susceptibility of MnSi as a function of both 
magnetic field and temperature close to the transition temperature, derived from 
the magnetisation data with field applied parallel to the < 001 >. 
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Figure 5.21 The inverse magnetic susceptibility of MnSi as a function of both 
magnetic field and temperature close to the transition temperature, derived from 
the magnetisation data with field applied parallel to the < 111 >. 
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Figure 5.22 The inverse of the initial susceptibility of MnSi as a function of tem-
perature. (a) Magnetic field applied parallel to the < 111 > direction; (b) magnetic 
field applied parallel to the < 001 > direction; (c) magnetic field applied parallel to 
the < 110 > direction; (d) combination of the results with magnetic field applied to 
the < 111 >(points), < 001 >(triangles) and < 110 >(circles) direction. 
Unfortunately there is less data available in the < 110 > direction (figure .5.22(c)) 
close to the transition temperature. The inverse initial susceptibility increases and 
reaches a maximum value of 36.0 ± 1.0, again at a temperature of 28K. This slowly 
decreases and levels at a value of 28.1 ± 1.0 at lOK. 
From figure 5.22{d), well below the transition temperature the value of inverse 
susceptibility increases from < 111 > direction through < 110 > to < 001 > 
direction. This is due to increasing curvature of the magnetisation away from the 
linear behaviour in the < 111 > direction. 
The initial 'bump' in the inverse susceptibility after the minima in the response 
for a temperature range of 2.8K and most apparent in < 111 > direction is perhaps 
an indication of either a seperate new phase close to the transition temperature or 
the onset of the helical phase. 
5.10 Further Work on MnSi 
It is suggested that further magnetisation measurements be performed on MnSi 
with magnetic field applied along the < 011 > direction, particularly close to the 
transition temperature. The main reason for this is the nature of the magnetisation 
for increasing magnetic field, especially in fields of less than lOOOOe where the 
response is curved. This is shown in figure 5.8(b) of the inverse suceptibility below 
the transition temperature. Of particular interest is the sudden decrease in inverse 
susceptibility at a field of 300 ±300e at 25.0K as compared to the gradual decrease 
in inverse susceptibility over the corresponding field range when applied along the 
< 001 > direction. 
Another area of investigation currently untouched is magnetic measurements on 
MnSi close to the transition temperature but with an emphasis on increasing temper-
ature, in order to investigate how the helical phase collapses in to the paramagnetic 
state. 
Finally, magnetic measurements could be performed on MnSi with magnetic 
field applied along a non principle crystallographic direction in order to study the 
incommensurate nature of the helix. 
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Chapter 6 
Magnetic Measurements on 
Cubic Iron-Germanium (FeGe) 
6.1 The Iron-Germanium Sample 
Magnetic measurements were performed on a single crystal of FeGe which was also 
used for the small angle neutron scattering work of Lebech et al. (1989). It was 
grown by Richardson ( 1967) using a method based on a halogen chemical transport 
reaction. The crystal is of somewhat irregular shape which can be approximated to 
a flattened sphere of diameter 1mm, and had a mass of 46.5mg. It was orientated 
on the Ris~ four-circle neutron diffractometer and measurements reported in this 
thesis are with magnetic field applied along a< 100 >direction. Measurements were 
performed for decreasing temperatures and with field steps of .500e unless otherwise 
stated. The points on the graphs are the raw data and the solid line drawn through 
them is the average for a particular magnetic field. 
6.2 Magnetisation of FeGe close to the Critical 
Temperature 
Above the critical temperature, the magnetisation of FeGe is paramagnetic (see 
figure 6.1(a)), though at 279K not linear with field. It shows a large amount of 
curvature with no apparent saturation observed in the field range studied. The 
inverse susceptibility (figure 6.2( a) and (d)) reflects this, showing a a parabolic 
response in applied field with minimum in zero field, a value of 9.2 ± 0.5 
As the temperature is reduced below the transition temperature(~ 278K) where 
a helical spin density wave forms in equivalent < 100 > directions (Lebech (1989)), 
a sharp increase in magnetisation occurs in low magnetic fields (figure 6.1 (b) and 
(c)), after a 'knee' in the response is observed at a field of 1280e. The magnetisation 
below this increases linearly with field, and above it, although increasing in a much 
reduced manner, shows no sign of saturation. This is apparent in magnetisation 
measurements in fields of up to 120k0e (see figure 6.16(a)) and characteristic of 
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In figures 6.1- 6.2 the internal magnetic field (Hi= H- Hn) has been called Band 
given the units gauss. Magnetisation is measured in units of emucm -a and can be 
converted to units of emug-1 using the density of FeGe which is 8.25gcm-3 . 
Figure 6.1 The magnetisation of FeGe with applied magnetic field parallel to the 
< 100 > direction. The solid line is an average through the data points for a given 
field value and is a measure of the experimental uncertainty. (a) 279K; (b) 278K; 
(c) 277.6K. 
Figure 6.2 The inverse magnetic susceptibility of FeGe with field applied parallel 
to the < 100 >, derived from the magnetisation data. The solid line is an average 
through the data points for a given field value and is a measure of the experimental 
uncertainty. (a) 279K, field range ±25000e; (b) 278K, field range ±25000e; (c) 
277 .6K, field range ±25000e; (d) 279K, field range ±.5000e; (e) 278K, field range 
:I:5000e; (f) 277.6K,field range ±5000e. 
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itinerant systems. The response of the inverse susceptibility is similar to that above 
the transition (figure 6.1(b), (c), (e) and (f)), though remains constant in the low 
field regime at a value of 4.2 ± 0.5. As the temperature is lowered, again the nature 
of the magnetisation remains similar although the low field, linear region extends to 
increasingly higher fields. 
6.3 Observation of a Field Induced Phase Close 
to the Upper 'I'ransition Temperature 
In cubic FeGe, the magnetic response is very sensitive to small changes in applied 
field and 'saturation' occurs in a much lower field than in the helimagnet MnSi 
(N.B. although there is a well defined 'knee' in the magnetisation, application of 
large magnetic fields shows the system is in fact far from saturation). Consequently 
field steps of 200e were used to characterise the magnetisation of FeGe close to but 
below the transition temperature. 
Figure 6.3 reveals the magnetisation in low magnetic fields (i.e.< 3200e) is not 
linear with applied field but has a 'shoulder' in the field region of 60 - 2000e where 
the inverse susceptibility is greater than the other low field region. This occurs in a 
temperature range of 277 - 274K. The points on the graphs of inverse susceptibility 
in figure 6.4 are raw data derived from the magnetisation while the solid line is the 
data after being smoothed (see Appendix B). The distribution of points about the 
line gives an indication of the errors involved. It is evident there is a sudden increase 
in the inverse susceptibility, well above the noise level. The fields at which this step 
occurs are shown in figure 6.6 against temperature, together with the 'saturating' 
magnetic field. At a temperature of 273.4K (figure 6.5) there is no evidence of this 
'shoulder'. 
This is tentatively regarded as a field induced phase transition, similar to the 
so called 'Phase A' observed in MnSi (see Chapters .5 and 7). It is marked by a 
region of higher inverse susceptibility and the field at which it commences gradually 
increases as the temperature is lowered whereas the magnetic field at which it is 
complete remains approximately fixed. 
6.4 Magnetic Measurements above the Lower Tran-
sition Temperature 
At the temperatures down to 210K, the magnetisation in the low field region in-
creases linearly with field (apart from the small temperature and field space de-
scribed above and shown in figure 6.6), the inverse susceptibility having a value of 
3.3 ± 0.3. The lower transition corresponds to rotation of the helical spin density 
wave into equivalent< 111 >directions as described by Lebech et al. (1989). There 
is 'pronounced temperature hysteresis' of the transition and therefore the magnetic 
response of FeGe was recorded for both increasing and decreasing temperature in 
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In figures 6.3 - 6.5 the internal magnetic field (Hi = H - H D) has been called B 
and given the units gauss. Magnetisation is measured in units of emucm-3 and can 
be converted to units of emug-1 using the density of FeGe which is 8.25gcm-3 . 
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Figure 6.3 The magnetisation of FeGe with applied magnetic field parallel to the 
< 100 > direction. The solid line is an average through the data points for a given 
field value and is a measure of the experimental uncertainty. (a) 276.8K; (b) 276.2K; 
(c) 275.2K; (d) 274.4K; (e) 274.0K. 
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Figure 6.4 The inverse magnetic susceptibility of FeGe with field applied parallel 
to the < 100 >, derived from the magnetisation data. The solid line is the data 
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Figure 6.5 (a) The magnetisation of FeGe with magnetic field applied parallel 
to the < 001 > direction at a temperature of 273.4K; (b) the inverse magnetic 
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Figure 6.6 Field position of the 'knee' in the magnetisation of FeGe with field 
applied parallel to the < 100 > direction (points) and the field positions of the 
onset and conclusion of the region of increased inverse susceptibility (triangles) in 
an applied magnetic field close to the transition temperature. 
the range 245 - 210K. The temperature was in fact lowered to 180K i.e. well below 
the second transition temperature. 
The low field magnetisation of cubic FeGe (figure 6.7- 6.10) was linear in both 
cases however there is variation in the 'saturating' field for increasing and decreasing 
temperature data as shown in figure 6.9. Both values of field are shown for each 
temperature on figure 6.14 with the 'saturation' field for decreasing temperature 
being greater than that for increasing temperature. The linear magnetisation regions 
have the same value of inverse susceptibility of 3.3 ± 0.3 at all temperatures in this 
regime. 
6.5 Magnetic Measurements Below the Lower 
Transition Temperature (211K for decreas-
ing temperature) 
Unlike MnSi, FeGe has two transitions with the helix propagating along < 111 > 
directions below 211K (for decreasing temperature). Figure 6.11 shows the mag-
netisation below this temperature. 
At 210K there is no evidence of this transition with low field behaviour remaining 
linear with applied field upto a 'saturation field' of 7800e. However, at a tempera-
ture of 200K (figure 6.11(a)), the magnetisation below a field of 800e is a curved, 
concave response, before increasing linearly with magnetic field, with the same value 
of inverses susceptibility as above the lower transition temperature (3.3 ± 0.3), and 
finally 'saturating'. The curved region manifests itself as a peak in the inverse sus-
ceptibility, with maximum in zero field of .5 ±0 .. 5 (figure 6.12(a) and 6.13(a)) which 
then reduces linearly to a minimum before gradually increasing until 'saturation' of 
the magnetisation. 
By 180K (figure 6.ll(b)), this low field feature becomes more prominent, with 
curved magnetisation extending to a larger field before becoming linear and finally 
'saturating'. This trend continues as the temperature is lowered (figure 6.11, 6.12 
and 6.13) and at a temperature of 80K (figure 6.11(g), 6.12(g) and 6.13(g)) the 
curved region of magnetisation extends to a field of 4000e. The inverse susceptibility 
is a maximum in zero field with a value of 7.2 ± 0.3 and decreases linearly to a 
minimum value of 2.9 ± 0.3 at a field of 290 ± 200e. It then gradually increases 
to a value of .5 though is still increasing at 'saturation' and is identical for both 
increasing and decreasing fields. The field position at which the minimum occurs in 
the response is plotted in figure 6.14(b) for temperatures below the lower transition. 
6.6 Magnetic Phase Diagram of Cubic FeGe 
The magnetic phase diagram of FeGe is shown in figure 6.14 with its constituents 
of 'saturation' field, domain reorientation field and field induced phase close to the 
first transition temperature. 
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In figures 6. 7 - 6.13 the internal magnetic field (Hi = H - H D) has been called 
B and given the units gauss. Magnetisation is measured in units of emucm-3 and 
can be converted to units of emug-1 using the density of FeGe which is 8.25gcm-3 . 
Figure 6. 7 The magnetisation of FeGe with magnetic field applied parallel to the 
< 100 > direction for decreasing temperature. The solid line is an average through 
the data points and is a measure of the experimental uncertainty. (a) 240K; (b) 
230K; (c) 220K. 
Figure 6.8 The inverse magnetic susceptibility of FeGe with magnetic field applied 
parallel to the < 100 > direction for decreasing temperature, derived from the 
magnetisation data. (a) 240K; (b) 230K; (c) 220K. 
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Figure 6. 9 (a) The magnetisation of FeGe with magnetic field applied parallel to the 
< 100 > direction at 230K when lowering the temperature; (b) The magnetisation 
of FeGe with magnetic field applied parallel to the < 100 > direction at 230K but 
for increasing the temperature (from 180K). 
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Figure 6.10 (a) The inverse magnetic susceptiblity of FeGe with magnetic field 
applied parallel to the < 100 > direction at 230K when lowering the tempera-
ture, derived from the magnetisation data; (b) the inverse magnetic susceptibility 
of FeGe with magnetic field applied parallel to the < 100 > direction at 230K when 
increasing the temperature, derived from the magnetisation data. The solid line is 
an average through the data points for a given field value and is a measure of the 
experimental uncertainty. 
Figure 6.11 The magnetisation of FeGe with magnetic field applied parallel to the 
< 100 >direction. (a) 200K; (b) 180K; (c) 160K; (d) 140K; (e) 120K; (f) lOOK; (g) 
80K; (h) 50K; (i) 20K. 
Figure 6.12 The inverse magnetic susceptibility of FeGe with magnetic field applied 
parallel to the < 100 > direction, derived from the magnetisation data. The solid 
line is an average through the data points for a given field value and is a measure of 
the experimental uncertainty. Magnetic field range ±35000e. (a) 200K; (b) 180K; 
(c) 160K; (d) 140K; (e) 120K; (f) lOOK; {g) 80K; (h) 50K; (i) 20K. 
Figure 6.13 The inverse magnetic susceptibility of FeGe with magnetic field applied 
parallel to the < 100 > direction, derived from the magnetisation data. The solid 
line is an average through the data points for a given field value and is a measure of 
the experimental uncertainty. Magnetic field range ±lOOOOe. (a) 200K; (b) 180K; 
(c) 160K; (d) 140K; (e) 120K; (f) lOOK; (g) 80K; (h) 50K: (i) 20K. 
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Figure 6.14 (a) Magnetic field position of the 'knee' in the magnetisation of FeGe 
with field applied parallel to the < 100 >; (b) complete magnetic phase diagram 
of FeGe with magnetic field applied parallel to the < 100 > direction including 
internal field position of the 'knee' in the magnetisation {points), position of the 
onset and conclusion of the increase in the inverse magnetic susceptibility close to 
the transition temperature (triangles) and the internal field position of minima in 
the inverse magnetic susceptibility below the second transition temperature (circles). 
The field at which the 'knee' in the magnetisation occurs increases as the tem-
perature decreases and there is a step in the response at the lower transition tem-
perature. The fields marked are for decreasing temperature apart from the region 
250 - 210K where increasing temperature are also plotted and are in fact lower. 
The errors increase below the second transition as larger field steps were used in 
measuring the magnetisation. 
The field induced phase close to the first transition temperature is shown in 
figure 6.6 where the field at which the discontinuity in inverse susceptibility occurs 
is plotted together with saturation field in that temperature regime. The position 
of the second sharp discontinuity remains fixed while the field position of the first 
increases as the temperature is reduced until it is close to the second at the end of 
this temperature regime. 
The low field points below the second phase transition represent the field position 
of minima in the inverse susceptibility corresponding to domain reorientation. The 
field position of this also increases as the temperature is lowered below the lower 
transition temperature. 
6. 7 High Field Magnetic Measurements on FeGe 
Figure 6.16(a) shows the results of high field magnetistion measurements on FeGe 
close to, but above the transition temperature. The magnetisation shows no sign of 
saturating and is similar to that of MnSi and ZrZn 2 • Unlike MnSi, this magnetisa-
tion study extends to the field where a 'knee' in the magnetisation is observed below 
the transition temperature. The magnetisation does however increase significantly 
as the field is increased above this. The resulting 'Arrot Plots' are shown in figures 
6.16{b) and 6.17 and are similar in form to those of MnSi. At low magnetic fields, 
the value of B/M is approximately constant however, in fields greater than that 
at which the 'knee' in the magnetisation occurs, the 'Arrot Plot' is approximately 
linear, suggesting the magnetisation of FeGe shows some of the characteristics of a 
weak itinerant ferromagnet. Note that below the lower transition temperature the 
'Arrot Plots' at low field differ from those above the upper transition temperature 
due to domain reorientation. 
6.8 Comparison with Magnetic Measurements 
on Manganese Silicide 
MnSi is a material in the same crystal class as cubic FeGe with the cubic B20 
structure, however it has a transition temperature of 29 ± 0.5/\, below which helical 
spin density waves propagate in equivalent < 111 > directions (Ishikawa ( 1976) ). In 
both materials, above the transition temperature the magnetisation is paramagnetic 
which, as the critical temperature is approached, becomes enhanced (similar to 
the super-paramagnetic response of small single domain particles) with the inverse 
magnetic susceptibility increasing in curvature. 
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Figure 6.16 (a) high field magnetisation measurements on FeGe with magnetic 
field applied parallel to the< 100 >direction at 279K; (b) 'Arrot Plot' for FeGe at 
279K derived from the high field magnetisation data. 
In figure 6.17 the internal magnetic field (Hi = H - H D) has been called B and 
given the units gauss. Magnetisation is measured in units of emucm-3 and can be 
converted to units of emug-1 using the density of FeGe which is 8.25gcm - 3 . 
Figure 6.17 'Arrot Plots' for cubic FeGe derived from the magnetisation data with 
magnetic field applied parallel to the < 100 > direction for decreasing temperature. 
(a) 279K; (b) 278K; (c) 277.6K; (d) 240K; (e) 230K; (f) 210K; (g) 200K; (h) 140K; 
(i) 120K; (j) 80K; (k) 50K; (1) 20K. 
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Just below the transition temperature, MnSi with field applied along the< 001 > 
direction and FeGe with field parallel to the < 100 > direction, both exhibit a 
field induced phase, manifest as a sharp increase in the inverse susceptibility. This 
phase is similar in both temperature and field regime relative to the 'saturation 
field' and transition temperature. An analogous region has been observed in the 
magnetic phase diagram of (Fe,Co)Si, a related compound (Ishimoto et al (1990)) 
which suggests that such a phase may be characteristic of all materials exhibiting 
cubic 8 20 crystal structure and supporting a helical spin density wave. 
The magnetisation of cubic FeGe at a temperature between the upper and lower 
transition temperatures, with field applied along a < 100 > direction is similar to 
that of MnSi with magnetic field applied parallel to < 111 > direction. In both 
cases the helix lies parallel to the magnetic field and the low field magnetisation 
increases linearly with applied magnetic field. 
Below the lower transition temperature in cubic FeGe, the helix no longer lies 
in the direction of the applied field but rather along the < 111 > direction. The 
magnetisation is similar to that observed in MnSi with field applied in the < 001 > 
direction i.e. is initially curved in low field. Comparison of the inverse susceptibility 
reveals these curved regions to be similar although at low temperatures, MnSi ex-
hibits hysteresis with inverse susceptibility for increasing and decreasing magnetic 
fields being markedly different. FeGe does not exhibit this. 
6.9 Further Work on FeGe 
The most pressing future magnetisation work on cubic FeGe should consist of a 
similar study to that performed but with magnetic field applied parallel to other 
crystallographic directions. Firstly the field should be applied along the < 111 > 
direction, i.e. the direction of helical propagation below the lower transition tem-
perature. 
More recent work by Lebech ( 1992) on FeGe suggests that the reorientation of the 
helix into the field direction can occur as a first or second order process, depending 
on the angle between the applied field and the initial modulation vector q. These 
magnetisation measurements are consistent with this, as a second order p"""i-ocess is 
observed as the helix rotates .55° from the < 111 > direction into the applied field 
direction below the lower transition temperature. In order to investigate whether 
a first order 'flip' of the helix occurs and the affect of this on the magnetisation, 
measurements should also be performed with crystal orientation such that the helix 
is initially perpendicular to the applied field direction. 
The behaviour of cubic FeGe has been thoroughly investigated close to the up-
per transition temperature however the results are limited around the lower. This 
transition should be further studied in greater detail for decreasing temperature to 
correspond with the SANS measurements on FeGe (Chapter 7) though it must be 
remembered that they correspond to the crystal in 'virgin state' with no magnetic 
field applied as the temperature is lowered. 
Having completed a thorough investigation of the lower transition temperature, 
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it would then enable study of the temperature hysteresis reported by Lebech in the 
lower transition though application of the magnetic field destroying the 'virgin state' 
of the crystal will again be significant. 
Finally, the variation of the 'saturation field' for increasing and decreasing tem-
perature should be extended to include a far greater temperature regime. 
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Chapter 7 
Small Angle Neutron Scattering 
on MnSi and FeGe 
7.1 Introduction 
The neutron has a number of special properties which result in it being a unique 
tool in producing microscopic information about magnetic systems. lt is a neutral 
particle so can penetrate deeply into most crystals, interacting via its magnetic 
moment with that of the electrons strongly enough to be measurably scattered, 
but without perturbing the magnetic system too severely. Thermal neutrons have 
wavelengths comparable with interatomic spacings and energies comparable \Vith 
those of magnetic excitations in solids and so are ideally suited for studying both 
spatial arrangement and the dynamics of the magnetic moments. 
7.2 Magnetic Neutron Scattering 
Magnetic scattering arises from the interaction of the neutron magnetic moment Jln 
with the local magnetic field B due to unpaired electrons in the atom. The operator 
corresponding to the magnetic dipole moment of the neutron is: 
!!:.n = -IJLN!!.. ( 7.1) 
where JlN = 2e;P is the nuclear magneton, mpis the mass of the proton and e its 
charge. 1 is the gyromagnetic ratio for the neutron with value 1 = 1.913 and !!._ is 
the spin operator for the neutron in units of h. The operator corresponding to the 
magnetic dipole moment of the electron is: 
(7.2) 
where g is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron with value g=2, llB is the Bohr 
magneton and~ is the spin angular momentum operator for the electron in units of 
h. 
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The magnetic field at a point R from the electron due to its magnetic dipole 
moment is: 
Ita= curiA (7.3) 
where A is the magnetic vector potential and is defined by: 
(7.4) 
The magnetic field due to the momentum of the electron is given by the Biot Savart 
law, such that the field from a current element I dl is 
(7.5) 
The interaction potential with the neutron is given by: 
V = -JJ. .B = -JJ. .(Jt + Jta) 
-n -n 
(7.6) 
The differential cross section for a neutron scattering IS given by the first Born 
Approximation (see for example Squires(1978)): 
for a neutron with wavevector 1£. incident on a scattering system characterised by an 
index A. The neutron interacts via a potential V, the state of the neutron changes 
from k to k' and the scattering system changes from A to ,\'. 
In the case of the magnetic potential, because it contains the spin operator !!. 
explicitly it is therefore necessary to specify not only the wavevector k of the neutron 
but also its spin state a: 
where Vm is the potential between the neutron and all the electrons in the scattering 
system. It is convenient to treat spin and orbital parts of Vm seperately ( Vm =VI+ Va). 
It can be shown (see for example Squires(1978)): 
< k'IValk >= 4rrexp(iK.rJ [k x (~; x k)] (7.9) 
where/( = k- 1£' and is known as the scattering vector and k is the unit vector in 
the direction /(. 
The orbital contribution is given by: 
< k'll-'Lik >= ~;~exp(iK.r.d (p_i X f<) (7.10) 
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Combining these we obtain: 
(7.11) 
where 
Q .L = L exp(iK.[i} [1£ X (:!i X k) + tt~ (ej X k)] (7.12) 
i 
Collecting multiplying factors together, and defining the classical radius of the elec-
2 tron r0 = 1-'04 ~ then 'll'ffle 
(d~;E)u>.--+u'>.' = (lro)2 ~1 < a'.A'!Q:.Q.Lia.A > I28(E>.- E>.' + E- E') (7.13) 
The operator Q .L is related to the magnetisation of the scattering system. Separating 
Q .L into orbital and spin components: 
(7.14) 
Defining an operator Q by 
-s 
(7.15) 
i.e. Q .L is the projection of the vector Q onto the plane perpendicular to the scat-
tering vector, then 
The vector operator p ( r) gives the electron spin density: 
-8 
e)r) = 2:: 8(r- r;h; 
so Q is the Fourier transform of p ( r) 
--S -S 
Qs = J e)r)exp(iK.r_)dr_ 
The spin magnetisation operator is defined by: 
so 
-2~taP (r) 
~ 
--2
1 J M 8 (r)exp(iK.r.)dr_ 
flB 
--
1
-.M (K) 2~ta-s-
(7.16) 
(7.17) 
(7.18) 
(7.19) 
(7.20) 
The corresponding calculation for the orbital term is detailed in Squires (1978) and 
only quoted here: 
__ l_~(K) 
2~ta J M 1(r)exp(iK.r.)dr_ 
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(7.21) 
Combining these results: 
M(K) MJ(K) + !fa(K) 
- 21lB(~ + Q) 
2/lBQ (7.22) 
Thus Q is closely related to the fourier transform of the magnetisation density. 
Using the above equations it is possible to relate directly the neutron scattering to 
the magnetisation density. 
7.3 Interaction of the Neutron with the Helical 
Spin Density Wave 
From the above, the neutron scattering cross section is closely related to the fourier 
transform of the magnetisation density. The fourier transform of a helix of wave-
length ..\ is a delta fuction, at a position ( ± 2{) along the direction of propagation 
which will be 'smeared' by the resolution of the apparatus. When in the (ITO) scat-
tering plane, only two points are observed due to the tilting of the plane to satisfy 
the elastic condition. 
7.4 SANS simulations 
Several of the previous neutron scattering experiments on the helimagnets MnSi and 
FeGe report observation of a ring of scattering close to the transition temperature 
of both FeGe (Lebech et a/.(1989)) and MnSi (Ishikawa et a/.(1982)) as well as 
within 'Phase A' of MnSi in an applied magnetic field (Ishikawa et a/.(1984)). In 
order to invetsigate the possible sources of this result and indeed others that may be 
obtained, a simulation program was written by Dr. N. R. Bernhoeft and the Author 
(see Appendix C) modelling the response expected from a helix of wavelength q 
propagating in equivalent < 111 > directions and including resolution affects of th;; 
spectrometer. 
The incident wavelength is input into the program together with a parameterised 
measure of the incident wavelength spread. The two dimensional 'simulated sample' 
is conceptionally divided into a grid (the sample shape and size should be altered 
within the program) from which the incident neutrons scatter. All final possible 
wavevectors are computed from each section of the sample to each segment of the 
detector in turn. From these the scattering wavevector /(for each sample to detector 
path is calculated. These values are then filtered 'top hat' fashion on a range of 
acceptable IKI = 1~1 input into the program corresponding to helical wavelength and 
taking into account the finite length of the helix. Figure 7.1 shows the simulated 
arrangement. 
The direction for each K is then calculated using the angles () and w as defined in 
figure 7.1(b) and filtered on the values of() and w corresponding to helix propagation 
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Figure 7.1 (a) Schematic outline of the method used to simulate the small angle 
neutron scattering results from both MnSi and FeGe. Source-sample and sample-
detector separation are input into the program together with incident wavevector 
and range of acceptable q. (b) Details of sample orientation together with the 
definition of angles w and 7J. 
in equivalent < 111 > directions, but including a range of values to account for the 
mosaic spread of the crystal and collimation of the beam. 
In the simulation we are assuming strictly elastic neutron scattering 1.&1 I = lkJ 
The scattering vector /( is orientated slightly out of the detector plane by an angle 
a. In order to overcome this, the sample must be rotated by ±a so that the scattered 
satellites are at the optimum position for the detector. In order to accomodate this, 
the program produces scattering assuming the sample has been rotated to optimum 
angle for either the left or right hand side or the value of sample rotation can be 
input into the program. 
Finally, all the K satisfying the magnitude and angular restrictions necessary 
such that K = !1. are summed. 
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the simulated SANS results on the Ris0 spectrometer 
for MnSi and FeGe in zero magnetic field, below the transition temperature. Both 
simulations are for the crystals with (ITO) plane perpendicular to the incident neu-
trons with < 001 > axis vertical and rotated to optimise for the satellites on the 
right of the detector. With MnSi the conditions are such that two satellites are 
observed. Experimentally, however, all four are recorded, with two being weaker 
than the optimum pair {figure 7.6). This suggests the resolution conditions within 
the program are more stringent than those observed experimentally. 
Figure 7.3 shows the simulated results. for the FeGe crystal used in the work 
of Lebech et al. ( 1989), in the same crystallographic orientation as MnSi, at a 
temperature below the lower transition. Although the crystal is orientated such that 
the scattering from only two satellites is optimized it is evident that the resolution 
conditions or sample shape are such that this has little affect and all satellites in 
the scattering plane are observed. Comparing this simulation to the experimental 
results (figure 7.13) obtained, four satellites of similar intensity are observed though 
whether this was optimised for a particular pair is uncertain. 
The helix is defined in real space by the angle (} (the angle the direction of helix 
propagation makes with the vertical) and w (the angle of rotation of the scattering 
plane) as shown in figure 7.1 b. By allowing relaxation of the constraints on these 
angles in turn, the following magnetic structures were simulated. 
(} and w fixed: Propagation of the helix in equivalent < 111 > directions. Figure 
7.2a for MnSi and figure 7.3a for FeGe. 
(} fixed, w sweep: A cone of helix propagation vectors about the vertical axis. 
Figure 7.2b for MnSi and figure 7.3b for FeGe. 
() sweep, w fixed: A disc of helix propagation vectors. In the crystal orientation 
used (w = 0) half the disc is in the scattering plane as the sample is rotated by the 
angle a. Figure 7.2c for MnSi and figure 7.3c for FeGe. 
() swept in a finite range, w fixed: Two arcs of helix propagation vectors rather 
than the complete disc. Figure 7.14 for FeGe. 
8 sweep, w sweep: A sphere of helix propagation vectors. Figure 7.2d for MnSi 
and figure 7 .3d for FeGe. 
Table 7.1 lists the input parameters used in the SANS simulation program to 
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Figure 7.2 Simulated SANS results for MnSi for particular i arrangements. The 
scattering plane is a (ITO) plane with [001] vertical and [110) horizontal. The 
input parameters used were incident wavevector 0.090A -l, source sample separa-
tion 6000mm, sample detector separation 4000mm, upper limit to the wavevector 
!l 0.036.A-1 and lower limit 0.034.A-1• These are very similar to the experimental 
conditions. The lowest contour is 100 counts and contour separation is 100 counts. 
{a) Helix (q) propagating along equivalent < 111 > directions; (b) a cone of helix 
propagation vectors (w sweep); (c) a plane of helix propagation vectors (6 sweep); 
(d) a sphere of helix propagation vectors ( 6 and w sweep). 
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Figure 7.3 Simulated SANS results for FeGe for particular i arrangements. The 
scattering plane is a (110) plane with (001] vertical and [110] horizontal. The in-
put parameters used were incident wavevector 0.3977 A -1 , source sample separa-
tion 6000mm, sample detector separation 6000mm, upper limit to the wavevector 
!1. 0.009199..4. - 1 and lower limit 0.008975..4. - 1. These are similar to the experimental 
conditions of Lebech et al. (1989). The lowest contour is 50 counts and the contour 
separation is 50 counts. (a) Helix propagating along equivalnet < 111 > directions; 
(b) a cone of helix propagation vectors ( w sweep); (c) a plane of helix propagation 
vectors (8 sweep); (d) a sphere of helix propagation vectors (8 and w sweep). 
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MnSi FeGe 
incident wavevector /A-t 0.09 0.3977 
source sample separation/rom 6000 6000 
sample detector separation/rom 4000 6000 
range of acceptable q/ A ·l 0.036 > q > 0.034 0.009199 > q > 0.008975 
Table 7.1: The input parameters used for the SANS simulation program 
produce the results of figures 7.2 and 7.3. These are very similar to the experimental 
conditions used by Lebech (1989) for FeGe and those used for the SANS on MnSi 
reported in this chapter. As the simulations corresponding to helicies propagating 
along equivalent < 111 > directions are similar to the experimental SANS results 
obtained for both MnSi (this Chapter) and FeGe (Lebech(1989) ), it suggests the 
predicted scattering of other helical arrangements to be accurate. The simulations 
also show that the sample and scattering conditions are more sensitive to the sample 
orientation for MnSi, maximising the scattering on one side of the detector only. 
7.5 Experimental Details 
The sample enviroment was provided by an Oxford 5k0e top loading, split su-
perconducting magnet. The cryostat was made from Aluminium which had been 
strengthened using Lithium. Unfortunately, the dispersion of Al2Li scatters the 
neutrons as shown in figure 7.4( a) producing a ring of scattering centred at a radius 
of 0.01.5A- 1 . This scatter produces a. similar intensity to the satellites obtained from 
the helical spin density waves however these were situated at a larger radius. Figure 
7.4(b) shows subtraction of two residuals and that the ring disappears, but noise 
level is very high, especially over the region where the ring of scatter is. Although 
residuals were subtracted, numerous orientations of the crystal were investigated 
as well as in various applied magnetic fields and it was impossible to record all 
necessary. This limited the sensitivity of the results obtained. 
The incident neutron wavelength was set at 7.1A i.e. above the Bragg cut off. 
Count times were 30 minutes and all results are normalised to the monitor. 
7.6 SANS on MnSi in zero Field 
Figure 7.5 shows the resultant SANS obtained from MnSi in zero magnetic field 
and at a temperature of 4.21<. The sample used in zero field work was the same as 
for the magnetic measurements of chapter 4 i.e. a 2.5mm diameter disc with (ITO) 
perpendicular to the incident neutron beam and [001] direction vertical. 
The sample is orientated in this scan such that four satellites of equal intensity are 
observed (infact all lie slightly out of the plane of the detector) along the equivalent 
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Figure 7.4 (a) Equal intensity contours, SANS data {log-scale) obtained at 40K 
showing the substantial background scattering from the cryomagnet. (b) Equal 
intensity contours (log-scale) on subtraction of the residual scatter at 40K from 
that at 45K. Although the ring disappears, the noise level is very high. 
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< 111 > directions, with secondary satellites along the [110] direction and another 
pair existing outside the detector along the [001] direction. 
The satellites are due to the neutrons diffracting from the helical spin density 
wave. The presence of the secondary satellites which are much weaker than the 
primary, may be a consequence of a number of processes. Multiple scattering may 
be ocurring within the crystal. Within the MnSi crystal, the domains result in the 
helical spin density waves only being a finite length. As a result, the helix will also 
consist of numerous harmonics and the secondary satellite may be measuring the 
second harmonic of the 'wave packet'. Also, when in a magnetic field there may be 
some moment reorientation in order to reduce the energy within the arrangement. 
This so called 'squaring' of the helix would contribute to the above effect and result 
in increasing measure of the second harmonic. Despite this, both explainations 
would seem unlikely as the secondary satellite does not lie in the direction of the 
helical propagation vector and the intensity does not increase in the presence of a 
magnetic field. Another feasable explanation is the existence of two seperate helicies 
within MnSi and obviously requires further investigation. 
7. 7 Study of the Magnetic Satellites Close to the 
Transition Temperature 
Figure 7.6 shows the results of a temperature study close to the magnetic transi-
tion for MnSi for decreasing temperature. The crystal is orientated such that the 
scattering vector for two of the helicies is in the plane of the detector i.e. satellites 
on the left hand side. The results show evidence of a helical spin density wave 
propagating along the < 111 > direction at 29.1 K, after which the intensity of the 
satellites dramatically increases as the temperature is lowered. 
This is summarised in figure 7.7 which shows the integrated intensity of the de-
tector area corresponding to the position of the top left satellite. Although the error 
margins are significant, the dotted line shows a parabola fitted to the data which 
acts as a smooth curve through the data points below the transition temperature. 
There was no evidence of the diffuse ring of scattering as observed by Lebech et 
a/.(1989) close to but above the transition temperature of FeGe, although this may 
be due to the scatter from the cryostat resulting in a high background noise level. 
7.8 SANS on MnSi in an Applied Magnetic Field 
SANS was performed on MnSi in an applied magnetic field and figure 7.8 shows 
the results obtained at 4.2K. The sample used was a cylinder of diameter 2mm and 
length 5mm cut from the same crystal as the previous sample. The magnetic field 
was monitored by a Hall probe mounted close to the sample. Count times were 30 
minutes. 
Again the sample is orientated such that four satellites of equal intensity are 
observed in zero field, in the four equivalent < 111 > directions and secondary 
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Figure 7.5 Equal intensity contours, SANS data (log-scale) obtained from MnSi 
at 4.2K. The crystal is orientated such that the scattering plane is (110) with [001] 
vertical and [110] horizontal. The background scattering from the cryomagnet has 
been subtracted. The magnetic satellite Bragg peaks are the red-yellow spots ob-
served at q ~ 0.035 
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Figure 7.6 Equal intensity contours, SANS data (log-scale) obtained from MnSi 
close to the transition temperature. Again the background scattering from the 
cryomagnet has been subtracted. (a) 29.4K; (b) 29.2K; (c) 29.1K; (d) 29.0K; (e) 
28.8K; (f) 28. 7K 
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Figure 7. 7 (a)lntegrated intensity of the detector corresponding to the position of 
the top left magnetic Bragg satellite; (b) a parabolic fit to the data points below 
the transition temperature. 
satellites are observed parallel to the (001] direction. Initially as the field is increased, 
the satellites remain fixed and apart from slight alteration in background (residuals 
at all orientations and fields could not be obtained), there is no change to the 
observed scattering from the sample. At a field of 5000e rotation of the satellites 
towards the field direction commences, more noticeable by the movement of the 
secondary satellites. This trend continues as the field is increased until eventually 
at a field of 21600e rotation of the satellites is complete and they lie parallel to the 
field. This information is summarised in figure 7.9. 
The rotation of the satellite corresponds to the curved region of the magneti-
sation with field applied parallel to the (001] direction. After the helix is rotated 
into the field direction the magnetisation is linear with applied field until saturation 
occurs. Although no rotations in the scattering plane were performed to follow the 
centre of the satellite as it rotated into the field direction, the intensity of the satel-
lites remains approximately constant. This fact suggests that the moments remain 
perpendicular to the helical axis during this rotation process. 
Rotation of the helical propagation direction to lie parallel with the applied 
field results in the magnetic moments being arranged perpendicular to the magnetic 
field. This is in fact the lowest energy arrangement of the magnetic moments. The 
magnetisation density of a quantum mechanical system of volume V, in thermal 
equilibrium at a temperature T in a uniform magnetic induction (Bo)i is defined to 
be: 
M = -~ fJF 
- V fJ(Bo)i (7.23) 
where F is the magnetic Helmholtz free energy. From Chapter 1, and the definition 
of the differential susceptibility then: 
1 82F 
X=- V fJ(Bo)/ 
The differential susceptibility can be divided into two components such that: 
X= XII+ X.l 
Hence the magnetic free energy per unit volume is: 
( 7 .24) 
( 7.25) 
( 7.26) 
This expression is minimised with maximum value of x which corresponds to the 
moments being perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, as shown by the in-
verse susceptibility when the field is applied parallel to the < 111 > direction (see 
Chapter5). 
However, the magnetostatic and magnetocrystalline anisotropy should also be 
considered when concerning the resulting magnetic moment arrangement. In zero 
field, the helical propagation direction defines where the anisotropy energy is greatest 
since the moments are arranged perpendicular to this. The fact that the helix is 
able to rotate into the field direction in order to minimise the magnetic free energy 
is indicative that the anisotropy energy is low. Despite this, note that the rotation 
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Figure 7.8 Equal intensity contours, SANS data (log-scale) obtained from MnSi at 
4.2K as a function of applied magnetic field. The background scattering from the 
cryomagnet has been subtracted. (a) OT; (b) 0.042T; (c) 0.075T; (d) O.lOOT; (e) 
0.125T; (f) 0.141T; (g) 0.158T; (h) 0.166T; (i) 0.174T; (j) 0.183T; (k) 0.191T; (1) 
0.216T. 
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Figure 7.9 Field dependancies of the angle 9, between the modulation vector q and 
the direction of the applied field at 4.2K in cubic MnSi for two seperate experin'i"ents, 
(green and red) both with increasing magnetic field. 
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is gradual and requires a minimum field of ~ 4000e before commencing. As the 
magnetic field is increased after helix reorientation, the magnetic moments cone 
towards the field direction in order to reduce the magnetostatic energy. 
7.9 MnSi and 'Phase A' 
In order to investigate 'Phase A' SANS was performed on MnSi in an applied mag-
netic field at a temperature of 28.5K as shown in the phase diagram of figure 7.10. 
The cylindrical sample was used and count times were 30 minutes. 
Figure 7.11 summarises the results; note in particular the different scattering 
planes indicated at the top of the figure. In the (ITO) plane shown on the right, 
domain reorientation has occured at 0.14T and the satellites are parallel to the field 
direction. At 0.21 T the crystal is in 'Phase A' and there is no evidence of the 
satellites in this plane but at 0.31 T they return to lie parallel to the field. 
Rotation of the scattering plane shows that within 'Phase A' the symmetry is 
broken and the helix propagates only along the two < 100 > directions perpendicular 
to the field i.e. q II [100] and [010] directions. Above 'Phase A' the helix lies parallel 
to the field. Thls rotation of the helix occurs as a 'flip' i.e. no other intermediate 
orientations are occupied. At the boundary of 'Phase A' there is a field region 
where there exist some domains with helical orientation perpendicular to the field 
and some with it parallel to the field as shown in figure 7.12. 
Within 'Phase A', as the helix lies perpendicular to the field then some of the 
moments will lie parallel to the field, increasing the energy of the system. Conse-
quently there may be some squaring of the helix to reduce this (as shown in figure 
7.18 in the case of FeGe), which may be evident in the increasing intensity of the 
secondary satellites but unfortunately they are situated outside of the detector. 
This result is entirely consistent with the magnetisation measurements obtained 
in Chapter 5. The magnetisation of 'Phase A' is highly anisotropic, as shown in 
the magnetisation measured with magnetic field applied parallel to the < 001 > 
direction but no evidence of it when the field is aligned in the < 111 > direction. 
The SANS results show the response to be related to crystal structure as with 
field parallel to the < 111 > direction there does not exist a < 001 > direction 
perpendicular to the field. The magnetisation with field applied parallel to the 
< 001 > direction in 'Phase A' shows a sudden increase but to a region of reduced 
susceptibility. When the spin density wave is perpendicular to the field, some of the 
moments will be parallel to the field and hence the sudden increase in magnetisation. 
However, once aligned their orientation will not vary greatly with field so the region 
has a lower susceptibility. 
Previous studies by Ishikawa ( 1984) suggested that 'Phase A' was extension of 
the paramagnetic phase into the helical region although only the (ITO) scattering 
plane was investigated. The actual result is more closely related to current theories 
and can be explained by a field dependant anisotropy energy. It is also identical to 
the results reported on the magnetic phase diagram of (Fe,Co)Si by Ishimoto et al. 
(1990), a related helical structure. 
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Figure 7.10 Magnetic phase diagram of MnSi near TN obtained from magnetisa-
tion measurements (see ChapterS). The red circles indicate schematically the field 
regions where the small angle neutron scattering data for MnSi were collected. 
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7.10 SANS on FeGe 
Current understanding of the behaviour of FeGe (with cubic B20 structure) is depen-
dant on the comprehensive study by Lebech et al. (1989) using SANS as a probe. 
Some of the results already published are reproduced here by kind permission of Pro-
fessor Lebech in order to explain observations in the magnetisation measurements 
and also for comparison with MnSi. 
7.11 SANS on FeGe in zero field 
Figure 7.13 shows the results of a temperature study on the magnetic structure of 
FeGe using SANS. The start of the phase transition is marked at a temperature of 
278.86K by a ring of diffuse scatter at a radius of q, the wavevector of the helix in 
FeGe. As the temperature is lowered to 278.63K, ~atellites are seen to develop in 
the < 100 > directions, initially with low intensity but dramatically increasing by 
a temperature of 278.31K. Further lowering the temperature, the satellite intensity 
gradually increases and their area becomes slightly larger. 
At a temperature of 232.00K, the same satellites are still prominent, but now 
have a background of a much less intense ring of scatter. As the temperature is 
reduced in this regime, the intensity spreads from the satellites around the arcs of 
the ring although still with maxima at their old positions. The lengths of these 
arcs increases until at 211K two crescents centred at the previous satellite positions, 
covering most of the ring circumference and of uniform intensity exist. 
The process occuring below this temperature can best be described as a gradual 
collapse of the ring to satellites along the [111] direction, together with secondary 
satellites along the [011] and [100] directions. Below 1.50K, higher orders of satellites 
are also observed. 
In summary, in FeGe the direction of helical propagation changes with temper-
ature. At temperatures below the upper magnetic ordering temperature and above 
the lower, the helix propagates along equivalent< 100 >directions and along equiv-
alent < 111 > directions below the lower transition. The transition at which the 
spiral turns is 'sluggish', taking place in a. temperature interval of 40K and shows 
pronounced hysteresis (T2decr.temp=211 K, T2incr.temp =245K). 
The macroscopic theory developed by Bak and .Jensen (1980) made after sym-
metry analysis of the P213 structure shows that a helical spin density wave may exist 
as a consequence of the Dzyalloshinsky instability and allowed for two propagation 
directions (the two observed in FeGe), depending on the sign of the anisotropy en-
ergy. The behaviour of FeGe can be 'explained' by the value of anisotropy energy 
being temperature dependant although no description of why this occurs is offered 
by the theory. 
If the anisotropy energy changes sign continuously, then at some temperature 
it will be equal to zero with no defined propagation direction. Observations in the 
temperature range 221 - 190K show that the helix does not simply rotate from the 
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Figure 7.13 Equal intensity contours, SANS data (log scale) observed in the (Oil) 
plane of cubic FeGe at various temperatures below TN=278.7K after background 
subtraction and normalisation. (After Lebech (1989)). (a) 278.86K; (b) 278.63K; 
(c) 278.31K; (d) 277.60K; (e) 256.75K; (f) 232.00K; (g) 226.44K; (h) 221.06K; (i) 
219.65K; (j) 216.65; (k) 211.01; (l) 207.60; (m) 204.13; (n) 198.69K; (o) 190.55K; 
(p) 150.09K; ( q) 118. 77K; ( r) 35.84. 
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[100] to [111] direction, as observed in MnSi for example in an applied magnetic 
field, but rather there is an intermediate regime corresponding to the two lobes of 
scattering at 207.60K. Although this is similar to the simulations produced for a disc 
of helical wavevectors in the scattering plane (figure 7.3), because of the resolution 
of SANS it is difficult to clearly differentiate between this and the simulation of an 
arc of helix propagation directions between (100] and [111] directions as shown in 
figure 7.14. A combination of the two processes may be occuring. 
7.12 SANS on FeGe in an applied Magnetic Field 
The SANS results obtained on FeGe in an applied magnetic field give some expla-
nation of the magnetisation measurements. The magnetic measurements reported 
are those with magnetic field applied along the < 100 > axis. 
Below the upper transition temperature but above 211K, the crystal orientation 
corresponds to the field being applied along the helix propagation direction. The 
magnetisation is linear with applied field and is due to the coning of the moments 
into the field direction until FeGe becomes magnetically saturated. 
Maintaining the magnetic field parallel to the< 100 > direction below the lower 
transition temperature, the helix now propagates along < 111 > directions and 
hence is initially orientated at an angle of:::::: .55° to field direction. The magnetisation 
is now curved in low fields before becoming linear (with same susceptibility as above 
the lower transition temperature) and finally saturating. Figure 7.15 summarises the 
results of Lebech (1989) for FeGe at 140K and reveals that for this initial orientation, 
the magnetic field causes the spiral axis to rotate in to the field direction. This 
corresponds to the curved region of ma.gnetisation. Analysis shows that the rotation 
of the helix is similar to that observed in MnSi (with helix not initially perpendicular 
to the field direction) in that it requires a finite field before the rotation begins and 
it is a second order process with intermediate orientations being occupied. During 
rotation into the field direction, the total intensity of the satellites remains 'nearly 
unchanged' which suggests the moments remain perpendicular to the propagation 
direction of the helix. When rotation is complete, the moments cone into the helix 
propagation direction. 
7.13 Discussion 
7.13.1 Helix rotation into the field direction 
To understand the mechanisms behind helix rotation, consider the original work of 
Plumer and Walker (1981), 'Wavevector and spin reorientation in MnSi'. From the 
assumption that in the presence of a homogeneous external magnetic field, the spin 
density (averaged over the unit cell) can be written as: 
~(r) = m + Sexp(iQ.r) + S*exp( -iQ.r) (7.27) 
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Figure 7.14 SANS simulation results for FeGe for particular q arrangements. The 
scattering plane was a. (llO) plane with [001] vertical a.nd [iiO] horizontal. The 
input parameters used were incident wa.vevector 0.3977 A -l, source sample sepera-
tion 6000mm, sample detector seperation 6000nun, upper limit to the wavevector 
0.009199.4-1 and lower limit 0.0089i5A.-1. These are similar to the experimental 
conditions of Lebech et al. (1989). (a) Arc of possible q between the < 111 > and 
< 001 > directions in the scattering plane; (b) plane o; disc of q in the scattering 
plane. -
Figure 7.15 Field dependancies of the angle 8, between the modulation vector 
1 and the direction of the magnetic field H at 140K in cubic FeGe. The insets 
show the relevant parts of reciprocal space and define the orientations of the initial 
modulation vector 2_(0) and the modulation vector 2_(H) along [011]. Both these 
vectors lie in a vertical plane parallel to the area sensitive detector. 
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Figure 7.15 
where Sis called the spin density wave polarisation vector, Q is the wavevector and 
m is the homogeneous contribution to the spin density wave which is induced by 
the external magnetic field H. Assuming the free energy to be a function of Q, m 
and S, they obtain an expression for the free energy of: -
F 
(7.28) 
where ( ~ DQ2 S 2 + ~ E S 4 )g is the anisotropy energy; {3.,{32 and {33 are the direction 
cosines of Q relative to the crystallographic axes; g=l+/31 4 +/32 4+{33 4 ; (} is the 
angle between Q and the external field H; muq and mJ.Q are the components of m 
parallel and perpendicular to Q; and all coefficients depend on temperature only. 
These definitions are not linkedto terms mentioned in Chapter 1. 
By minimising the expression for the free energy with respect to mJ.q, m 11q and 
S2 at fixed Q orientation they obtain solutions to first order in H of: 
( EgJAqJ -1 XIIQH cos8 where XIIQ ~ ~ - 48 ) (7.29) 
XJ.QH sin(} where XJ.Q ~ (~ + ~ JAqJf 1 (7.30) 
and~= ICIQ- A2Q2 • 
When the field is applied at an angle (} to the helix propagation vector, the 
term B'mJ.q 2 S 2 (B' > 0) in the free energy will increase. In order to reduce the 
contribution of this term, the helix rotates to cause Q to become parallel to the 
magnetic field direction, the lowering in free energy being greater than the increase 
in anisotropy energy which favours Q lying in the < 111 > direction. Note that 
when the helix is aligned with the field, mJ.q=O since there is no magnetic field 
applied in this direction and the moment arrangement is antiferromagnetic in the 
plane perpendicular to Q. 
By reinserting the expressions for muq and mJ.Q into that for the free energy, and 
assuming the helix rotation commences on application of a magnetic field (such that 
sin28 = (Hs;l-2H2 )) where Hsn is the spin reorientation field, then an expression for 
the magneti::tion along < 001 > is obtained: 
(7.31) 
From the above : 
m = muqcos8 + mJ.qsin8 
= xuqHcos28 + XJ.qHsin 28 (7.32) 
By considering the difference in magnetisation measured along two different crys-
tallographic directions: 
(7.33) 
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sin2lJH(XIIQ- X.Lq) (7.34) 
= ~Hhx- ~ H~3 hx (on substitution for sin26.) (7.35) 
3 3 SR 
The form of this (assuming hx is constant) is shown in figure 7.16 together with 
the experimental results obtained. The similarity is obvious and suggests the model 
of Plumer and Walker to be successful in this direction although it has certain 
limitations. It assumes that helix rotation commences on application of a small field 
whereas in fact this requires a finite field of 4000e. The experimental observation of 
hysteresis in the field region of H sR is in no way predicted. Also the experimental 
form of m<lll> - m<HO> as shown in chapter 5, is very different for increasing and 
decreasing fields which is also not predicted and the model in no way can account 
for the presence of 'Phase A' close to the transition temperature. 
7.13.2 MnSi and 'Phase A' 
Using the expression of Plumer and Walker (1981) for the free energy of the helical 
spin density wave, the anisotropy energy term is given by: 
(7.36) 
If EA is positive, then g must be as small as possible hence the helix propagates 
along< 111 > (g = ~)as in MnSi in zero magnetic field. However, if EA is negative, 
then g must be as large as possible and the helix propagates along < 100 > {g=2), 
as in the upper magnetic phase of cubic FeGe. The variation in helix propagation 
direction with temperature in cubic FeGe can be explained by the anisotropy energy 
. being a function of temperature and changing sign. 
When considering the helical behaviour in a magnetic field, the terms of interest 
in the expression for the free energy are: 
When the helix is aligned parallel to the magnetic field, this reduces to 
(7.38) 
Within 'Phase A' when the helix 'flips' into < 001 > perpendicular to the applied 
field, the free energy is 
I ( 1 2 2 1 4) 1 2 5 2 n F(Q.LH) = F + 2,DQ S + 4Es g + B m.1q - m.1q (7.39) 
At a particular field, the helical arrangement will favour the lowest free energy 
possible hence for the field and temperature regime of 'Phase A' 
(7.40) 
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From the magnetisation measurements in a fixed field close to the transition tem-
perature (Chapter 5), within 'Phase A' by comparing the magnetisation in < 001 > 
and < 111 > directions there are temperature and field regions where ml.Q > muo 
and regimes still in 'Phase A' where ml.Q < muo· In 'Phase A' with magnetisation 
along < 001 > direction there is a positive contribution to the free energy from the 
term B'ml.qS2 which suggests the only way the overall free energy can be lower is 
if the anisotropy energy has lowered and in fact become negative, causing the helix 
to 'flip' into a < 001 > direction perpendicular to the applied field. 
Note that this is a first order transition, with the helix not occupying any inter-
stitial sites which is very different to the second order rotation of the helix into the 
direction of the applied field where, although the anisotropy energy may vary with 
applied field, it is assumed to remain negative. 
7.14 Theoretical Investigation of the Magnetic 
Phase Diagram of Cubic FeGe 
Following the experimental work of Lebech et a/.(1989), a theoretical paper on the 
behaviour of cubic FeGe was provided by M. L. Plumer (1990). FeGe is analysed in 
terms of a Landau-type free energy previously used to study the related phenomenon 
in MnSi (Plumer and Walker (1981)). 
The model developed (in particular for magnetic field applied along the< 100 >) 
predicts a first order wavevector transition to occur at the transition from the upper 
phase with Q II< 100 >direction to the lower phase with Q II< 111 >direction. For 
magnetic field applied parallel to the< 100 >direction, the wavevector reorientation 
phase transition is predicted to be second order in the lower phase. 
Results of the numerical minimisation of the free energy for the magnetic phase 
corresponding to field applied along the < 100 > direction are shown in figure 7.17. 
This is similar in form to the experimental results obtained from the magnetisation 
study in figure 6.14 although the values of field predicted at different temperatures 
are greater than those observed. Also the model does not predict the presence of 
the field induced phase close to the transition temperature. 
7.15 Further SANS on MnSi 
Although the behaviour of the helical spin density wave in MnSi has been determined 
as far as rotation into the field direction and 'Phase A', there now is a need for 
very detailed measurements. Firstly the integrated intensity of the satellites should 
be calculated as a function of field to determine whether the helix is deformed in a 
magnetic field or whether the amplitude of the spin density wave is a function of field 
as well as temperature. This is far from trivial, particularly as the helix propagation 
direction changes with field when not applied along the < 111 > direction. This 
should be performed at 4.2K and 28.8K when the crystal will enter 'PhaseA'. 
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(After Plumer (1990)). 
The background noise level produced by the cryostat greatly affected the sensi-
tivity of the SANS experiment and this will have been crucial close to the transition 
temperature. Because there is no necessity for magnetic field, these measurements 
could be repeated using different cryostat or displex in order to investigate the crit-
ical scattering close to the transition temperature and how the helical spin density 
wave develops from the paramagnetic phase. 
Another observation of particular interest is the secondary satellites in the < 
001 > and < 110 > directions in zero field. These may be observed for numerous 
reasons discussed earlier and in order to investigate this, MnSi should be cooled from 
above the transition temperature in an applied magnetic field. This will favour the 
growth of one domain and reveal more about the processes producing the secondary 
satellites. 
Figure 7.18 shows arrangement of the helix propagation vector being perpendic-
ular to the applied field direction for FeGe which corresponds to the helical arrange-
ment observed in the field induced 'Phase A' in MnSi. In zero field, no secondary 
satellites are observed however in the field regime before the helix 'flips' into the 
field direction, they are seen to develop and then disappear. Since these satellites 
are in the same direction as the helix propagation direction and only appear when 
a magnetic field is applied to the sample, they are thought to be a consequence of 
'squaring' of the helix or rearrangement of the moments. Because the helix propa-
gation direction is perpendicular to the field, some of the moments will be parallel 
to the field and some perpendicular. In order to reduce the energy of this arrange-
ment, the moments may reorder so they lie out of the field direction, possibly in two 
arcs centred perpendicular to the field (see Lebech (1992)). Similar investigations 
of secondary satellites should be performed on MnSi, especially while in 'Phase A' 
to see if a similar process is occuring. 
Also MnSi could be cooled in a magnetic field within the 'Phase A' regime applied 
along the < 001 > direction close to the transition temperature. This would shed 
more light on 'Phase A' and determine whether or not the helix would form parallel 
to the field before 'ftiping' perpendicular into 'Phase A'. 
Recent work by Lebech (1992) on FeGe suggests that reorientation of the helix 
into the field direction may occur as a first or second order process. depending on 
the angle between the applied field and the initial modulation vector. Investigations 
using SANS at both 250 and 1401\ show that with a magnetic field applied perpen-
dicular to the helix, a first order transition or 'flip' of the helix occurs whereas with 
q initially at some smaller angle the rotation is a second order process. In order 
ot investigate whether the same behaviour occurs in MnSi, SANS should be per-
formed with MnSi crystal orientated such that the < 111 > direction is aligned 
perpendicular to the magnetic field and in the scattering plane. 
Finally MnSi could be studied with magnetic field applied along a direction not 
corresponding to a principle crystallographic direction. 
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Chapter 8 
Critical Magnetic Neutron 
Scattering on MnSi 
8.1 Introduction to Critical Phenomena 
Critical phase transitions were systematically investigated by Andrews (1869) through 
his studies of carbon dioxide. The phase boundary between vapour and liquid sim-
ply dies out at a point known as the critical point and the two phases, liquid and 
vapour become identical. There is a seemingly continuous transition from one phase 
to the other where vapour can become liquid without experiencing any discontinuous 
change in properties. 
Phase transitions that pass through a critical point are known as critical phase 
transitions and phenomena observed close to this point are known as critical phe-
nomena. In a magnetic system where a continuous phase transition occurs from an 
ordered ferromagnetic state to a paramagnetic state, the critical point is at zero ap-
plied field and at a temperature known as the Curie Temperature. In critical phase 
transitions, short lived microregions of one phase in the other are always found and 
if the two phases exhibit different 'densities', give rise to critical scattering. The 
linear extent of these regions (the correlation length) tends to infinity as the critical 
point is approached from any direction. The response time of the system i.e. the 
time taken to create or destroy such regions of local order also tends to infinity as 
the critical point is approached and is known as critical slowing down. Such transi-
tions are generally descibed by an order parameter 1], for example in the case of a 
ferromagnetic transition the parameter is the magnetisation. The order parameter 
is a continuous function of temperature; it is zero for temperatures above Tc and 
nonzero for temperatures below Tc. 
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8.2 Review of Previous Critical Scattering on 
MnSi 
The critical scattering of MnSi has previously been studied by Ishikawa. Ini-
tially it was included in the study of low energy paramagnetic spin fluctuations 
above Tc (Ishikawa (1982)) which was performed with a triple axis spectrometer at 
Brookhaven. Figures 8.1 and 8.2 summarise the results, with figure 8.1 showing the 
development of a ring of scattering centred at (0,0) and the subsequent collapse into 
a helix propagating along the < 111 > direction. Figure 8.2 shows the cross section 
of the ring as a function of temperature. As the temperature is increased 1K above 
that of helix formation, the ring disappears and the intensity of the scattering tends 
to increase with decreasing wavevector. 
Ishikawa (1984) also studied the magnetic phase diagram of MnSi near the critical 
temperature by small angle neutron scattering. Again reference is made to a ring of 
scattering close to the transition temperature and is reproduced in figure 8.3. This 
ring of scattering was also thought to be present in 'Phase A' below the transition 
temperature in an applied magnetic field. 
Hayden and Brown (1990) repeated a more detailed study of the cross section 
of this ring of scattering close to the transition temperature at the ILL in Grenoble 
and this is reproduced in figure 8.4. 
Other measurements of interest close to the transition temperature include the 
ultrasonic study of the magnetic phase diagram of MnSi by Kusaka ( 1976) and 
also the magnetovolume effect in MnSi measured by Matsunga (1982). Figure 8 .. 5 
shows the temperature dependance of the attenuation of ultrasonic waves near the 
transition temperature in fixed magnetic field. It is evident that two peaks ap-
pear around 30K. The lower temperature transition is very sharp while the second 
is much broader and flatter. Simulatneous measurement of the attenuation and 
static susceptibility show that the sharp peak corresponds to where the tempera-
ture derivative of the susceptibility diverges and hence onset of the helical phase. 
Figure 8.6 reveals that the thermal expansitivity of MnSi also exhibits a two step 
transition. There is a sharp transition at 30K, followed by a broad bump one degree 
above it. 
Makoshi ( 1979) has calculated the effect of spin fluctuations on the ultrasonic 
attenuation coefficient on the basis of previously developed theory of helical spin 
structure in itinerant electron systems. Although the double peak structure in the 
attenuation coefficient can be explained in terms of 'rather high magnetic fields', 
the presence in zero applied field remains unaccounted for. 
Recent measurements of the heat capacity of MnSi by Bernhoeft et al. (1992) 
also reveal a similar two stage transition as shown in figure 8.7(a) and (b). Again 
the lower temperature transition is very sharp, followed by a broader peak. Finally, 
neutron scattering on MnSi by Brown ( 1990) suggests the intensity associated with 
this 'prephase' may be greater and temperature regime broader on application of 
homogeneous pressure to the sample. The results are reproduced in figure 8.8. 
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Figure 8.8 Variation of satellite intensity with temperature for ~InSi at 12kbar. 
The intensity was obtained by integrating the number of counts at each temperature 
between q=O.OiL4- 1 and q=0.024.4- 1 and then subtracting the 20K background. 
(After Brown ( 1990) ). 
8.3 Measurement of Magnetic Critical Scatter-
ing 
Initial attempts to observe the critical scattering of MnSi were made on SANS at 
Risf6 as descibed in Chapter 7 in a similar manner to Lebech et al. (1989). However 
the sensitivity of this was limited by the scattering from the cryostat used. In order 
to overcome this, the experiment was repeated on a triple axis spectrometer using 
a displex to cool the sample. 
8.3.1 The Triple Axis Spectrometer 
The triple axis spectrometer is so called because neutrons are scattered about three 
parallel axis through angles 20M, ¢>and 20 A as shown in figure 8.9. A 'white' neutron 
beam is incident on a single crystal monchromator which is aligned so as to reflect 
neutrons of a particular wavelength k_. These neutrons are incident on the sample 
and scattered through an angle ¢> onto the analyser crystal which is arranged to 
reflect neutrons of wavevector k' into a detector. Within this experiment elastic 
neutron scattering is being studied and because of the angular degrees of freedom, 
the scattering function (see Chapter 7 for the magnetic scattering cross section) 
can be deteremined at any desired value of scattering vector 1\ within the limits 
0 ~ /( ~ 2ki and the geometrical limit of the spectrometer. Interest lies in values 
of /( near to magnetic reciprocal lattice points and measurements were made by 
scanning /( along some path in reciprocal space. 
8.3.2 Experimental Details 
The experiment was performed on the triple axis spectrometer TAS1 at the Ris0 
National Laboratory in Denmark. The sample used was a single crystal described by 
Brown ( 1990) as 'sample 2' and used in the ambient pressure neutron experiments 
to investigate the spin fluctuation spectrum above the transition temperature. The 
single crystal has a maximum diameter of Smm, length of 60mm and was the source 
of cylindrical sample used on the SANS in an applied magnetic field described in 
Chapter 7. The crystal was mounted in a sealed, helium filled can and placed in a 
displex. A calibrated Germanium thermometer was used as a temperature sensor 
and mounted close to the sample position. The temperature was controlled to within 
±0.011\ by means of a Risl?l Al931a Digital Temperature Controller. 
Both the curved monochromator and planar analyser used are pyrolytic graphite 
(crystal mosaicity of 30') with the (002) Bragg reflection providing the required 
wavevector. Neutrons of incident energy 5meV were used with Be filters inserted 
infront of the sample to remove neutrons with integer fractions of the desired wave-
length. The horizontal collimation of the neutron beam used was 60' /30' /30' /60' 
and the vertical collimation was 120' /120' /120' /120'. 
The crystal was orientated in the neutron beam such that the scattering plane 
was the (ITO) plane. Magnetic Bragg scattering from the sample at 15K around 
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the detector just those neutrons scattered through an angle <P that have wavevector f. . . 
Scan Calculated width Measured width 
}l-1 }l-1 
(110) crystal Bragg peak (45K) 0- 20 0.012 0.019 
cP 0.019 0.010 
(111) magnetic Bragg peak (29K) 0 - 20 0.0180 0.015 
cP 0.0003 0.003 
Table 8.1: Calculated and measured peak widths for both crystal and magnetic 
Bragg peaks. 
the forward direction (0,0) was compared to that around the (110) reciprocal lattice 
point. Since the magnetic scatter around the (110) lattice point was weaker than 
around the straight through beam, the experiment was performed around (0,0). 
The bulk of the data was recorded measuring elastic scattering, scanning /( along 
reciprocal space at a fixed temperature close to the transition. The /( scans were 
performed along the [110) and [111) directions, passing radially through the (110) 
and ( 111) magnetic reciprocal lattice points from the (0,0) centre. 
Figure 8.10(a) shows equal intensity contours of a compilation of scans of the 
(110) crystal Bragg reflection at 45K with scans taken along the marked lines. This 
was used to calculate the half width contour in figure 8.10(b). Table 1 shows the 
calculated (Lebech et al. (1975), Nielson et al. (1968)) and measured resolution 
widths for the ( 110) crystal Bragg peak at 45K and the ( 111) magnetic Bragg peak 
measured about (0,0) at 29K, also shown in figure 8.11(a) and (b). 
From Table 1, the calculated and measured values for the (110) crystal Bragg 
peak at 4.5K are the same order of magnitude (particularly as the mosaicity of the 
crystal is unknown) and hence the peak is resolution limited. However the c/J scan 
of the magnetic Bragg peak has a width over resolution of approximately a factor 
10. 
Residual scans were recorded at 4.51( and subtracted from the raw data at lower 
temperatures. A Gaussian function was fitted to the resulting data using the Ris0 
program FGRAF which performed a least squares refinement to the fit. The pa-
rameters for the Gaussian fit at each temperature are listed in Table 2 for [110) scan 
and Table 3 for the [111) direction scan. Figure 8.12 shows some specific examples 
of the Gaussian fit to some of the data recorded along the [111] direction. 
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Figure 8.11 (a) equal intensity contours of a compilation of scans of the (111) 
magnetic Bragg reflection of MnSi at 29K with scans taken along the marked lines. 
This was used to calculate (b) the half width contour of the ( 111) magnetic Bragg 
reflection at 29 K. 
Figure 8.12 Specific examples of the Gaussian fits to the residual corrected critical 
scattering of MnSi close to TN with q scan along the [111} direction. (a) T=32.0K; 
(b) T=31.0K; (c) T=30.0K; (d) T=29.6K; (e) T=29.4K; (f) T=29.3K; (g) T=29.1K; 
(h) T=29.0K; (i) T=28.9K; (j) T=28.8K; (k) T=28.4K; (1) T=28.0K; (m) T=27.0K; 
(n) T=26.0K; (o) T=25.0K. 
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Figure 8.13 A selection of the Gaussian curves fitted to the residual corrected 
magnetic critical scattering from MnSi with q scanned along the [111] direction. (a) 
Below the transition temperature determined by SANS (see Chapter 7); (b) above 
the transition temperature determined by SANS. 
Temp./K Peak( c/2.5E6) Error Posn.(A 1 ) Error GFWHM(A 1 ) Error 
28.40 2192 102 0.0297 0.0024 0.0437 0.0038 
28.50 2175 71 0.0330 0.0013 0.0379 0.0024 
28.60 2453 64 0.0298 0.0012 0.0424 0.0020 
28.70 2545 115 0.0277 0.0025 0.0461 0.0036 
28.90 3661 130 0.0270 0.0018 0.0439 0.0026 
29.00 6773 60 0.0297 o.m.13o 0.0305 0.0061 
29.05 8684 224 0.0273 0.0011 0.0350 0.0015 
29.05 8668 77 0.0294 0.0003 0.0294 0.0006 
29.10 9468 207 0.0275 0.0087 0.0339 0.0013 
29.10 9300 81 0.0293 0.0003 0.0295 0.0006 
29.15 9700 216 0.0267 0.0091 0.0352 0.0013 
29.15 9473 79 0.0287 0.0003 0.0308 0.0006 
29.20 9306 61 0.0296 0.0022 0.0292 0.0042 
29.30 8742 85 0.0291 0.0039 0.0309 0.0073 
29.40 8038 63 0.0296 0.0031 0.0312 0.0061 
29.50 7094 164 0.0277 0.0093 0.0371 0.0014 
30.00 4220 118 0.0304 0.0013 0.0421 0.0022 
30.20 3635 63 0.0299 0.0010 0.0412 0.0025 
32.00 780 38 0.0375 0.0034 0.0.5.5.5 0.007.5 
35.00 247 44 0.0435 0.0110 0.0540 0.0300 
Table 8.2: Gaussian parameters for the curves fitted to the data measured in the 
[110] direction. 
8.4 Critical Scattering Results 
The peak height of the Gaussian fit to the critical scattering for the [111] and [110] 
directions are shown in figure 8.14(a) and (b) respectively, close to the transition 
temperature. Above a temperature of 29.2K the peak heights are identical in the two 
direction scanned. Below a temperature of 29.1.5K the peak height of the scattering 
in the [110] direction sharply decreases over a temperature interval of o.:JK whereas 
the scattering along the [111] direction continues to increase. The rate of increase is 
dramatic between 29.15- 28.9K and the complete results are shown in figure 8.14( c). 
Figure 8.15 shows the full width at half maximum (FWHl\1) of the Gaussian fit 
to the data in the two directions scanned close to the transition temperature. In the 
[111] direction, the FWHM of the Gaussian fit decreases smoothly with temperature 
from a maximum value of 0.085A.-1 at 32K to a value of 0.025A.-1 at 29.1K. There 
is then a sharp reduction in a temperature interval of 0.3K to a value of 0.01.5A - 1 
at 28.8K below which it remains constant over the remainder of the temperature 
regime studied. 
In the [110] direction, the FWHM of the Gaussian fit to the data has a broad 
minimum with value of 0.03A.-1 centred at 29.1K, probably due to this being the 
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Figure 8.14 Peak height or intensity of the Gaussian fits to the residual corrected 
critical scattering of MnSi close to TN. (a) q scan in the [ 111] direction; (b) q scan 
in the [110] direction; (c) 9. scan in the [111] direction (expanded scale). -
regime of maximum scattering in this direction. At a temperature difference of ±!I< 
from this the FWHM values are greater but show no obvious trend. 
Figure 8.16 shows the peak position of the Gaussian fit to the data for the two 
directions scanned close to the transition temperature. In the [111] direction it is 
evident that the peak position increases smoothly to a value of 0.025A -I until at 
a temperature of 29.15K there is a sharp increase of 0.006..4.-1 in a temperature 
interval of 0.3K. The peak position has a maximum IQI value of 0.0361A - 1 at a 
temperature of 28.9K after which it gradually decrease;-to a value of 0.0347 A.- 1 at 
25K. It is immediately pointed out that the observed peak position below 28.9K 
is consistent with the Q value of 0.035..4.-1 reported by Ishikawa (1984). Also the 
data is consistent with the fact that the wavelength of the helix increases as the 
temperature is lowered (Ishikawa (1984)). This behaviour is opposite to that of the 
spin density wave in Cr whose wavelength decreases as the temperature is lowered 
(see for example Fawcett (1988)). 
The peak position of the data recorded in the [11 0] direction does not show any of 
the trends observed in the [111] direction as the temperature is varied. The values, 
especially between 28K and 30K are consistent with a single value of 0.0294..4.-1 , 
note the same value of the peak position in the [111] direction before the dramatic 
increase at 29.1K. The errors associated with these values are a similar order of 
magnitude whereas the magnitude of the errors recorded in the [111] reduce, owed 
to the increased scattering and hence more accurate fitting of the Gaussian function. 
8.5 Discussion 
From the results of the magnetic critical scattering in the [111 J direction it appears 
that there are three distinct regions over the temperature regime studied. This is 
evident from the logarithmic plot of peak height against temperature shown in fig-
ure 8.17(a). The first region, above 29.2K is characterised by broad scattering in 
reciprocal space, with low peak position which gradually increases as the tempera-
ture is lowered from 32K. There is both a gradual increase in the peak position and 
narrowing of the FWHM as the temperature decreases. There then follows a tem-
perature regime of 0.3K where there is a dramatic increase in peak height coupled 
with sharp narrowing of FWHM and rapid·increase in the peak position. 
Measurements in the [110] direction appear very similar over the complete tem-
perature range studied. The peak position remains approximately fixed and the 
FWHM shows no consistent behaviour apart from a slight decrease where the scat-
tering is greatest. Although the peak height reduces sharply after 29.1.5K this is 
not as dramatic as the increase observed in the [111] direction as shown in figure 
8.17(b). 
In numerous phase transitions studied, various parameters including suscepti-
bility and specific heat diverge as the critical point is approached (see for example 
Stanley ( 1971) ). In an analogous way the magnetisation tends to zero, so the recip-
rocal of the magnetisation tends to infinity. In general, it is observed experimentally 
that (see for example Collins ( 1989)) the magnetisation (and numerous other pa-
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Figure 8.15 Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian fit to the 
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Figure 8.16 Peak position of the Gaussian fit to the residual corrected critical 
scattering of MnSi close to TN. (a) i scan in the [111] direction; (b) i scan in the 
(110] direction. 
Ternp./K Peak( c/2.5E6) Error Posn.(A 1 ) Error GF\VHM(A ·•) Error 
25.00 820256 10759 0.0347 0.0001 0.0161 0.0002 
26.00 723603 9151 0.0351 0.0001 0.0161 0.0002 
26.60 659214 7865 0.0353 0.0001 0.0161 0.0002 
27.00 603565 7238 0.0354 0.0001 0.0161 0.0002 
27.20 575122 7239 0.0355 0.0001 0.0162 0.0002 
27.40 545701 6095 0.0356 0.0001 0.0161 0.0001 
27.60 5180.53 6940 0.0357 0.0001 0.0160 0.0002 
27.80 484321 5861 0.0358 0.0001 0.0161 0.0002 
28.00 451.534 6660 0.0359 0.0001 0.0160 0.0002 
28.20 409373 4493 0.0359 0.0001 0.0162 0.0001 
28.40 368684 4280 0.0360 0.0001 0.0161 0.0001 
28.60 318726 3171 0.0360 0.0001 0.0162 0.0001 
28.80 261959 2942 0.0361 0.0001 0.0162 0.0001 
28.90 2125.52 2172 0.0361 0.0001 0.0163 0.0001 
29.00 97818 1007 0.03.58 0.0001 0.0169 0.0002 
29.05 37718 347 0.03.53 0.0001 0.018.5 0.0002 
29.10 183.56 164 0.0338 0.0001 0.0222 0.0003 
29.1.5 13331 1.51 0.0318 0.0003 0.0266 0.000.5 
29.20 11586 .54 0.031.5 0.0001 0.02i0 0.0003 
29.30 10222 69 0.0302 0.000:3 0.0299 0.0005 
29.40 9303 66 0.0304 0.0003 0.0303 0.0006 
29.60 i660 64 0.0312 0.0004 0.0329 0.0008 
29.80 6263 40 0.0300 0.0003 0.03.59 0.0007 
30.00 .5186 34 0.0291 0.0009 0.0388 0.0020 
31.00 1807 .58 0.0278 0.0028 0.0.577 0.0051 
32.00 1099 224 0.0130 0.0181 0.0863 0.0240 
Table 8.3: Gaussian parameters for the curves fitted to the data. measured in the 
[111] dirrection. 
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Figure 8.17 Natural log of the peak height of the Gaussian fit to the residual 
corrected critical scattering ef MnSi close to TN. (a) !l scan in the [111] direction; 
(b) !l scan in the [110] direction. 
rameters) obey a simple power law and have a leading divergence close to the critical 
point of the form (Tc- T)f3 where f3 is defined as the critical exponent. 
Considering the expression for the magnetic neutron scattering cross section 
(Chapter 7), the peak height is related to the magnetisation of the sample perpen-
dicular to the scattering vector. It is thus regarded to be a measure of the 'order' 
or an 'order parameter' at the particular temperature. 
SANS results of Chapter 7 suggest MnSi has a critical temperature of 29.1±0.1K 
however from these measurements magnetic scattering is observed as high as 32K. 
Thus in order to determine the transition temperature, an attempt is made to reduce 
the data to linear form as shown in figures 8.18(a) - (c) for numerous transition 
temperature values. From this it is evident that a linear form is obtained using 
a transition temperature close to 29.0K. Also note the curvature of the data and 
how it is dependant on the choice of transition temperature, even for ln(Tc- T) > 
-1. The further from the transition temperature, the closer the points from the 
individual graphs become, suggesting they would converge asymptotically. Although 
the graphs approach linear form over the temperature range studied, the resulting 
gradient of each is sensative to critical temperature used. The resulting value varies 
from 0.372 for a critical temperature of 28.6K to 0.536 for a critical temperature of 
29.4K as demonstrated in figure 8.18(c). Figure 8.18(d) shows the resulting linear 
form of the data for a transition temperature of 29.04K, the value of critical exponent 
obtained being 0.435. This compares favourably with the range of experimental 
values of 0.2 - 0.4 observed for other critical magnetic systems (see for example 
Stanley (1971)). The onset of linearity of the data with a transition temperature 
of 29.04K appears entirely linked to the formation of the helical spin density wave 
along the < 111 > directions and is consistent with the SANS results. However, it 
offers no explaination to the magnetic scattering observed above this temperature. 
This analysis suggests the helical spin density wave forms at a. critical temperature 
of 29.04 ± 0.0.5/{ below which the peak height of the neutron magnetic scattering 
increases with a critical exponent of 0.43.5, at least down to a. temperature of 2.5.0K. 
The magnetic critical scattering observed in the two directions above 29.2K is 
identical and different in form to that observed below 29.0K in the [111 J direction. 
The peak position gradually increases from close to zero scattering vector which 
is opposite to the behaviour below 29.0K. This may be intuitively expected as it 
develops from the paramagnetic state. Also the peak height increases such that over 
the temperature region close to helix formation 
peak height= Ae-T (311\ > T > 29.2/\) (8.1) 
where A is a. constant, as demonstrated in figure 8.19. This scattering may be 
related to the broad peak observed in the ultrasonic attenuation (Kusaka. (1976)) 
and also in the magnetovolume effect (Matsunga (1982)) which prempts the helical 
spin density wave formation. It could possibly be linked to the structure of the 
inverse initial susceptibility of MnSi close to the transition temperature reported in 
Chapter 5. Since it is isotropic in the directions studied, the scattering is very similar 
to that observed by Ishikawa (1984) as a ring of scatter using SANS at 29.4K and 
also related to the similar observation on FeGe by Lebech ( 1989). The first evidence 
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Figure 8.20 Differential intensity of the peak height of the Gaussian fit to the 
residual corrected critical scattering of MnSi close to TN. (a) q scan along [111] 
direction; (b) 2. sca.n along [110] direction; (c) a.nd (d) combined ;n the sa.me figure. 
of a peak in the scattering is at a temperature of 32K which corresponds to the 
temperature at which the heat capacity of MnSi begins to increase, as shown in 
figure 8.7(a). 
This scattering may be onset or a prephase to helix formation. It is evident from 
Chapter 7 that application of a magnetic field ( ~ 1.5k0e) can cause reorientation 
of the helix to align it parallel to the field, which suggests the anisotropy energy 
is small. If initially the anisotropy energy is zero, then the helix could propagate 
in all directions, resulting in a ring of scatter from SANS (see neutron simulations, 
Chapter 7). As the anisotropy energy increases (perhaps due to a change in lattice 
constants), the sphere of helix may then collapse into the < 111 > directions. 
Finally, in the temperature regime 28.9 - 29.2K there is a dramatic increase in 
the scattering observed in the [111] direction which also corresponds to the region 
of sharp decrease in the peak height in the [110] direction. This temperature region 
is thought to be the phase transition into the helical phase. Figure 8.20 shows the 
differential intensity of the scattering in the two directions. Figure 8.20( c) shows 
how the magnitude in the [111] direction is far greater than that in the [110] direction 
and also demonstrates the similarity of the measurements at temperatures in excess 
of 29.2K. 
8.6 Further Work 
This work is a detailed study of the critical scattering initially observed in MnSi by 
Ishikawa ( 1982) however the study is only along the [111] and the [110] directions. 
As these directions correspond to major crystal symmetry directions, it is felt that 
further scans should be performed in other more random directions, one in the (ITO) 
scattering plane and the other out of this plane to investigate whether this scattering 
is truely isotropic. Another region of great interest is the temperature regime 28.9 
- 29.2K which marks the transition between the types of scattering measured. In 
order to find the cause of this transition it may be worthwhile monitoring the lattice 
constants of MnSi in this temperature regime. 
Finally, the work of Brown (1990) may suggest the intensity associated with this 
'prephase' is greater and temperature regime broader on application of homogeneous 
pressure on MnSi. Thus in order to discover more about this phase it may be nec-
essary to perform more measurements on MnSi under homogeneous pressure. With 
this in mind, a pressure cell was designed and built by the author to make magnetic 
measurements under uniaxial stress and homogeneous pressure. The design and 
initial measurements are described in detail in Appendix D. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions 
From this magnetisation study of MnSi, FeGe and ZrZn 2 it is evident that the 
magnetisation of MnSi in magnetic fields above ~6k0e is very similar to that of 
ZrZn2• The magnetisation of both ZrZn2 and MnSi in this field regime are de-
scribed by the model of Lonzarich and Taillefer (1985) which is discussed in Chapter 
1. However, this study concentrates on the low field properties of MnSi where the 
magnetisation is very different to that of ZrZn2 • It is believed that the reason for 
this low field difference is the interaction of the itinerant electrons in MnSi with the 
lattice structure (Bak and Jensen (1980)), in particular due to the lack of inversion 
symmetry of the system. 
Initial magnetisation measurements close to the magnetic transition temperature 
of MnSi observed anomalous behaviour between 29.1- 29.0K. This was further inves-
tigated using neutron scattering which suggests that MnSi exhibits some magnetic 
order at temperatures as high as 32K, 3K higher than the generally accepted value 
of the transition temperature of 29.10±0.0.5/{ observed through small angle neutron 
scattering (SANS) and magnetisation measurements within this thesis. This is evi-
dent as a ring of scattering (possibly isotropic) about (0,0). The wavevector radius 
of this ring gradually increases until at a temperature of 29.1K the ring 'collapses' 
and the scattering observed in the [111] direction dramatically increases together 
with a sharp increase in wavevector. The neutron scattering associated with the 
formation of the helix in the [111] direction increases with a critical exponent of 
0.43.5. The behaviour of the helical spin density wave is now consistent with pre-
vious measurements including wavevector of q ~ 0.035.4-t (Ishikawa (1976)) which 
decreases as the temperature is lowered (Ishikawa (1984)). 
On formation of the helical spin density wave, propagating along equivalent 
< 111 > directions, the induced magnetisation under applied magnetic field becomes 
anisotropic. SANS reveals this to be due to reorientation of the helical spin density 
wave parallel to the applied magnetic field. This process results in an increase in 
the magnetic susceptibility of MnSi and hence reduction in the magnetic Helmholtz 
free energy. Although the reorientation causes an increase in the anisotropy energy 
of the arrangement, the total energy is reduced. The rotation of the helix is gradual 
with applied magnetic field and the magnetisation measurements are similar to those 
predicted by minimisation of the expression for free energy produced by Plumer and 
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Walker (1981). As the magnetic field is further increased, the magnetic moments 
cone towards the field direction in order to reduce the magnetostatic energy which 
becomes the dominant term in the expression for the free energy. 
The magnetisation was also observed to be anisotropic in response to the so 
called 'Phase A', being evident only with magnetic field applied parallel to the 
< 001 > direction, as a sharp increase in the magnetisation but to a region of re-
duced magnetic susceptibility. This explains the apparent anomalous magnetisation 
measurements of Kadowaki (1981) with 'Phase A1' correponding to to the magnetic 
field regime where the magnetisation in the < 001 > direction is greater than that 
in the < 111 > direction, and 'Phase A2 ' is the regime where the magnetisation is 
lower. SANS within 'Phase A' exposed the reason for the close link with crystal 
orientation. With magnetic field applied parallel to a < 001 > direction, in 'Phase 
A' the helix 'flips' from parallel to the applied magnetic field to propagate along 
the two < 100 > directions perpendicular to the field. This can be incorporated 
in the framework of the theory of Bak and Jensen (1980) and that of Plumer and 
Walker (1981) in terms of the anisotropy energy being both field and temperature 
dependent, changing sign within the temperature-magnetic field regime of 'Phase 
A'. 
Consequently, the low field magnetisation of MnSi was measured and explained 
in terms of helical spin density wave orientation and can be understood within 
the framework of the models of Bak and Jensen ( 1980) and the expression for the 
free energy of Plumer and Walker (1981). The nature of the magnetic transition 
however, requires further investigation, in particular the magnetic order observed in 
MnSi above 29.1K. 
The magnetisation measurements on cubic FeGe coupled with the SANS of 
Lebech (1989) highlights many similarities in behaviour between cubic FeGe and 
MnSi. Cubic FeGe also has the 8 20 crystal structure and hence is a candidate for 
supporting a helical spin density wave due to the lack of inversion symmetry of 
the lattice. The SANS results of Lebech (1989) reveal a helical spin density wave 
forms in FeGe at a temperature of ~278K, propagating along equivalent < 100 > 
directions although the propagation direction does change at ~211 K to < 111 >. 
As the transition temperature of cubic FeGe is approached, a ring of scattering 
is observed in SANS which may correspond to the critical scattering observed in 
MnSi. Also, the magnetisation measurements suggest the possible existence of a 
field induced phase, close to but below the transition temperature similar to 'Phase 
A' observed in MnSi. From both the SANS and magnetisation measurements, it is 
evident that the response of the helical spin density wave to an applied magnetic field 
in both cubic FeGe and MnSi is identical. This includes linear magnetisation when 
the magnetic field is applied parallel to the helix propagation direction (below the 
'knee' in magnetisation) and rotation of the helix into the field direction as a second 
order process when the orientation of both is neither parallel nor perpendicular. 
The high field response above the 'knee' in the magnetisation of cubic FeGe 
is similar in form to the magnetisation of ZrZn 2 and MnSi in the corresponding 
regime. This is reinforced by comparison of the 'Arrot Plots' of cubic FeGe and 
MnSi and suggests the magnetisation of cubic FeGe above the 'saturating' field 
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is indicative of a weak itinerant ferromagnet. Finally, the form of the magnetic 
phase diagram of cubic FeGe predicted by Plumer (1990) using a similar model to 
that applied to MnSi is in good agreement with that determined through magnetic 
measurements. 
Although further work has been suggested after each chapter, I feel one of the 
most pressing measurements required are SANS on MnSi with helix propagation 
direction initially perpendicualr to the applied magnetic field. This would determine 
whether the helix reorientation parallel to an applied magnetic field in MnSi is a 
first order 'flip' for helix perpendicular to the magnetic field as reported recently 
by Lebech (1992) in cubic FeGe. Another important experiment to be performed 
is SANS on FeGe close to the transition temperature in an applied magnetic field, 
to investigate whether a phase comparable to 'Phase A' in MnSi exists. If these 
phenomena were observed it would extend further the similarity of the behaviour of 
the helical spin density waves of MnSi and FeGe in an applied magnetic field. This 
generality may extend to all related materials. An anomalous region in the magnetic 
phase diagram of (Fe,Co)Si identical to that of 'Phase A' in MnSi has been reported 
by lshimoto (1990). 
Further investigation into the magnetic properties of other materials with cubic 
B20 crystal structure is also encouraged with emphasis on the reasons for range of 
magnetic behaviour as well as range of transition temperatures and wavelength for 
those supporting helical spin density waves. 
It is evident from this thesis that there are many similarities between MnSi and 
cubic FeGe. The magnetisation of MnSi, both above the transition temperature and 
below in magnetic fields above which the 'knee' in the magnetisation occurs, is well 
described by the model of Lonza.rich and Taillefer {198.5) (see for example Taillefer 
(1986a)). Consequently, I recommend the growth of a larger crystal of cubic FeGe 
to enable investigation as to whether the magnetisation of cubic FeGe can also be 
decribed by the same model. This would also enable further study of the critical 
scattering from cubic FeGe. 
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Appendix A 
Programs Written to Automate 
the Durham VSM 
This appendix consists of the computer programs (fully annotated) written to au-
tomate the Durham Vibrating Sample Magnetometer. It can be broadly split into 
three sections: 
1. User manual for the Durham VSM. 
2. Control programs written for the Durham VSM. 
3. Constituent modules written by Dr. D. Lambrick. 
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Introduction 
The Vibrating Sample Magnetometer being used was designed by Dr. S.R.Hoon 
and built by S.M.Willcock in 1984. A sample is placed in a static magnetic field 
and vibrated relative to a series of pick-up coils. The voltage induced is then com-
pared to that produced by a sample of known magnetisation and thus the actual 
magnetisation is obtained. 
Equipment used: 
1. Computer (enabling automatic data collection.) 
2. KSM power supply and control panel. 
3. Minicam crate together with IEEE board, A-D board and GPOB. 
4. EGandG 5206 two phase lockin analyser. 
2. Fluke. 
Programs available in this package and summary of what they do! 
1. VSMTIME: Measures the in-phase signal from the pick-up coils after a given 
time increment. It can be used to see if a particular temperature has stabilized, 
decay of magnetisation or stability of the pick-up coils. 
2. VSMTEMP: Measures the in-phase signal from the pick-up coils and IN-
CREASING temperature as displayed on the fluke. The field should be set and 
temperature controller connected to the fluke (however any temperature sensor 
can be used as long as output is on the fluke.) 
3. VSMTMPD: As above but with decreasing temperature. 
4. VSMCONT: A control program for the VSM allowing manual field alteration 
before recording both field and induced voltage. Any power supply can be used. 
5. VSMRUN: Complete control program allowing a full hysterisis curve to be 
recorded. 
Displaying the Output. 
Output can be displayed using the MATLAB maths package which requires 
a computer with a second coprocessor. Output data files are written in Matlab 
format with the first element being the number of actual data points recorded. 
Data starts at row four and there are four columns in each matrix. Columns are 
field, error on field, voltage, error on voltage for programs 4 and 5. Temperature, 
0 , voltage, 0 for programs 2 and 3 and time, 0, voltage, 0 for program 1. Matlab 
programs have been written for each corresponding control program. 
1. TIMPLT.M: plots time vs induced voltage. 
2. TEMPLT.M: plots temperature vs induced voltage. 
3. TEMPLT.M. 
4 and 5. VLTPLT.M: after subtracting a residual, plots field vs induced volt-
age. 
4and 5. MAGPLT.M: after subtracting a residual, plots magnetisation vs 
induced voltage. 
FLUKE 8860a digital multimeter 
The computer reads the display on the fluke. It is used in programs VSM-
CONT,VSMRUN,VSMTEMP and VSMTMPD displaying either field or temper-
ature. The fluke may be used as a resistance meter so can be used with other 
temperature sensors eg RhFe resistor, to monitor the temperature together with 
computer. 
IEEE address 16 
This is set in PSD5206.pas in the routine from line 35 down. 
LOCKIN AMPLIFIER 
An EGandG 5206 lock-in amplifier is used. The computer reads the sensitivity 
ofit each time before reading channel 1 display and reads the time-constant at the 
start of the program. 
The lock-in is to be set up by the operator. Firstly, to perform a device clear 
SELECT and SENSITIVITY should be depressed at the same time. It should 
then be PHASED on a large signal such as a nickel crystal and is done using 
the autofunctions with SELECTED on SET and then the RUNCLEAR button 
pressed. The phase should be recorded and compared to previous values as it's 
value should not change significantly between runs. For calibration purposes the 
signal produced by a sample of known magnetisation should be recorded ega nickel 
crystal. This should be done in a field which saturates the magnetisation and in 
both positive and negative fields. 
This process should be repeated at the start and end of the run and averaged 
incase the sensitivity of the VSM coils varied. 
The lockin can be set-up as required by the operator but a typical set-up is to 
have NORMAL and LOW set as modes. There is no internal frequency and the 
external one is set on F. The phase is inserted i.e. the value obtained using the 
nickel. Typical time constants used are either 300ms or 1s. The sensitivity can 
be changed manually during the run or the AUTORANGE function used and to 
isolate all the keys, the remote button can be used. 
The phase should not be alterred during a run nor the time constant! 
IEEE address 10. 
This is set in the program PSD5206.PAS from line 35 down! 
Power Supply 
A KSM (stabilised power supply type SCT) is used together with a control 
panel designed by SMT, BKT, DBL and Electronics workshop. The panel was 
then built by Chris Mullaney of EWS in Feb '91. 
The manual box is self explanatory:- depressing a particular key results in that 
operation. The disable button overrides everything and the enable light must be 
OFF before logic is reversed. 
The computer is linked via a minicam unit with particular lines performing 
corresponding tasks as above. An A-D board reads the logic state while the opto-
isolated lines of a GPOB set lines low and high to operations ON and OFF. The 
minicam cards should NOT be earthed as accidental earting of the magnet coils will 
result in the driving current passing through the lockin, minicam and computer!! 
When computer controlled, setting a line LOW results in the operation. 
When the power supply is switched on, the control panel is switched on un-
der manual control. This should not be switched to computer control until the 
computer program gives the necessary prompt. 
The rate at which the field ramps is set by two oscillator frequencies, one each 
for both manual rate and computer rate which can be alterred seperately. However 
the computer program has been written with a particular frequency in mind and if 
the oscillator period is changed then the magnet must be recallobrated using the 
program CALIBR.PAS to obtain the tesla per second rate for the magnet. 
MINICAM UNIT 
A Bede minicam crate is used together with IEEE board, GPOP and A-D. 
The GPOP is used to set lines low or high thus operating the control panel as 
designed by EWS, and the A-D reads the logic state! The minicam crate must be 
turned OFF before removing any of the cards. 
IEEE address of the minicam crate is 6. This is set in PSD5206.pas in the 
routine from line 35 down. 
A-D board address 1. This is set as a constant at the beginning of the main 
control program. 
GPOP (opto-isolated ports) address 41. Again set at the start of the main 
control program. 
Process field-up, GPOP line 13, Input line 2 to supply,B sends line low 
Process field-down, GPOP line 12, Input line 1 to supply,A sends line low 
Process disable, GPOP line 14, Input line 3 to supply,D sends line low 
Process reverse, GPOP line 15, input line 4 to supply,H sends line low 
Process logic read, A-D board 
Lines 30-33 of GPOP are common and go to line 6 of the supply. A line is 
then taken to give the A-D board a reference. 
SETTING UP 
Before starting a run, the VSM has to be set-up! Firstly the head should be 
elevated off the table by inflating the tyre! The nickel crystal should then be put 
on the rod in a field and set vibrating. The height of the rod should be adjusted 
(by inflating the tyre) until the signal obtained is a maximum. The position of the 
rod moving parallel to the field should be changed so as to maximise the signal 
and finally position of the rod perpendicular to the field alterred to minimise the 
induced voltage. 
The gaussmeter should the be zeroed and junction of the thermocouple put in 
liquid nitrogen if temperature is to be monitored. 
The lockin should then be phased using the nickel, recording phase and mag-
netisation in a saturating field. 
When switching the powersupply and minicam on, check the control board is 
on manual in case it was switched off while under computer control. 
VSMTEMP,VSMTMPD 
This program measures the induced voltage in the pick-up coils and INcreas-
ing/DEcreasing temperature which is displayed on the fluke. The field should be 
set and temperature controller connected to the fluke (however any temperature 
sensor can be used as long as output is displayed on the fluke.) 
Data collection commences when the program is started. The input conditions 
required are the FINAL TEMPERATURE which is a real and the NUMBER of 
REQUIRED DATA POINTS which is an integer. 
It is important to remember that the temperature sensor is NOT attached to 
the sample but a Be-Cu block at the bottom of the cryostat! Thus there will be a 
phase lag between voltage and temperature. 
The data is in MATLAB format, ready for use with the package. It is a matrix 
with data starting on row 4 with format TEMPERATURE, 0, VOLTAGE, 0 and 
the program TEMPLT.M has been written to display the data. /end 
VSMTIME 
This program measures the signal from channel one of the lockin after a given 
time increment. It acn thus be used to see when the signal has stabilized per-
haps because an equilibrium temperature has been reached, show the decay of 
magnetisation or stability of the pick-up coils. 
The input data required is the time interval between points and the number 
of required points. The maximum time between points is 65s and both inputs are 
required as integers. 
It is important to consider the time constant used with relation to the time 
between points as only one measurement is made per time interval. 
The data is saved in MATLAB format for use with the package. This is 
a matrix with data starting at row 4, the format being TIME, 0, INDUCED 
VOLTAGE, 0. The TIME files have extension .TIM and the matlab program 
TIMPLT.M has been written to display the data. The real time display is more 
to give a feel for the data and show if anything is wrong! 
VSMRUN 
This program is the complete control program allowing a full hysterisis curve 
to be recorded. The program allows for three field regions where the density of 
data points can be varied. These are input as real numbers with the maximum 
field being 1 T and the. minimum field being greater then the remnant field. The 
computer then requires input of the number of data points in each region which 
in turn defines the fields to be set- these are input as integers. Finally it requires 
the number of repeated measurements at each point and the delay between each 
in terms of number of time constants- both again input as integers. 
The system has numerous limitations which must be pointed out. Firstly, 
between ENABLE, positive logic and ENABLE, negative logic there is a region 
of approximately 200 gauss which is unobtainable. If this region is required it is 
suggested that the smaller power supply is used together with VSMCONT. 
The system is very slow because of the long settle time of the power supply. 
A particular field is set by dividing the required field increment by 2 as the field 
is approached. If another power supply were used, the program could be speeded 
up by reducing the delay lenghts in procedure SET FIELD TO. Also the tesla per 
second calibrations used in the procedure SET LINE TIME are for one oscillator 
speed only, and if this is changed for computer control then the magnet should 
be recallobrated using CALIBR.( This raises a line for some length of time as set 
in the program and measures the field change because of this. A data point is 
taken by pressing any key except P which stops the program.) The one danger is 
that the program overshoots while setting a particular field, but if this occurs the 
program is stopped after saving the data! 
Above 0.1T the program sets the field to within 1 percent of the new field. 
Below 0.1T the field is set to within 10 percent of the value and around .50 gauss 
to within 10 gauss. These conditions can be alterred in the program and are 
included in the procedure SET FIELD. 
The enable light can't always be set easily and as there isn't a flag from this to 
inform the computer then this must be set manually- resulting in the program not 
been fully automated. The computer actually reverses the logic when the enable 
light is OFF and prompts when ne. EWS hope to fit a the ENABLE light requires 
switching ON. EWS intend to fit a flag to the panel soon after which the program 
can be fully automated. 
Finally, when the logic has been switched to positive the computer requires 
integer input of the number of field regions required before completion (1-3)! Thus 
when the program is complete, there is still current flowing through the magnet. 
The output is in MATLAB format ready for use with the package. This is 
a matrix with data starting on row 4 with format FIELD, ERROR ON FIELD, 
VOLTAGE, ERROR on VOLTAGE. Matlab program VLTPLT.M also uses a resid-
ual run which it subtracts before displaying the data. MAGPLT.M uses a residual 
but then displays magnetisation vs field. 
VSMCONT 
This program for the VSM allows manual field alterration before recording 
both field and induced voltage. Any power supply can be used! 
The input data required is the NUMBER of MEASUREMENTS to be made at 
each field and the number of TIME CONSTANTS delay between each one. Both 
should be input as integers! The computer reads the time constant at the start of 
the program so this should not be changed during the run however the sensitivity 
is read before channel 1 is read on each ocassion. 
The field should be allowed to settle before data is taken, which commences 
when key P is pressed and the program terminated when key Z is pressed. 
The output file is in MATLAB format to be used with the package and has an 
extension .VDT. This is a matrix with data beginning at row 4 and having format 
FIELD, ERROR on FIELD, VOLTAGE, ERROR on VOLTAGE. The Matlab 
program VLTPLT.M is written and requires a residual which is subtracted from 
the raw data and displays voltage vs field. The program MAGPLT.M is similar 
but displays magnetisation vs field. 
ERROR MESSAGES 
Within the control program there is an error procedure which can be called 
upon at any point in the program depending on whether a particular condition has 
been satisfied. Each error has a code, enabling the cause to be located and other 
error conditions included in the program. teh errors are: 
1. The max. field input was greater than 1 T. To get round this the condition 
can be alterred in the program if the power supply can produce such a field. 
2. The minimum field step is less than 10 gauss. This can again be alterred 
and is dependant on the power supply used. 
3. The number of points in the complete curve exceeds 600, which is the size 
of the data array. This condition can be alterred if the array is made bigger. 
4. The field ranges have been input in the wrong order. 
5. While trying to locate a particular field, the computer has exceeded the 
value! The point separations may be too small or the program may be trying 
to locate the field too precisely in which case the constant 'near enough' can be 
alterred in the procedure 'set field to'. 
6. The remnant field is greater than the first field region so the first region 
must be lowered or magnet demagnetized. 
It is intended that as the program is used and more errors become evident, 
that these be incorparated within the program. 
-( .............................................. -.............. "' ........................... , 
(' 
(. 
(' 
(• 
I' 
I' 
Program ~o find the magne~ ic field: "''r ren~ calibrat. ion f·or ~he 
KSM power supply and large electromagne~ for use in the 'ISM 
program controlling the power supply. 
C.I.Gregory 15/06/91 
• I 
'I 
• I 
'I 
• I 
• I (••·······································································) 
program field_pulse_calibration; 
tSN•I 
uses vsmglob,psd5206, fluke,crt,graph,dos,icccom,minicam; 
~r 
(Temporarily stores voltage from the gauss meter) 
fld_vlt : double; 
{Data stored in MATLAB format i.e. 4 column matrix) 
data : array[! .. 500,! .. 4] of real; 
ndps,i : integer; 
!The time unit the field_up line is held low] 
t~me 
pp, test f 
word; 
char; 
con st. 
(Values sent 
gpcp_address 
high 
Ee>:l_:>p 
to the minicam GPOP board to perform various tasks) 
'41' ;{GPOP address in minicam crate) 
'O';{Sets all lines high) 
'B';{Lowers the fiel:i_up l:~ei 
·:ii sable '0'; {Lowers line to jisab!e :he ~ontro: ?ane:• 
pr~cBdur~ get_data_point; 
iR~~sr1s voltage from the ga~ssmeter ten ti~es, then c~lcula-:~s ~he ave:age 
.tnd =·~;o·:o::-C1s this and compound time ~he f1eld_~p Line ha.3 be~:-'. lo·.,..) 
•t.:t:: 
f tuk~ ~,a: 
:integer: 
:-:iouble; 
heq:n 
fld_vlt.:=O.O; 
fQr j:=: to 10 do 
be·~in 
dPlaytlOOO); 
f luke_·:al: •read_fluke; 
fld_vlt:=fld_vlt+fluke_val; 
end; 
fld_vlt:=fld_vlt/10; 
data[i, 1] :=fld_vlt; 
data [ i, 2 I : =0 . 0; 
data[i,3] :=time•ndps; 
data[i,4] :=0.0; 
end; 
procedure set_line(gpop_address,state :strS;t>me : word); 
(procedure to set a particular line of the GPOP low for a given time ar.J 
the return all lines high) 
var dumstr : str255; 
-
beg::--. 
J~~s~r:=dal ~~pop_address,stdte); 
Je· 1i' I time); 
d~~=tr:~dal tgpop_address,highl; 
end; 
procedure save_data(ndps : integer); 
(Stores data in a file in MATLAB format) 
var 
f ilnam 
filnn.mext 
beg~" 
wr !.t.e.i.n {' 
integer; 
st. r8; 
strl2; 
te:-:t; 
·o~~rit.eln (' DA':A S:'CRAGE'); 
-
I; 
wrltelnt'---------------------------------------------------------'); 
write ('Name of file in which to store data (max 8 ·~haractersl:' I; 
read;..n(filnaml; 
fil~amext:=filnamT' .vdt'; 
writ~ln('Storing data in', fil~amextl; 
assi-;nff, filnamextl; 
r~w:::et:-1; 
iai...:t..:,3i := 1).J;d.a':a :,'1! :=0.·~; 
:iau::, ~! : =0. ·J; data 2, 2: : =0 .. ) ; data ( 2, 3! : =Q. 0; data: 2, 4] : =0. J; 
dat.~·3, :j :=1L8;data 1,.2] :=0.C';ia':a!3, 3] :,.·J.O;dat::3,4] :~O.C: 
~cr :..:=1 ... _.:- :1d-p!; .. ~. ~ 
t:e ;:..~. 
....,:-:..":"J'i.;t(f,i:.':.3~~. :: fat 3 f i, 2; :::,' ', da-:.1;:..,;; :: :·,' ', da: ~. :.. , 4 J : ~: l: 
o:::or.-.i; 
_:;. ·.: ~e ( ~ J : 
·~ ~. 1; 
i :::::-.:..:=.:- JF ~.A:~i ?? .. :G?A:·!: 
be·;_c. 
in1:_ieee; 
se':_:ine (·.jpop_address, !":i~!"'., 1000); 
{Af~er setting all lines of G?OP high, the contr:l pa~el is swit~~e~ ~o 
ccmt=,.;ter ::ant r~l} 
writeln (' Swit.::h to c:Jmputer ccnt.rol' I; 
dela;·C20001; 
repea~ 
ini~_fluk~; 
del3y(500); 
writelnt'~id flke display all zeroes (y/n)?'l ;readln(testfl; 
until testf='y': 
ndps:=O;i:=l;time:=SOOO; (Time unit which field_up_line held low (5sl i 
repe3t. 
get._data_poi~t.; 
ndFs:=nJps+l; 
:; =i .. 1; 
set._line(gpop_address,field_up,tirnel; 
-
delay(ll000); 
pp:=readkey; 
·.:ntil pp='p'; ( Inp'lt character 'p' terminates the program) 
d2ta[l, 1: :•ndps; 
'ave_data tndps); 
!'C\0. 
( .......... •<t••• ..... ··-·········· ......................................................... ) 
(. 
(' Program to read 5206 lockin and fluke 8860A for 'ISM runs 
(' with manual field alteration 
(' by C.I.Gregory June'91 
(. 
'I 
'I 
'I 
'I 
. ) 
(••························································•••*••••••*••••••) 
<For annotation see VSMRUN.PAS which includes automatic field control) 
program vsmtemp; 
(SD+,L+) 
($N+) 
uses "JSmglob, psd5206, fluke, crt, graph, dos: 
var 
statusactive, 
graphmodeset 
fld_vlt 
mag_vlt,scfact, 
:-cscale,yscale, 
sderror_mag_vlt, 
sderror_fld_vlt, 
sensitivity, 
old_sensitivity, 
gauss_ranqe_gauss, 
gauss_range_tesla 
data 
i,graphmode,bdeal, flke, 
ndps,xcen,F.m,flag4 
scX,s~Y,ycen,xborderl, 
n·Jm_t.ime_const, 
nu:n neasurements 
,_est:. pp 
·;~_3~:: 
mn_s:.:,dy_str 
date str 
t. canst 
9r·Jcedure over_load; 
var 
begin 
r: :0: 
repeat. 
:integer; 
delay 110001: 
r :=r•l; 
until !lockin_ok); 
boolean; 
double; 
real; 
array[l. .200, l. .4] of rea:; 
integer; 
integer; 
:ohar; 
st r4; 
str2; 
st r8; 
longint; 
if r > 1 then delay(t_const*6); 
end; 
procedure not_ready; 
begin 
repeat 
delay (1000); 
until lockin_ok; 
.. nct; 
~rocedure get_data_point; 
Vdi 
n 
sumf,sumCl 
sderror_fluke,sderror_Ch~. 
var_f:uke,var Chl 
:integer; 
:double; 
:real; 
fluke, .:hl :array[! .. 4C; of rea:: 
begin 
if statusactive then begin 
•-•r\·1; 
if autorange_set then not_ready 
else over_load; 
sumf: =0; sumCI: =0 ;var_flCJke: =0; var_Chl: =0; 
for n:•l to num_~easur~ments do 
begin 
fluke[n] :=read_fluke•gauss_range_tes:a; 
read_Chl!Chl[n]l; 
sumf:•sumf•fluke[nj; 
sumCl:=sumCl+Chl[n]; 
delay (t_·oonst • num_t ime_ const) ; 
end; 
f ld_ v 1 ~: =sumf .' num _ :neas:.1rements: 
mag_vlt:=sumC~/num_me3.surements; 
for n:•l to r.=_meas·Jrements do 
beg:.n 
'Jar_fl·Jk~: 2 tf~d_·;it-fluke~:-:~) • (f:.i_vi-:-~!..uke:!;;) ··Jar_:.:..:Jke; 
·1ar_Chl: =(mag_·:: :-Chl [ n] l • r::~ag_ vj_:-Ch I [n! 1 •var_•:hl: 
end: 
.3de:-r'Jr_fld_·:::: =sqr ('Jar_fl;.:.i<e 'lnum_:!'.eas:.~rem~nt.s-: J 1 /sqr cr.um_;;e~st,;.:--eme:--.~s> 
sje r :-::-_mag_·:.:..': : =sqr t 'lar _·:h l; t :-::.Jm _ :neas·.lrement 3-l) 1 : sqr 1 num _ :'nea.2·.;:--e~.ents) ; 
end 
~l~··· t~1in 
~:j_~l::=flj_•Tlt-:.:; 
~a~_·:~::~o. ~e-2·~:~_~:.:; 
~·· ., 
p~:c~d~re save da:atndp:a 
~ar 
: :1:.::!·-;er 1 ; 
1,:-:c 
j'ear,m·_·nth, ja~·, jaywk 
date n·..1m 
ti..~nam 
:.:n str 
filnamext 
.:.~teger-; 
>~or.j; 
lor.,-1int; 
t.ext.; 
st r8: 
st r2: 
St rl2; 
sammass,refmass,vref,fieldup real; 
begin 
rest:=ecr~mode; 
writeln('-----------------------------------------------------------------'); 
wricelnl' DATA STORAGE'); 
writeln('-----------------------------------------------------------------'); 
writeln; 
write('Mass of sample '•' c • I: readln(sa~assl; 
writei'Mass of ref !g) = 'l: readln(refmassl: 
write('Ref voltage (VI • • I: readln(vrefl; 
write!'Field at which =ef measured (T) = '); re3dln(fieldup); 
write !'Name of file in which to store data I max 8 sr:arsl:' I; 
readln (filnam); 
getdatelyear,month,day,daywkl; 
str(year,yr_str); 
s~r(month,mn_str);if month<lO then mn_str:-'O'+copy(mn_str, i, 1); 
strlday,dy_str); if da:;-<10 then dy_str:='O'+copyidy_str,1,1); 
tm_str:=copylyr_str,3,2); 
date_str:=tm_str+mn_str+dy_str; 
valldate_str,date_num,nc); 
writeln('Oate: ',date_num); 
filnamext:Qfilnam+' ovdt'; 
writelni'Storing data in' ,filnamext); 
assignlf,filnamext); 
rewrite (f); 
data[1,2) :=OoO; data(1,3) :=date num; data(l,4] :=OoO; 
data(2, 3] :=OoO; data(2,4] :-Oo0;-data[3,2] :=OoO; data[3, 4] :=0.0; 
data[2,1] :=sammass; data[2,2] :=refmass; 
data-(3,1] :=vref; data(3, 3) :~fieldup; 
for i:=1 to ndps+3 do 
begin 
wr iteln 1 f, data [ i, 11 : 12, ' ' , data ( i, 2) : 10,' ' , data [ i, 31 : 12, ' ' , data [ ~, 4 I ::01 ; 
end; 
close I f); 
end; 
procedure in_grph; 
var 
graphdriver 
errorc:ode 
begin 
integer; 
integer; 
if !not graphmodeset) t~en begin 
graphmodeset:=true; 
1raphdriver:=detect; 
'nitgraphlgraphdriver,graphmode,'(:\tpS' 1; 
error:ode:=graphresult; 
if er~orcode <> qrOK then 
t:egin 
wri~eln('Graphics errcr : ',grapherrormsg(errorcoa~l}; 
wri :eln I' .. program aborted o 0.' I; 
halt ill; 
end; 
end 
else 
setgraphmode(graphmode); 
recta~gle(O,O,getmaxX,getmaxY); 
setlinestyle<solidln,O,normwidth); 
restoreCRTMode; 
end; 
procedure set_scrn_pltlxreadl,yreadl,xsf 
var 
xborderr,ybordert,yborderb, 
xlngth,yht,i,ii 
:<rmax 
xlabel 
begin 
in_grph; 
inteqer; 
real; 
strlO; 
real; xaxis,yaxis strlOI; 
:~t:.!: ~~.:ly::Lmcde I ~r3F~~nuJd.eJ: 
xbsr1erl:=roundlget~axx/l01; 
::or rde r:: =ro•Jnd 1 get.maxx-:<border 1 I ; 
;tcrder::=round(getmaxy;:O); 
ytorder~:~roundtgetmaxy-ybordert); 
yht:•yborjerb-ybcrdert; 
pcale:=yht/ i2•yreadl); 
xlngth:•xborderr-xborderl; 
lE fractxread1i<': .5 then xrmax:=int (xread11•0.5 
else xrmax:=int(xread1)•1.0; 
xscale:=xlngth/(2•xrmax); 
ycen:=ybordert+lyht div 21; 
xcen:=xborderl+lxlngth div 21; 
rectangleixborderl div 2,ybordert div 2,xborderr•(xborderl div 21, 
yborderb•(ybordert div 211; 
mavetctxcen,ybordertJ: lLneto(xcen,yborderb): 
movetc lxbord~rl, t•cenl; ::.neto(xborderr,·;:cenl; 
ic:=roundlint(2•x::maxl); 
set~extstyle(smai~font,C,4); 
set~extjustify(centertext,centertext); 
for i:=-ii to ii jo 
t:egi:1 
mov~to{round(i•Q.S•xscale+xcen) ,ycen); 
linetolroundli"O.S•xsca:e+xcenl,ycen-lycen div 2511; 
movetotround(i•0.5*xscale•xcen),ycen+tycen div 25)); 
strfi•OoS•xsf:3:l,xlabell; 
:<:atel:::dabel; 
~uttext txlabell; 
~nd; 
moveto(xborderr-(xbor1err div 15) ,ycen•Cycen div ;a, 1; 
·Ju.t:ext. (:-:.a:-:.is); 
mc~et~Cxcen-lxc~~ div :~) .y~ordert•(jht jiv :Oll: 
:;;et~"=';;tst;tle tsma.:. .... f:-n:, 'lt:?ttdir, 4); 
•.;t.,;:te:-:t t'ja:-:.:s); 
'~ : laq4-=•J :r.er. 
be·:;:.n 
JA ... ::lor_a_r.~·-··-· 
~0v~~o(r.:~nd(xce:1-~ld_vi:•:-:.scale) ,rcundty:e~-iS~5~e~~3g_vl~) J; 
'!!nd; 
·' f:ag4=l then 
begin 
Moveto(roundtxcen•data[4,l]•xscalel ,round(y:e~-yscale"data[4,3])), 
end; 
set.co.:.o::-(4): 
end; 
~r~cedure redraw; 
beg1n 
set_scrn_plt(gauss_range_tesla•lo2, lold_sensitivity•l.2l, 1,'Field T' ,'Ma;n (VI'); 
for p:=4 to cndps•21 do 
begin 
linetolround(xcen+data[p, l]•xscalel ,roundlycen-yscale•data[p,3]) 1; 
e:1d; 
end; 
procedure plt_poir.: (i:in~egerl; 
t:e9in 
data[ndFo'-3, 1] :=fld_vlt; 
data[ndpz•3,2] :=sderror_fld_vlt; 
data[ndps+3,3] :=mag_vlt; 
data[ndps+3,4] :=sderror_mag_vlt; 
lineto(round(xcen+fld_vlt•xscalel,round(ycen-yscale•mag_vlt) l; 
twriteln(dat.a[L,l].' ',data[i,)]);} 
end; 
(START OF MAIN PROGRAM) 
begin 
graphmodeset:•false; 
s~atusactive:•true; 
if not statusactive then begin 
fld_vlt:•-1.20; 
mag_vlt:•le-2; 
end; 
if statusactive then 
beqir. 
writeln('------------------------------------------------------' l: 
writeln(' PROGRAM TO OPERATE THE VSM (manual field a~terat.ionl'); 
writeln('------------------------------------------------------'); 
writeln(' The program operates by reading the fluke and the'): 
writeln('lock-in after the field has been alterred manually' l; 
writeln('When a data point is required i.e. the field ~s set,'): 
writeln('by pressing key "p" this is done by the computer.' l: 
writeln('Key "z" completes the program.'); 
writeln('Insert the number of points required at eacr. field' l; 
writeln('must be greater than 1'); 
readln(num_measurements); 
writeln<'Insert number of time constant delay betw~er. pcints:-'); 
readln!num_time_const); 
writeln(' Insert gauss meter range (gauss):'): 
readlncgauss_range_qauss); 
gau~s_range_tesla:=gauss_range_gauss/le4; 
i.nit_ieee; 
rep~-3.t 
in:~_flukP.; 
de~ay(l50l: 
wr>teln('Did the fluke display all zerce3?i:r/nl 'l;<e•dlnltestf); 
un~~l testf•'y'; 
end; 
delay(lQO); 
get_~ime_const(t_const); 
delayl2000l: 
get_sensitivity(sensitivity); 
old_sensitivity:=sensitivity: 
delay(200l: 
flag4:=0; 
set_scrn_plt (gauss_range_tesla•l. 2, (old_sensitivity•:. 2 l, 1, 'Field (Tl', 'Magn ('J) 'l: 
ndps:cQ; 
repeat 
delay(500); 
get_data_point; 
ndps: =ndps+ 1; 
get_sensitivity(sensitivity); 
if (sensitivity > old_sensitivity) then 
begin 
old_sensitivity:•sensitivity; 
redraw; 
end; 
plt_point(ndps); 
S01J:1d(220l; del:1J(l50); r~osuunj; 
repeo1t 
d-.1a:r(40l: 
,qp: = readkey: 
•Jntil (pp='p') or (pp~'z'); 
:...tntil pp-=' z'; 
data [ l, 1 i: =r.dps; 
repeat until keypressed; 
if statusactive then sa•te_data !ndpsl: 
end. 
~ 
(~~······································································•••) 
I • 
I • 
I • 
I* 
Program for automatic data collection using the Durham VSM 
C.I.Greqory June '91 
'I 
'I 
• I 
') (•••······································································••) 
program vsmrun; 
(SD•,L•I 
(SN•I 
uses vsmglob,minicam,ieee, icccom,psd5206,fluke,crt,graph,dos; 
canst 
(constants which are 
gpop_address 
sent to the GPOP to lower particular lines) 
high 
'41' ;(address of GPOP in minicam cra:e} 
'O';(sets all lines high) 
field_up 
field_down 
disable 
reverse 
var 
graphmodeset 
time 
date_str 
state 
yr_st:r 
mn_st.:::-,dy_st.r 
:est f. pp 
'b';{sets field_up line low) 
'a': 
'd'; 
'h'; 
boolean; 
word; 
str8; 
strS; 
str4; 
str2; 
strl; 
I st-,res data in 1n .::array, max number of points set t":ere 
dar a :array[l. .600, 1. .4] of :eal; 
/stores field regions) 
fiel:j_region :array[O .. 3] of real; 
;3t~r~s numb~r <:"f data p,...~:1ts in each section) 
r.umbe~_po":.ts :array[l..3] of int.,qer; 
~St0r~3 field se~aration bet~een points in each ceg~:~l 
fi.,Ld_separation :array[l. .3] of real; 
i6C') I l 
{flag-used to check if procedure remnant_field ohould be 'lSed 
flag2-show logic has reversed and to get out of do loop 
flag3-show passed through zero field without logic reversa: ie -ve remnance 
flag4-show procedure redraw is being used) 
loqic, i, flag, ndps, y, z, 
flag2,n,increase,flaq3, 
tot.al_number_points,a, 
·~raphmode, bdeal, f lke, 
xcen,p,m,scX,scY,ycen, 
xborderl,num_time_const, 
num_measurements,flag4 
t_const 
current_field,field, 
fld_vlt 
next_field,mag_vlt,scfact, 
:<scale, yscale, sderror _mag_ v 1 t, 
sderror_fld_vlt,sensitivity, 
old_sensitivity, 
gauss_ranqe_gauss, 
gauss_range_tesla 
'nteger; 
longint; 
double; 
real; 
p:.·.::>cea·..:re set_lir:etgpop_address,st.ate : 3t.rS;t:.~e :·o~~~c..rd); 
ito se: 3 particu:ar line of GPO? hiqh :or a qiven time be!ore 
se:t:n, all low) 
·~· ,'i:' 
dumst= :str255; 
oeg1n 
dumst::=dal lgpop_address,statel; 
dela:; I time); 
dumstr:=dal lgpop_address,highl; 
end; 
procedure logic_read; 
{to read A-D, reading the returned string upto chr(l31 or 1591 
which gives logic state} 
var 
dums t :-. -jumms t. r 
X 
code,p,q 
begin 
dumstr:~adll'l' I; 
p:""O;:iummstr:-=' '; 
repeat. 
p:=p•l; 
:str25S; 
:real; 
:integer; 
unt~l (jumstr [p' •chr (131) or ldumstr[p]•chr (5911; 
f::-r ~:-=1 t::· (p-i) do 
ceq cc·, 
d·..:.mr..st r: -=durruns: r+dumst r! q;; 
end; 
·.:a.:. ( :L::unst r, :<, c::de): 
:f :< ~ :0DO the~ log::::~: else 
~n.:J; 
~·:---::-:=e~·..ir~ :e 1Jerse_loq..:.:; 
:.:::qi:::=-1.; 
;~c r@3·i ~ogt= a~j at~empt ~= ro·:erse ~~:~: thi! ~s 3~:=e3s~~i· 
·;a:-
~-j :..:;oi::intege:-; 
beg.:..;~ 
old_~:g1c:•logi:; 
repea: 
se,_line (gpop_address, reverse, 10001; 
de:ay (15001; 
log1c_read; 
until logic<>old_logtc; 
end; 
procedure try_reverse_logi~; 
(to at:empt to reverse logic once only) 
begin 
set_:ine!gpop_address,reverse, 10001; 
del"./11500); 
end; 
proce:i·~re save_dat.a lndps : integer); 
ito sa·:e data in MATLA3 format in a file whose r.arne is input I 
var i,~c : 1nteger; 
~ear,month,day,daywk : word; 
date_n,..un. : l~ngint: 
te:-:t; 
filnam : str8; 
tm_str : str2; 
filnamext : strl2; 
sammass,refmass,vref, fieldup 
begin 
~estorecrtmode; 
real; 
writeln('-----------------------------------------------------------------' 1; 
writeln(' DATA STORAGE' l; 
writeln('-----------------------------------------------------------------'); 
writt!ln; 
write('Mass of sample (g) = 'J; readln(sammass); 
write('Mass of ref (g) = '); readln(refmassl; 
writ~('Ref voltage (V) • 'l; readln(vrefl: 
write('Field at which ref measured (T) = '); read:n(fi~ldup); 
write('Name of file in which to store data ( max g chars):' 1; 
readln (!ilnaml; 
getdate!year,month,day,daywk); 
str(year,yr_str); 
str(mont~,mn_str);if month<lO then mn_str:•'O'+copy(mn_str, 1,1); 
str(day,dy str); if day<lO then dy str:•'O'+copy(dy str,l,l); 
tm_str:•copy(yr_str,3,2l; - -
date_str:•tm_str+mn_str+dy_str; 
val(date_str,date_num,nc}; 
wr.i.t:elnf'Date: ',date_num); 
filnameAt:•filnam+' 4vdt': 
writelni'Storinq data in ',filnamext}; 
as5ign(f,filname:<tl; 
rewrite(fl; 
'first three lines of matri:<: [1,1) number pts, {2,:: sample mass 
1 2, 2 j :ef'!rer:ce mass, { 3, 1] i duced voltage from refe:-ence, [ 3, 3 j ~·. ·ld 
t~ ~bt~i~ r~~~rence signalt 
da~~a f l, 2] : =0. 'J: data [ 1, 31 : =da.r:.e_num; data [ ~, 4 ~ :=G.); 
Jat:a:2.3] :=0.0; data[2,4] :•Q .. J; da!:a[3,2) :~0.0; da~a[3,4; :~·).0; 
·.iat:.a[2,l] :=sammass; data[2, 2: :=refmass; 
·Jata[:!,l] :=vref; data[J,31 :=fieldup; 
f)r i:=l to ndps+3 do 
; sav~s all data in matri:< format 
fi•ld, error on field, voltage, error on voltagel 
b"'gin 
wr i te.ln ( f, data [ i. 1) : 12, • • , data [ i, 2] : 1 Q, • • , data [ i. 31 : 12, ' • , data [ l, 4 i : :01 : 
end; 
close(f); 
end; 
procedure err~r(errcr_number :integer); 
{to set all lines high ie OFF,save data taken then print error code 
showing causef 
begin 
set_line(gpop_address,high,l000); 
if ndps > l then save_data(ndps) else restorecrtmode; 
writeln('The program has been alterred as an error has ocurred, error code'); 
writeln(error_number): 
~~iteln('For information about this see the instru=tion manual'); 
halt (0); 
end; 
~t·uced~.;re remnar.t_E .:.e.:.:i t·r;t.r p : i::teget·l; 
{:..) read remnar.t fi~.:.d, :alc1;~ate number. 
and calculate next field i~ r~gion to be 
intAger to be used in ~~e do loop} 
var 
=mnt_field 
pts_:-niss~d 
:do,..obl'e; 
:real: 
begin 
rmr.:_fie~d:~read_fluke•gauss_r~nge_tesla; 
poi~ts m~sseddue to this 
measured ret~•~ing :he 
.:.f abs(rmnt_fieldl > abslfiel·J_region[l]l then error(6J; 
pts_missed:=abs(int(rmnt_field/field_separation[1j) )+l; 
if l·l<Ji·.·/r·mnt fi•:-ld 4 : 0.1) th1~11 
begin 
p:=-l•roundlpts_missed)+l; 
cur rent_ field: ""Pt s_mi ssed • fie ld_separat !.on [ 1] • (abs ( r~-'lt_field, .: 
end; 
if logic/r~nt_field > 0.~ then 
if p=0 th~n 
begin 
p:=l; 
begin 
p:•roundlpts_missedl; 
current_field:=(pts_missed-1) •fieij_separatic~~l~·ta=sfrmnt :~e: 
er.d; 
current_fie:d:=:.C; 
end; 
nex:_f~e:1:~c~r:er.t_~:e:i-~cg.=•fle~d_separat~on[~J• 
~.!.ag:=l 
end; 
rocedure r~ise_::~~_::~e(fie:d_inc: ::~al;f~e!d :double); 
:al:ul3~es t~e ::~~ ~e~~::ed :~ ra:se a ::~e t~ set a p~r~~cular 
~~-ji 
./ 3:: 
:- ~~ :5. se·.:·.:.nd : =~ 3.:; 
be·:Ji:'l 
:! 3bs(fiel~l<=0.4 t~e~ :esl~_secc~d:~S.Je-4; 
if abs(fi.~ldl>=O.~ tnen ~esla_second:=4.Je-4; 
if labs(fieidJ>0.41 ~r.d labslfield)<O. 7) then ~es1a sesond:=S.Se-~; 
ti:ne;=ro:..:nd( tfie.:d_.incr, tesla_sec .. ;;.J) •!OOOl: 
if time>65000 then t!me:•65GOO; 
if time<l the~ :~me:=:; 
end; 
procedure in_grph; 
(Checks for 5nd set5 up qraph model 
var 
graphdriver 
errorcode 
begin 
integer; 
in~eger; 
if (not qraphmodesetl :~en begin 
graphmodeset:•true; 
graphdriver:•detec"; 
InitGraph(graphdriver,graphmode,'C:\tp5'); 
errorcode:=graphresult; 
if errorcode <> grOK then 
~egin 
writel~i'Graphics error : ',grapherrormsg(errorcode)); 
writeln(' .. program aborted ... '); 
halt ill: 
end; 
end 
else 
setgraphmode(graphmode); 
rectangle(O,O,getmaxX,getmaxYJ; 
setlinestyle(solidln,O,normwidth); 
restoreCRTMode; 
end; 
procedure over_load; 
(if manually setting sensi:ivity, to check for O>verload and wait six 
time constants after it is cleared} 
var 
r :integer; 
begin 
r: •0; 
repeat 
delay ( 1000); 
r:=r+l; 
C~ntil (lockin_ok); 
if r > 1 then delay(t_cons:•6); 
end; 
procedure not_ready; 
lif autoranging, waits until 10>ckin is in state to transfer datal 
begin 
r-epeat 
dela-,-110<:01: 
•Jn~~~ loc~in_ok; 
":"nd; 
procedure get_data_point; 
~reads f l'.Jke and lock in when ready m1merous t i:r.es to get data 
and error on data) 
var 
n 
sumf,sumCl 
~derror_fluke,sderror_Chl, 
var_fluke,var_Chl 
fluke,Chl 
: i.nteger; 
:double; 
:=eal; 
:array[! .. 40} of real; 
begin 
if statusactive then begin 
if autorange_set then not_ready 
else over_load; 
sumf:•O;sumCl:=O;var_fluke:•O;var_Chl:aQ; 
for n:•l to num_measurements do 
begin 
fluke(n] :•read_fluke*gauss_range_tesla; 
read Chl(Chl[n}); 
sumf7•sumf+fluke(n]; 
sumC1:•sumCl~Chl(n]; 
delay(t_const•num_time_const); 
•:tl•j; 
f!d vl~:=s~mf/nGrn meaSlJrements; 
- -
mag_·:..!.. t: =s-...mC l I num_measurement.s; 
for n:=l to num_measurements do 
begin 
var __ flC~ke:=(fld_vlt-fluke[nl) • (fld_-:1:-:luke:r.: )+var_:~'.li<.e; 
var_Chl:•(mag_~lt-Chl[n] 1 • (mag_vlt-Chl'n!l •var_~hl: 
end: 
scterrO>r_f ld_ vlt: •sqr (var_fluke/ lnum_measurement s-: I 1 1 sqr tn"--n_:-neasurements) 
s<:ie rror _rna a _·11:: =sqr ( var _ Ch 1 I ( num _ meas·;rement.s-; I ) : sqr I num _me as ;rement s 1 ; 
end 
else begin 
tld_vJt: •flJ_vlt+O.l; 
mag_vlt:=0.9e-2•fld_vlt; 
end; 
ndps:=ndps•l; 
end; 
pr~ced~re set_sc=n_pl:(x:eadlryreadl,xsf : real; :<axis,yaxis 
{sets up graph axis, jependant on sensitivity of :~ckint 
var xborderr,ybcrdert,yborderb, 
xlnqth,yht,i,ii integer; 
xrmax : real; 
:-:label 
begi;-1 
;.:-:_~:ph; 
set~raphmodelgraphmcdel; 
xbor jer 1: ""'round (get:na:-:.:-:/ l 0 I : 
st r 10; 
:·:b.:~ -ie r r: ""':- ~:und! ~~et:'!". 3.:-:;{-;.:t:c r je:: 1 ; 
~·b;:rjer~:=roGndrget~axy: :01; 
;t~r3erb:=~~u~a(qe~~~x~·-;bor~er~); 
;h::=ybcrjerb-;b~rd~::; 
'/SC::'i~~: =:_;~t/ (2_•·:·:-e::,r::~ I; 
:~:~~~~:~~~~~ier=-~:t,_~ie~:; 
::: : :· 3:::1 :·:rea.·J.:) ·· ; . : -: :;~;. ·-::~a.:-::=.:.:-.: r :-::-e~·.::) •·:).: 
~ _:?: e :-:: ~ :L··: : = ~ ;-::. ! :-: .:- '?' _.;, "'J: J • ~ • : : 
:-:sca.:..<::>:""':·:~r-'1t'-";;,· 1:·:·:::::-:.:1:·:1; 
J'Cer.:=·:'t:c::::Jer:.- r.:/r.:. J.:.·: :.1; 
:~~~~:.,xbcrje~:·t~~n·;:.~ j1v 2l; 
st<lOI; 
re·.::..3.r.~:.el:<bcr-,.::-=-:~ j:.·: =··:·b.::-r.jert jiv ~.:-:!:::order:--~:-:.border,;. ci.:..v 21, 
ybcrdert-lytorder: div 211: 
movet~(x=en,ybordertl; ~ine~otxcen,yborderb); 
move~~(xborderl,yce~l; lineto(xborderr,y=enl; 
ii:cro•.lnd(int (2•xrmaxl); 
settextstyle!sma~lfc~t.0,4): 
~ettextjustify(=ente~cext,centertextl; 
for ::=-ii co ii do 
begin 
moveto(round(i"O.S•xscale•xcenl,ycen); 
lineto(roundti"O.S•xscale+xcen),ycen-(ycen div 25)); 
moveto(round(i•O.S•xscale+xcenl,ycen+(ycen div 25)1; 
str(i'O.S•xsf:3:l,x:abel); 
:<L•bel: =xlabe l; 
outcext(xlabell; 
end; 
moveto (xborderr- txborderr div 151, ycen+ (ycen di·.· 10)); 
outtext(xaxis); 
moveto(xcer-(xcen div lO),ybordert+(yht div 10)); 
sette~tstyle(smallfont,vertdir,41; 
outte~t(yaxis); 
!if first time setup then gets data p~int and moves to it on a~is) 
if fhg4=0 then 
begin 
get_data_point; 
Moveto(roundlxcen+fld_vlt•xscalel,round!ycen-yscale•mag_vltl 1; 
end; 
(if using redraw moves to first data point as a reference) 
if flag4=l then Moveto(round(xcen+data[4,l] •xscale),round(ycen-data[4,3]•yscalel I; 
setcolor(4); 
end; 
procedure redraw; 
\redraws data on a new axis as sensitivity of lockin increased) 
begin 
flag4 :=1; 
set_scrn_plt (gauss_range_:esla*l.2, (cld_sensitivity*l.2) ,1, 'Field T', 'Magn lVI' 1; 
for p:•4 to (ndps+2) do 
begin 
lineto(round(xcen+data[p,l] •xscale),round(ycen-yscale*data[p,3]1 I; 
end; 
~nd; 
procedure check_reverse; 
{checks if attempt to reverse logic is successf 1.ll ie enable light OFF', 
then alters condition in program to get out of do loops and prompc 
user ":.c make sur enable light is ont 
v;,.r 
-old_lG;:,ic :integer; 
b~gin 
L0q:.~_readi 
c>lj_:~gic:~logic; 
try_:everse_logic; 
lcg:.c_read; 
d lold_logtc <> logic) and 1 flag3=0l then 
begin 
z:=l; 
y:=:;flag2:=1;i:=6;increase:=l;flag:=O; 
repeat 
restorecrtmode; 
writeln('Is the enable light on (y/n) ?' );readln(testfl; 
delay!SOOJ; 
until testf•'y'; 
end; 
if (old_logic <> logic) and (flag3=l) then 
begin 
increase:~l;flag:=O; 
repeat 
restorecrtmode; 
writeln('Is the enable light on ly/nl?'l ;readln(testf); 
delay(500J; 
until testf='y'; 
end; 
writeln('after logic check'); 
redraw; 
end; 
pr~cedure set_f~eld_t~(new_f:eld :real); 
(to se~ field to a apar:icular value} 
"/.3. r 
field_incr,to_go, 
near_enough 
old_field 
:rea.!.; 
:doui:;~e; 
begin 
old_field:=read_fluke*gauss_range_tesla; 
fleld_incr:=abs(new_fi.eld-old_field)/10; 
if field_incr > 0.005 :hen (to account for sma::est step size-SOgauss) 
begin 
{first moves to 60% of value) 
f:)r i:-=1 t.J 6 do 
begin 
field:~field•lcoic•:ncr~ase*field_incr; 
ra:.se_line_time(fie2.d_incr,field); 
if increase=l then s~a~e:=field_up else state:=:ield_down; 
se:_linelgpop_address,sta~e,time); 
delay!SOOOi; 
field:=read_flake*gauss_range_tesla; 
if (y•li and lincre•se=-11 then check reverse; 
~:rt; 
eno.; 
1: ~ ~a:J~=·) then 
ce?i:1 
i:e:~:=r~ad_fluke-gauss_~~nge_tesla; 
repea:. 
·~i·,~·jes fielj step t~· :wo anj moves :o this fie_j, R~Feat until 
~-~ti~ given percent =~ ~ewf:eld) 
~~_1c:~abscfieid-~~w_!ie:jJ; 
~ie.J_incr:=~rJ_~o :; 
:~e-~:=fieij~l~gis·:~~=~ase'field_inc:; 
:- J.:....;.:;;-_:.:r:e __ .. _.:..~e I ::_o;;=_:i_.:..:·,:-:, :i.~ldl; 
~~ :ncre~se=~ ~~~~: 3:3:~:=~i~ld_·;p e:3~ 2:~t~:=~-e:j j=~~; 
·.:e:_:i;.e 1 Jp•;-~p ,1Jdr'=.i~. stJ.':>:>, :.:..meJ; 
je_:tJ' t 101]00>; 
~.:..e:j:=read_f!~~e·;5~:~s_r~nge_:esi3; 
i~ cy=l) and ri~crease=-11 then check_reverse; 
i!' lcn·:r"~se;ll and !(abs(!'ieldll>(abs(n""-fie~::i)*l.21l ~hen e~~=:!Si; 
if ltn~re.lse;<l ar.·i llabslfieldJ*l.2i<(abslne·.;_!'leUlll and latslfie:::J > J.:! ::0 
:t~a~_~nough:=O.Ol·~~w_fie:d; (to within 1\ of :~e fieldt 
1~ 3ts(new_fieldl <= 0.1 :hen near_enough:=O.:·~ew field; 
~f 3bs!new_field)< :.JO! :hen near_encugh:=C.::~; 
'Jntil (labs lnew_fiel::i-:'O.eldl<=abs (near_enough) I! Jr lflag2=1J; 
eno; 
end; 
procedure plt_point(ndps:int€ger); 
{~~~res :esult in array data then plots new point~ 
begu, 
data indps•3,1 I :=fl::i_·:lt; 
data[ndps•3, 21 :=.!"d<?rror_f:d_vlt; 
:lat.•[ndps+3, 3] :;mag_·:lt; 
data[ndps+3,4] :=sde:ror_maq_vlt; 
1 ineto ( :ound 1 x::en +:: j_·:l t • xscale) , round 1 ycen-;·scale •mag_'llt I ) ; 
(writeln Cdata[i, l],' ', data[i, 3]); I 
end; 
{START OF THE MAIN PROGRAMi 
begin 
graphmodeset:=false; 
s~atusactive:-true; 
init_ieee; 
{set minicam lines high before switching to computer control] 
set_line(gpop_address,high,l000); 
writeln('Switch to computer control'); 
de1ay(5000); 
repeat 
Lnit_fluke; 
:ielay(500); 
writeln('Did fluke display all zeroes (y/nl?') ;readln(test!); 
~ntil testf•'y'; 
delay 12000); 
(check for positive logic} 
logic read; 
{if l;gic<O then reverse_logic;) 
field_region[O] :=0.0; 
(input required information} 
"'rite!n(' Input first field region (TeslaJ :');readlnlfield_region[l!l; 
write~n;' Input number of points in this region:') ;re~dln(number_polnts:ll l; 
wri:e:n(' Input second field region:') ;readln(fielj_region[2ll; 
·,o~r it.e.Ln ('Input number of pci.nts in this reg~on:'); =·~ctdl.n <:ournber_points · 2:): 
"rit.,inl' Input maximum fie_:!:' l ;readln(fiecd_regior.!3J); 
tf :~eld_reg>on[3] > 1.0 then error(ll; 
wrir~e.:..n('Input number •.)f ~~ints in th~s reg~on:'l;r-ea1ln( ..... :Tl.Oe::_;:-oir.:s:;~;; 
-,.:: .i~~.i..n (' :nsert =-•umber of points required -'lt ea':h f:.eld' l; 
wriT:eln('Must. be greater r..han one!'); 
read:~(num_measurementsl; 
writelnl' Insert the number of time constants delay between pocnts:-'); 
readln(num_time_const); 
writeln('Input gauss meter range (gauss)'); 
readln(gauss_range_gauss); 
gauss_range_tes1a:=gauss_range_gau~~/le4; 
\checking input data} 
if lfield_region[l]>•field_region[3]) or (field_region[l]>=field_regicn[2J l 
or (field_region[2]>•field_region[3]) then error(4); 
total_nurnber_points:=O; 
for i:=l to 3 do 
begin 
field_separation[i] :=tfield_region[i]-field_region[i-l]l/nurnber_points[i]; 
if field_separation[i] < :oe-4 then error(2l; 
total_nurnber_points:=total_nurnber_points+nurnber_points[i]; 
end; 
if (total_number_points*4) > 600 then error(3); 
f 'r i : ~ ; ~- ·,:) 3 de 
beg1n 
wri~el~lfield_region(il l; 
"'r i tel c. 1 number_pc~nts [ ~: l ; 
writel~lfiel:i~separation[i]); 
end; 
ndps:=:;flag:=O;flag4:=0;flag3:=0;flag2:=0;increase:=:;~estf:=•~·; 
repeat 
writel~('Is the enable light on (y/n) ?' l ;readlnl~estfl; 
delayi500l; 
until ~estf~'y'; 
:iela.,.c:JOl; 
\read :Jckin for requi:ed valuest 
get_ti~e_const (t_:onst); 
delayi~:JOOl; 
get_sensitivity(sensitivityl; 
old_sensitivity:=sensitivity; 
delay c.2JOl; 
set_sc:~_plt (gauss_range_tesla*l.2, (old_sensitivity•l.2l, !,'Field (!I', ·~~;n (V)'t; 
ndps:=:; 
~~t_da:3_point; 
plc_p:~~tlndps); 
lfirs~ quadrant :: curve} 
f~~ ~:=l ~Q 3 de 
t~gl:-. 
:·.Jr· ::"=~ -:..::. ;~urr...:~r p·:·:.:-.~si·/; io 
b~:-:;;. ;, 
=~.:..~~la:es ~ext ~-~:j :n be 3e~i 
~-. ..:-:---: __ ~.:.....:! • .:i:=: •f.!.e.i_z'=p:,:--lr ~·::;: [y; .,.::.:..~.:..-=_=-~·~:..::-. ''i--
.: z.~:--.•J.rr..:::er_;:::..nts ::·: t.i":en ne:-:t_fie:.·i:-=:i.e.:.:i_=~·~i.·::-.. i' 
!.:: :~3·.:F"0 ~!-".e:-1 rem:"':ar.t:. f.:..e:dtz); 
~~~:3 requi=ei fte:jt 
se:_fielj_tclnext_!ieldl; 
~ge~s da~a paint} 
ge:._dat.a_poi~t; 
':~eck if graph needs redrawing} 
ge:_sensitiv~:y(sensitivityl: 
i!' (sensitivi:y > ~ld_sensitlvityl then 
begin 
cld_sensi:ivity:=sensitivity; 
redraw; 
end; 
{plots new point} 
plt_point(ndpsl; 
er.d; 
end; 
increase:•-!; 
isecor.d quadranti 
for y:=3 downto 1 do 
Ceq1n 
n:=C; 
f·.:r l:~number_points[yJ downto l do 
oegin 
s'..lrrent_field:=field_region[y}-n*field_separation[y]; 
next_field:=current_field-field_separation[y]; 
set_field_to(neKt_field); 
qet_data_point; 
get_sensiti'lity(sensitivityl; 
if (sensitivity > old_sensitivityl then 
begin 
old_sensitivity:~sensitivity; 
redraw; 
end; 
plt_point(ndps); 
n:=:1•l; 
end; 
~nd; 
flag2:sO;testf:='n' ;flag3:=1; 
get_data_point; 
plt_point(ndpsl: 
(':.hird quadrant} 
tc< y:-l :o 3 do 
begin 
fn z:~l to 'l'Jmber_points[yj :ic 
begl'l 
next_fiel~:=-l-z*field_separation[y;-field_regicn[y-1]; 
if z•numt~r_points[y) then next_field:=-l•fi~ld_reO]i·m:'/:; 
it :lag~(' ~hen remnant_Leld(:l; 
5~t-~ield_to(next_!ield); 
Je':_jata_~?int: 
qet_.3ensir..ivit.y(sensitivi:y); 
1f lsensi~ivity > old_sensitivity) chen 
begi:1 
old_sensitivity:~sensitivity; 
redr~w; 
end; 
plt_pointlndpsl: 
end; 
end; 
increase:•-l;flag3:~0;testf:•'n'; 
{fourth quadrant) 
get_data_pcint; 
f~r y:m3 downto 1 do 
begin 
n:=O; 
:~r z:~number_points[yl downto 1 do 
begin 
next_field:=-l*field_region[yj+(n+l) •field_separation[y}; 
:;.:!._t l .. !l...i_r.o (:~t~:-:t: t .:..el·j); 
?et_data_point; 
qet_sensitivity(sensitivity); 
lf (sensitivi~l > old_sensitivit.yl >:..:--ten 
begin 
old_sensitivity:~sensitivity; 
r:edraw; 
end; 
p:t_pointlndpsl; 
n:=n-+1; 
end; 
end; 
flag3:=l;flag2:=0; 
{repeat dS much of first '='uadrant as required} 
rest·';)rec rtmode; 
writ9ln {'How many field ::egi-::ms do you want. t.he computer '=.O go po5:.'":ive? ( :-3) '); 
read~n (a); 
redraw: 
ge':. data_polnt; 
plt_point (ndpsl; 
f~r y:=l ~~ a do 
be,~c:c 
f c r ;: : = ~ t. o number f= :-. ~- s [ ·;! d~ 
i:e?in 
:le~t_fleld:=z•!leld_separ3tlonr¥]~f.~:j_:egi=n:y-l~; 
:: z=number_pcir.:.S~i·; -:.h~n ne:·:t._fie~:i: ... f:e~::i_:o:·?.:..:Jn~J']; 
.:..f fl.ag=O t.hen remr.ar.t_fie.:.dlzl; 
.::et_: i.e-l.i_t.:; tne:·:<:_f :..~.i.:!l; 
""!~':. _da-:.-1_p0~n:; 
~e~_s~~~:~:..~Lt;(~e~s:..::..·;i-~·1; 
3 ·~<I:; i t ~ '! :. ~- / • ~ -~ ::.I~:".~,~:~'):_'·":' .. :·.·?: 
ce~ ~:-t 
J ~ ·1 _.:::: e :-. s .:. : :.. ·: :.. : ·: : "".3 ~ :-.:.; :. ::. :.. ,,.. ~ : ·/; 
r~d:-aw.· 
end; 
:;~r:_point tr.dps.l: 
end; 
er.d; 
ddt·3~l, 1 i :=ntips; 
{save data in file! 
save_data{ndpsl; 
end. 
t••••····················································~·················•) 
(' 
(' Program to record the induced voltage picked up in the coils as 
(' a function of time. 
(' C.I.Gregory 10/09/90 
(. 
') 
. ) 
• I 
. ) 
, ......•.......•••••••.••..••.••••••••••.••..••....•.••.•..•....•...•....•.. , 
program vsmtemp; 
{SD+,L+J 
ISN+J 
uses vsmglob,psd5206,fluke,crt,graph; 
var 
graphmodeset 
statusactive 
tmp,temp 
:ime,time_interval 
sensitivity, 
old_sensitivity, 
final_temp,step_size, 
mag_vlt,scfact, 
xscale,yscale.tnr 
data 
i,graphmode,bdeal,flke, 
ndps,p,nrps,flag4 
scX,scY,ycen,xborderl 
~est f 
procedure get_data_point; 
boolean; 
boolean; 
double; 
:integer; 
real; 
array[l..400,1..4) of real; 
inteqer; 
int.eger; 
char; 
(Reads channel one 0f the lockin once only after a gi·,en t:.me delayl 
bl?gin 
~f 2~3tusactive then begin 
read_Chl (mag_vltl; 
end 
els~ beg:.:1. 
mag_vlt:=6e-5; 
end; 
~nd; 
procedure save_dat.a(ndpts : integer); 
!Saves dat.a in a .TIM file of MATLAB format) 
var i : integer; 
: text; 
filnam : strB; 
filnamext : strl2; 
sammass,refmass,vref,fieldup 
begin 
RestoreCrtMode; 
TextColor(Cyanl; 
real; 
writeln('-----------------------------------------------------------------' l; 
writeln(' DATA STORAGE'); 
writeln('-----------------------------------------------------------------' l; 
writeln; 
writei'Mass of sample (g) ~ 'I; readln(sammass); 
write('Mass of ref (g) = '); readln(refmass); 
write('Siqnal from reference (Vl ='I; readln(vref); 
write('Field at which ref measured (TJ = '); readln{fieldupl; 
writ~ (' Temp>?ra.ture at~ whi.ch ref~rence "Nas :neast..::.:d (K) =' t; rea-Jl:-: (tnr): 
writei'Name .Jf file in >rhlch :o store data ( ma;-: 8 chars) :'I; 
readl!'llfilnam); 
fi~namext:=fil~am+' .tim'; 
· ... ritelnt'Sturing data .:..n ', filnamex.t); 
assign(f,filname~tl; 
rewri":e{f); 
data[l,2) :=J.O; daca[l,3i :=0.0; data[l,4) :=0.0; 
datal2. 31 :=0. 0: datal2. 4) :=0.0: data[3, 2) :=tnr: ja:a[4, 4J :=0. 0: 
data(2, 1] :•sammass; data[2,2l :=refmass; 
data[3,l) :=vref; data[3,3] :=fieldup; 
for i:=J to ndps+3 do 
begin 
write 1 n ( f, data [ i, 1 I : 12, ' ' , data I i , 2 i : l 0, ' ' , data I i , 3] : 12, ' • , data I i, 4 ] : : 0) ; 
end: 
clos·~ 1 f); 
end; 
procedure in_grph; 
I Sets •Jp graphics mode I 
var 
graphdriver 
error::ode 
begin 
int.eger; 
integer; 
if (net graphmcdeset) then begin 
graphmodeset:=true; 
graphdriver:=decect; 
cnit~r3phlgr•phdriver,graphmcde,'C:\tp5' l; 
error~::de:~graphresult; 
~E e:~:rcode <> 1rOK then 
t·"'q :c: 
~r::e~~l'3raphics e==cr : '.~=apherrormsg(er::::odel 1; 
·•r:"".~~r.(' .. pr·.:·~r:tm 3Co:rted ... '); 
ha:.-:-. 1: l; 
~:-,-.J; 
->.~'1 
.·.·:..:e 
~e~~~~phmodelgrdphmcae); 
r~ct~r~1l~(O.~.·Je~~axX.qet~axY); 
~e~ii~eJt~·~e(sc~~jln,O,norm~i~:h); 
=~st~!~CRT~ode; 
end; 
pr~ced~re set_scr~_pltCxreadl,yreadl,xsf : real; xaxis,xu~it : str5); 
ISets 'JP graph axis dependant ·~n lockin ser:sit~·~:~:t for real time data 
output) 
v.l r 
xborderr.:tybordert,yborderb, 
xlngth, yht, i, ii 
xrmax 
:<label 
beqin 
in_grph; 
integer; 
real; 
strlO; 
setqraphmode(graphmodel; 
xborderl:=round(getmaxx!lO); 
xborderr:=round(getmaxx-xbarderl); 
ybordert:=round(getma~:t/10!; 
rbcrderb: =rc·"nd (getmaxy-:tbordert); 
yht:•yborderc-ybordert; 
yscale:•yht/yr~adl; 
:<lngth: =xborderr-xborder l; 
if frac(xreadl)<•O.S then xrmax:-int(xreadll+0.5 
else xrmax:=int(xreadl)+l.O; 
xscale:=xlngth/xrmax; 
ycen:•ybordert+(yht div 2); 
rectangle(xborderl div 2,ybordert div 2,xborderr+lxborderl div 2), 
yborderb+(ybordert div 2) ); 
moveto(xborderl,ybordert); lineto(xborderl,yborderb); 
moveto(xborderl,ycen); lineto(xborderr,ycen); 
ii:•round(intlxrmax)); 
settextstylelsmallfont,0,4); 
settextjustify(centertext,centertext); 
!for i:•l to ii do 
be..,:.n 
moveto(round(i•xscale+xborderl),ycen); 
lir.etco(round(i•xscale+xborderl),ycen-(ycen div 25ll; 
moveto(round(i•xscale+xborderl),ycen+(ycen div 25) ); 
str(i•xsf:S:O,xlabel); 
xlabel:•xlabel+xunit; 
o~ttext(xlabell; 
end; l 
movetco(xborderr-(xborderr div 15) ,ycen+(ycen div lOll; 
outtext(xaxisl; 
if f lag4•0 tr.en 
begin 
get_da:a_point; 
Movetolround(xborderl) ,roundlycen-yscale•mag_vlt) l; 
end; 
if flag4=1 t:-.en 
begin 
Movetcrround(xborderl). round(ycen-ys~aie•dat~[4, ~l 11: 
~nd; 
~e:::~l::lr (4); 
en a; 
pr~·:<!1ure pl• _point (i: integer!; 
l~tores the recently taken data point in an a::•y ar.d plots thcs pcir.~ 
en -=-~~ screen! 
begi" 
data[i,l) :=time_interval'ndps; 
data[i,2) :=0.0; 
data[i,3) :•mag_vlt; 
data[i,4) :=0.0; 
lineto(round(time_interval•ndps•xscale+xborderll ,roundlycen-yscale•mag vltl l; 
{writeln(data[i, 1),' ',data[i,3)); l 
end; 
procedure redraw; 
(Redraws the output on a larger scale if the sensitivity of the locki" is 
increased) 
begin 
set_scrn_plt(time, (old_sensitivity•2.5),500, 'Time', 's'); 
for p:=4 to (ndps+4) do 
beqin 
l~neto(round((data[p,l]'lp-3) )•xscale+xborderl),round(ycen-yscale•data[p,3]l); 
··nd; 
end; 
: 3TART OF THE MAIN PROGRJ>~~ l 
be9in 
gr·af::hmodeset.: •false; 
statusac~ive:=t~ue; 
if not statusac~ive then begin 
if statusactive ~hen 
begin 
ClrScr; 
writelnl' 
mag_·dt: •2e-4; 
end; 
writelnl' VSMTEMP:- a PROGRAM TO RECORD M vs TIME IN FIXED 
.,...riteln (' 
wr:.te!nt' 'l; 
); 
wr~tel~l' The program is used to measure magnetisatian as a'); 
writelnl'function of time.'): 
writeln ('The pr:)gram operates by reading the l·:>cl<.-.:..n af-=.er' J; 
write~n('a given time deiay'J; 
writelni'Care should be taken with chcice of time constan~'); 
writelnl'and time interval between poin~s· ); 
write!n('lnsert time interval betwee~ points\s:-' l ;readln(time_intervall: 
wri~eln{'!nsert nurr~er cf data poin~s' J; 
wri:eln('Maximum number of data po1nts 200' ); 
readln(nrps); 
.:..n1 t ieee; 
f lag4: aQ; 
time:-time_~nte=val•nrps; 
get_sens;tivitylsensit.~~~yl; 
0id_s~nsi:ivity:~sensitl~i~y; 
!Sets ~~is ·Jn sc=een gra~~~ 
set :·':"r:-. plt: tt:.~e. lsens:-.:.v.!.:i··2.5J,:ime .:.nter·::;.:,'Ti:ne',' s'J; 
:1dps: ~ i: 
:.: ~: _;::.::; ~ :1: ( ·l J ; 
:::-.: ·-:-- ~ . .:: 1:-:.::::::.s-~1 jo 
beg.:n 
de.3yt:-me_~~~erv~l·I~:JJ; 
qet_sensi-=.ivl~y(sensit~v1tyJ; 
.:..~ lsensl~-v~:y > o!d_sensltlVltyl the~ 
begin 
old_sensitivity:~sensitivity; 
redraw; 
end; 
ndp:;;: -=-ndps+l: 
g~t_data._polnt.; 
plt_point (il; 
~nd; 
dat3[l,l] :=ndps; 
save_ja~a (ndpsl; 
end. 
( ................................ ".".""'**"'*•••••••••••""'"'*"'**""'"'*'.,""····"·"··········) 
(• 
t• Program co read induced voltage on che lockin as a funccion of 
t• temperature(Version 1.2 temperature decreasing! 
t• by C.l.Gregory October '90 
(' 
'I 
'I 
•) 
') 
') ("'·······································································•••) 
!For annotation see version 1.1} 
program vsmtemp; 
iSD+,L+) 
!SN+} 
uses vsmglob,psd5206,fluke,crt,graph; 
var 
graphmodeset 
statusactive 
tmp,temp 
temp_vlt, 
boolean; 
sensitivity, 
old_sensitivity, 
final_temp,step_size, 
mag_vlt,scfact, 
xscale,yscale,tnr 
data 
i,graphmode,bdeal,flke, 
ndps,p,nrps,flag4 
s~X,scY~ycen,xborderl 
testf 
procedure get_data_point; 
loeqin 
1: statusactive then begin 
boolean; 
double; 
real; 
array [ 1. . 200, 1. . 4 I of real; 
integer; 
integer; 
char; 
-:emp_·,~t :=read_fluk.e; 
read_Chl tmag_vlt): 
end 
else begin 
temp_vlt:=temp_vlt- (0 .OS) ··J.QO; 
mag_v1t:=6e-5/temp_vlt; 
end; 
end; 
procedure save_data(ndpts 
var 
integer); 
fi1nam 
integer; 
text; 
str8; 
filnamext : strl2; 
sammass,refmass,vref,fieldup 
begin 
RestoreCrtMode; 
TextColor(Cyan): 
real; 
writeln('-----------------------------------------------------------------'1: 
writeln(' DATA STORAGE'); 
writeln('-----------------------------------------------------------------'1; 
-.~_:eln; 
wr.l.t,.('M~ss of sample (gl ='I; readln(sammass); 
wrcte('Mass of ref (g) = 'I; readln(refmass); 
~:~r:e('Siqnal from reference (V) = '); readln(vr~f); 
wrlt~I'Fleld at which ref measured IT)='); readln(fieldupl; 
wrlte(':'emperature at ,.,·hi·:h reference was measured (K) •'): rea.d.:..::.<tnrl; 
>~ritei'Name c:f file in which ::o store dat:a 1 max 'l ::harsl:'); 
readln(fi1nam); 
f i lnamext: = E ilnam•' . t.em' : 
writelnf'Storing data in ', filnamext); 
assign(f,filnamext); 
rewrite I f); 
d.Ha{l,:']:-0.0; d.oLl{l,:l(:·O.O; dat.d{I,•IJ:-0.0; 
data(2,3] :•0.0; daca[2,4] :~0.0; daca[3,2) :•cnr; data[4,4] :-0.0; 
data[2, 1] :=sammass; data[2,2] :=refmass; 
Jata[3,! I :=vref; datii[3, 31 :=fieldup; 
fQr l:=l to ndps+3 do 
begin 
'il r it e 1 n ( f, data [ i, 1 J : : 2. , ' ' , data [ i , 2 J : : D, ' ' , data [ i , 3 J : 12 • ' ' , da: a [ i, 4 ; : : 0 I : 
end; 
c1ose(fl; 
end; 
prQ~edure in_grph; 
'J3.C 
"JC!p!"-:1r.i.·;er 
e::-::)r;:od~ 
loeg::1 
integer; 
in:.ege= ,· 
: f l~ot ~raphmodesetl :~e~ begin 
·J~~phmodeset:=true; 
~=-~~~driv~r:=detect; 
:c.::-,nph tgraphdr~·.;er, Jr>p;,mc::ie, •c:: \tpS' 1; 
~r:-:r:-'J·ie:~r:3;=-hres.J: .. _; 
:~ ~=:~r;~d~ ~;. ~:0K ::.e~ 
::;.;-: _;·, 
....,:·.:..:~::'1('•;:·.3Fhi:s e~:::-::::- : ' . .J:-3phe::c--:::~.sg(e:rr,;:::-:del 1; 
·,;:i.t:.eln(' .. prograr.: abcrted ... 'l: 
:". j. ~ ":. I : ) ; 
~:1."1; 
er.d 
12~S!C! 
set~r•r~modet9r~phmodel; 
re~:dngle<O.C,qetmaxX.getmaxYl; 
se~:irlestyle(solidln,O,:·~rmwidthl: 
res:·:>reCRTMode; 
end; 
procedure set_scrn_plt (:<readl, z·readl. xsf 
var 
begi:1 
xborderr,ybordert.~borderb, 
xlngth~:;ht,i,ii 
xrmax 
xlabel 
in_grph; 
setgraphmodetgraphmodel; 
xborderl:=roundlgetmaxx/10); 
integer; 
real; 
strlO; 
real; xaxis,xunit str:); 
:<borderr: 2 round (getmaxx->:borderll; 
ybordert:•round(getmaxy/10); 
yborderb:~round(getmaxy-ybordert); 
yht:=ybord~rb-ybordert; 
yscale:•yht/yread1; 
xlngth: 2 xborderr-xborderl; 
if frac(:<read1)<=0.5 then xrmax:=int(xread1)+0.5 
else xrmax:=int(xread1)+l.O; 
xscale:=xlngth/xrmax; 
ycen:aybordert+(yht div 2); 
rectangle(xborderl div 2,ybordert div 2,xborderr+(xborderl div 2l, 
yborderb+(ybordert div 2ll; 
lineto(xborderl,yborderb); 
lineto(xborderr,ycen); 
moveto(xborderl,ybordert); 
moveto(xborderl,ycenl; 
ii:cround(int(xrmax)); 
settextstyle(smallfont,0,4l; 
settextjustify(centertext,centertext); 
for i:=1 to ii do 
begin 
moveto(round(i•xscale+xborderl),ycen); 
lineto(round(i*xscale+xbord~rl),ycen-(ycen div 251 l; 
moveto(round(i*xscale+xborderl),ycen+(ycen div 25) l; 
str(i*xsf:S:O,xlabel); 
xlabel:•xlabel+xunit; 
out text (xlabel); 
end; 
moveto(xborderr-(xborder• div 15) ,ycen+(ycen div 10) ); 
outt~xt(xaxis); 
lf f lag4=0 then 
begin 
·•et_data_point; 
Moveto(round(temp_vlt"xscale+xborderll, roun:l(ycen-ysca~e·:r.ag_·,:t) I; 
~nd; 
i~ flag4•l then 
begin 
!VIoveto (round (data r 4' l; .. :-:scale•xborder l ~, !"0~r . ...:. I :;-:e;!-'{SSa ~e"data [ 4, 3:)); 
end; 
setcolor (4); 
flag4:=l; 
end; 
procedure plt_point(i:integer); 
begin 
data[i,l] ;atemp_vlt*100.0; 
data[i,2] :•0.0; 
data[i,3J :•mag_vlt; 
data [ i, 4 J : •0. 0; 
linPt~(round(temp_vlt•xscale+xborderl),round(ycen-yscale•mag vltl l; 
end; 
procedure redraw; 
begin 
set_scrn_plt(temp_vlt, (old_sensitivity•2.5),100,'Temp', 'K'I; 
for p:•4 to (ndps+4) do 
begin 
lineto(round( (data[p, l)/1001 •xscale+xborderl),round(ycen-yscale'data[p, 3] l ); 
end; 
end; 
!3TART OF MAIN !'ROGP.AMI 
begin 
graphmodeset:sfalse; 
stat~sactive:=true; 
if not statusactive then begin 
temp_vlt:=3.00; 
mag_vlt:~2e-4; 
end; 
if stat~sactive then 
begin 
ClrScr; 
writeln('---------------------------------------------------'1; 
writeln(' VSMTEMP:- a PROGRAM TO PECORD M vs T JN FIXED B'l; 
writeln (' 
writeln(' 'l; 
, ),· 
~rlteln(' The program is used to measure magnetisation as a'); 
wri~elnl'function of tereperature.' 1: 
writeln ('External output of the temperature controller is'); 
writeln('inserted into ~~c fluke and the program operates by'); 
writeln('reading in turn the fluke and lock-in after a given 'l; 
writeln('temperature step.' l; 
wr iteln ( • N. B. It must be remembered that the temperature 'l: 
writeln('displayed is not that of the sample but of the heat'); 
writeln('exchanger. The slower the cooling rate, the closer' 1; 
writeln('this temperature will be to that of the sample'): 
writeln('temperature.'); 
writeln<'Version 1.2:-decreasing temper3ture,st.art program'): 
wri<::eln('at required temp' l: 
writ~ln(' tn~ert final temperature/K:-') ;readlnlfi~al_temp): 
writeln{' Insert number of data points'); 
>~ri:e:r.<'Maximum number :of data points 200' l; 
""ad>. ( nrps l ; 
in1:. ieee; 
repea:. 
c:1it_fle~ke; 
:l~lay<IO')I; 
·"':~::~('Did •_floe !-.!..·.;!<~ ji3F~3.J' a:l :-:::-;es?(':' :11'1;:-ea-i:.~t:.estf•: 
·.:!:: i.: ... estf='·i': 
e!"'ld; 
::::a-1"4:=0; 
~emp:=read_f~uke; 
::np:~cemp•lOO; 
temp_·,lt: =temp; 
step_slze:=abs(tmp-flnal_templtnrps; 
get_sensi~ivity(se~siti~i~y): 
''lJ_s~nsitivity:~sensi~~vity; 
set _scrn_pl t (temp_ vlt, lcld_sensit ivitj•• 2. 5), l JO, 'l~?mp',' i<'); 
get_data_po1nt; 
p l t _po in t ( 4 ) ; 
ndps:tl; 
for i:=S to nrps do 
begin 
repeat 
tmp:=read_fluke; 
tmp: =tmp•lOO; 
delay!lOOl; 
until !(abs(tmp-data[i-l,l])l>=step_sizel or (tmp<final_tel!'.p); 
get_sensitivity(sensitivityl; 
if (sensitivity > old_sensitivity) then 
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program vsmtP.mp; 
{SO+,L+} 
f SN+} 
uses vsmglob,psd5206,fluke,crt,graph; 
var 
grap!-.modeset boolean; 
statusactive : boolean; 
tmp,temp : double; 
temp_vlt, {temporarily stores read temperature} 
sensitivity, 
old_sensitivity, 
final_temp,step_size, 
mag_vlt,scfact, {temporarily 
xscale,yscale,tnr 
data 
stores induced voltage on lockin} 
: real; 
: array[l..200,1..4] cf real; 
iarray used to store all the data-array size set here) 
i,~raphmode,bdeal,flke, 
ndps,p,nrps,flag4 
scX,scY,ycen.~borderl 
test.~ 
proce~ure get_data_point; 
integer; 
integer; 
char; 
i reads temperature displayed on the fluke and t!"len cnduced "Jolt age on 
~.:r;an;.e l one} 
~~r]:._;"', 
~t ~~atusactive then begi~ 
temp_vlt:=read_fluke; 
read_Chl (mag_vlt); 
end 
else begin 
temp_vlt:=temp_vlt-(0.051 '3.00; 
mag_vlt:=6e-5/temp_vlt; 
end; 
~nd; 
procedure save_data(ndpts : integer); 
{Stores data in an input file name in MATLAB format} 
var 
f ilnam 
integer; 
text; 
str8; 
filnamext : strl2; 
sammass,refmass,vref,fieldup 
begi:-: 
RestoreCrtMode; 
TextColor(Cyan); 
real; 
wri:eln('-----------------------------------------------------------------'l; 
w r 1 r •.!. :1 {' 
wrir.e~n t' -------
wri:eln; 
!!1\'1'1\ :;·;;..'I'.A<_jJ::'); 
w-rttei.'Mass of sample (g)-=-'); readlnlsammassJ; 
write 1 'Mass of ref 1 g) ~ '); readln I refmass); 
writt:!I'Signal from re~erence {V) • '); readln(vrefl; 
-------------------·); 
writet'Field at which ref measured IT) - 'l; reaj:nlfieldupl; 
writet'Temperature at which reference was measu~ed (K) •' l; readl~(tnr); 
wrlte('Name of file in which to store data ( ma:< 8 cha=s>:'); 
readl:1 1 f ilnaml; 
filnamex::: =filnam+'. tem'; 
writelni'Storing data in' ,filnamext); 
assignlf,filnamext); 
rewri::e(f); 
data[l.2] :=0.0; data[l,3] :=0.0; data[l.4] :=0.0; 
data;2, 3] :=0.0; :iata[2,4] :=0.0; data[3,2] :=tnr; 1ata[4,4] :=0.0; 
data~2. 11 :=sammass; data[2,21 :=refmass; 
data[J,l!:=vref; data[3,3]:=fieldup; 
for i:a~ ~o ndps•3 do 
begin 
w r i:. e ln ( f, data [ i, 1 J : 12, ' ',da:.a[i,2):10,' ',da:ali,3]:l2,' ',d:it.a[i,4J::O); 
end; 
clos.,lf); 
end; 
proced~re i~_grph; 
{Chec~s f~r dnd sets ~P 
1/3 r 
·~raph-jri•/er 
~rr-::::Jde 
t~·Jln 
in:eger; 
inr:.eger; 
;rraphs model 
:..: (r.·:-:. -?:"3FI"'.:r.ode3et) :::en ber:;i:~ 
~r•p~~cdese:: •tr~e; 
Jra~~jr:~er:=de:~~t; 
i:-:.i.~.~:·li=:"': {:J~;.ph.:i~:.·.:er, ;:5.p!".mc.de, 'C.:: \:.pc,' l; 
~=r:::~de:=~:aph:es~~:: 
:~ e::orcode <> -~:OK ~hen 
::.e·;:.:-: 
·•ri:e.i..n('::;raphi.=s e:ror : '.~rapherrormsg<err:::::,:)del); 
-....r.:.:.e.i.:-1 (' . . prc~ram aborted ... '); 
hal~ 11 I; 
end; 
end 
else 
setgr3phmodelgr~phmode>; 
rectangle(O,O,qetmaxX,getmaxY); 
setlinestylelsolidln, Q,normwidth); 
restoreCRTMode; 
end; 
procedure set_scrn_pltlxreadl,yreadl,xsf 
[Sets up graph axis for screen outputl 
var 
xborderr,ybo:dert,yborderb, 
xlngth,yht,i,ii 
xrmax 
xlabel 
integer; 
real; 
st r l 0; 
real; ~axis,xunit str5); 
b~?in 
in_~rph; 
setgraphmode(graphmode); 
xborderl:•round(getmaxx/10); 
xborderr:=round(getmaxx-xborderl); 
yborde~~:·round(getmaxy/10); 
yborderb:=round(getmaxy-ybordert); 
i'ht: =yborderb-ybordert; 
yscale:•yht/yreadl; 
xlngth:•xborderr-xborderl; 
if frac(xreadl)<•O.S then xrmax:=int(xreadll+O.S 
else xrmax:•int(xreadl)+l.O; 
xscale:•xlngth/xrmax; 
ycen:=ybordert+(yht div 2); 
rectangle(xborderl div 2,ybordert div 2,xborderr+(xborderl div 2), 
yborderb+(ybordert div 2l): 
moveto(xborderl,ybordert); linetc(xborderl,yborderb); 
movetotxborderl,ycen); lineto(xborderr,ycen); 
ii:•round(int(xrmax) ); 
settextstyle(smallfont,0,4); 
settextjustify(centertext,centertext); 
for i:=l to ii do 
begin 
moveto(round(i•xscale+xborderl),ycen); 
lineto(round(i•xscale+xborderl),ycen-(ycen div 25l); 
moveto(round(i•xscale+xborderl),ycen+(ycen div 25) ); 
str li'xsf:S:O,xlabel); 
:·:label: =xlabel•xuni t; 
outtext(xlabel); 
"nd; 
:-;o·J.,t . , !xborderr- (xborderr di·J lSl, ycen+ {ycen 1iv 10) l: 
:i 1.ltte:-:t (:'ta:<isl; 
· • f ~ .• g4=Q then 
begin 
:;et_.jata_polnt; 
~ovet~(roundCtemp_v!~·xscale+xbcrderl), ro~nd<yce~-ysca:e·~aJ_~.:.:J J: 
e:'l.d; 
L f E :aq4•1 then 
begin 
Move to 1- .. Jnd (data [ 4, i] •xscale+xborderl l, round i·: :er.-yscale•data [.;. 3 J l I ; 
end: 
set.color (4); 
flag4:=1; 
end; 
procedure plt_point(i:inteqer); 
(3tores the data in an array and then plots the point on the screen} 
begin 
data[i,l! :•temp_vlt*lOO.O; 
data[i,2! :•0.0; 
data[i,3] :•mag vlt; 
data[i,41 :=o.o7 
lineto (round (temp _·1lt •xscale+xborderll , round (ycen-yscale•mag_ vl t I l ; 
{writeln(data[i, 11. • • ,data[i,3]);} 
end: 
procedure redraw; 
!Redraws the graph on the screen if the lockin sensitivity is increased} 
b<:>gin 
set_scrn_plt (temp_vlt, (old_sensitivity•2. 5), 100, 'Temp',' K'): 
:or p:=4 to tndps+4) do 
begin 
lineto(roundl (data[p, 1]/100) •xscale+xborderl) ,round(ycen-yscale'data[p,;: 1): 
end; 
end; 
!START OF THE MAIN PROGRAM} 
begin 
graphmodeset:•false; 
statusactive:atrue; 
if not statusactive then begin 
temp_vlt:=3.00; 
maq_vlt:=2e-4; 
end; 
if statusactive then 
begin 
ClrScr; 
writeln('---------------------------------------------------'); 
writeln (' VSMTEMP:- a PROGRA.'l TO RECOI'.D M vs T IN FIXED B' l: 
writ~ln('---------------------------------------------------'); 
writeln(' 'I; 
wri~elnt' The program is used to measure magnetisatio~ a~ a'); 
writ~ln('function ~f temper1:ure.' I; 
'""ri:eln (' Ext.err:.al out.p·..::. of :he temperat:..:.re cont::c-.:.ler is' I; 
'..Jr i.:el;: (' in.:.ert~d i:1t~ :he f _:.lice and the pr>Jgram opera.":~.s by' 1; 
wr:~elnl'reajing i~ :~=~~he !luke and ~~ck-in a~~er a ~i'len 'I; 
w~~teln<'~~~perature s:ep.' J; 
w::~P.l~(' N.3. =~ mus: te remembered th~t ~he :em~~rat~:e 'l; 
wri:ei:1('jis::;:.a'r''~:d. ~s :-::Jt. ":~.a': •.)f t.he sample but -:f :r:e !ieat.'l; 
wr~~~~~l'exc~anger. The s:owe~ the coc~ing rate, ~~e =~~ser' 1; 
· .... :-:r:~;.r:('r:h:.s "":l?mp~r;:·.::-~ w:.:~ te :c ":~at J: :he s.~mp~~'l; 
w r:: ~ :... :1 1 ' t. emf: era: J. r e . ' 1 : 
·""r~-:~~r:~''/e~.i.:..:::-: :.::-~:::re..:a.:::.:-;! temperjr:·.J~e.:::1:-~. pr-·:;:3rti'J; 
· .• ;:-:.:~~:-:l'.lt =·~·::r..:.:.:ec: :-=~·F' l: 
·"'=--:-=-- 1' :r..s.::~: :_-.:~.~ :~:'"'.;::e:;l.~ur~ !<:-' J ,·read-:lt:_- . ..i~_:-:!:-FI; 
Nr:.::.~.:.:-.(' I:~:::;e:': number 'Jf da':.~i pc1nt.s' 1: 
""'::~:e~n 1 ':-1.:a:·:.:.:n~,;.~ nurnte: ·.::: ja:.3 points 2.00' I; 
readlr.1nrps); 
i:-.:.~._ieee; 
:epeat 
init flui<e; 
jelay(lOOl: 
write('C:.i the El';.,\ke display all zeroes?<y/r.l'l;r~?adln(testf); 
u~til test~='y'; 
end; 
flag4:=0; 
temp:=read_f:uke; 
tmp:=temp•!OO; 
temp_vlt :•final_tempi!JO; 
step_size:•abs(tmp-final_templ/nrps; 
get_sensitivltylsenslt:vlty); 
old_sensltivi:y:=sensitivity; 
set_sc<n_plt (temp_vlt, lsensitivity•2.5), lOO,'Temp' ,• K'l; 
get_data_point; 
plt_point (4 l; 
ndps:=l; 
for i:-~ to nrps•3 do 
oegon 
repeat 
cnp:~read_fluke; 
:::np:•t:mp•lOO; 
del a:· 1 100); 
U'-til ((abslcmp-data[i-l,l]l)>•step_size) or (tmp>final_:emp); 
(Delay until required temperature is reached, fluke read every O.ls) 
ge:_sensitivity<sensitivity); 
if (sensitivity > old_sensit.ivity) then 
begin 
old_sensit i vit y: =sensitivity; 
redraw; 
end; 
ge::_data_poin:; 
p~:_p=int Iii; 
n::?s: =~dps+ 1; 
end; 
jato:l, :~ :=ndps: 
save_da:a(ndps); 
e~d. 
c•··············~~···········~···············••••••••••···············•J 
(. 
(• Program co calibrate a Au-Fe thermocouple against a Rh-Fe 
(' resistor. Reads voltage on a keithley 175 and four probe 
(' resistance on a keithley 197 
I' C.!.Gregory January '92 
(' 
. ) 
., 
., 
., 
. ) 
., 
c·•·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••) 
program calibrate; 
(SD+,L+l 
I SN•I 
uses dos,crt,keithley,vsmglob,psd5206; 
var 
daca 
chermo_voltage,RhFe_resiscance 
ndpts 
pp 
procedure get_data_point; 
array[l. .SJO,l .. 4] of real; 
real; 
integer; 
char; 
{Reads both keithleys in turn to record a data point) 
var 
range,rangel :str3; 
begin 
thermo_voltage:•k175_comlkl75initstr,'R' ,range); 
RhFe_resistance:•k197_com!kl97initscr, 'R' ,range! I: 
end; 
procedure record_data_poir.tli: integer): 
begin 
dat.a[ndptG+l, !] :=thermo 'Joltaqe; 
dar_a{ndpts+l.21 :=RhFe resiscar.ce; 
end; 
procedure save_daca(ndpts : integer); 
{saves data in a file whose name is input. Data stored in 20 matrix) 
var 
i : integer: 
filnam :str8; 
filnamext:scr12; 
f :text; 
begin 
writeln!'Data stored in a cwo dimensional array :thermo_volcage , RhFe resistance'): 
writeln('Input name of file in which co store data (max 8 characters):'); 
readln ( filnam) ; 
filnamext:•filnam+' .VOT'; 
writeln('Storing data in' ,filnamext); 
assign(f,filnamext); 
rewrite(!); 
daca[l,2) :eQ,Q; 
for i:~2 to ndpts+l do 
begin 
writeln(f,data[i,l):l2,' ',data[i,2):12); 
end; 
c~ose t ~~; 
end; 
t:~·rn 
writ~lni'A program used to calibrate a AuFe theroccuple by reading the'): 
wri~elnt'thermocouple vo::aqe and RhFe resistance en the Keithley ~e~ers.' 1: 
writeln t' When a data poi.'1t is required, press key "p,. and key "z'") ,· 
writelnC'termi~ates the ~rogram.'): 
ndpts:=O; 
init ieee; 
init 1<175: 
inic kl97: 
repeat 
gec_data_point; 
ndpts:=ndpcs>!; 
re~ord_dat3_point!ndptsl; 
writelr.I'Daca point number' ,ndptsl: 
·~r iteln (' ?.h-Fe resistance', RhFe_resistance) ; 
writeln('Thermocouple vo::age',thermo_voltage); 
wr i:eln; 
repe3t 
delay 1401: 
pp:=readkey; 
untt:. fpp='p'l or <pp='z'l: 
.Jr.~_:. .. PP""' z': 
1at.d: l, l j: =ndpts; 
save_jata(ndpts); 
~ri:l. 
( ···--· ............. ···"' ......... **"'** ..................................................... J 
(. 
(. 
(• 
(. 
(. 
program for automatic data collection using the Durham VSM 
by C.I.Gregory June '91 
ammended to use kepco as a power supply Jan • 92 
., 
•) 
. )
•) 
*) 
(••••••********************************************•··················~••) 
{The kepco is a bipolar power supply which can provide a field of +/- O.ST 
It is controlled by a DAC minicam board with an output of 0-4095, 2048 
giving zero field. Because the fields obtained are small, the field steps 
are fixed and dependant on t.he number of data points required. The step can 
be as low as 2gauss} 
program vsmkep; 
{SD+,L+} 
f SN+} 
uses vsmglob,minicam,ieee,icccom,psd5206,fluke,crt,graph,dos; 
canst 
dac_address 
var 
gr<>phmodeset 
time 
date_str 
state,b 
yr_str 
mn_str,dy_str 
::est. f, pp 
* • 531'; 
boolean; 
word; 
str8; 
st.r5; 
str4; 
str2; 
strl; 
1o'lta :array[l .. 600,1. .4i of 
! flag4-show 
L, ndps, 
prcc~dure redraw is being used! 
~~tal_number_points,a, 
·1raphmode. bdeal, flke, 
xcen,p,m,scX,scY,ycen, 
:-cborderl, num_t ime_const, 
num_measurements, 
flag4, z, r,o, q 
t_<:onst 
fld_vlt 
next_field,mag_vlt,scfact, 
xscale,yscale,sderror_mag_vlt, 
sderror_fld_vlt,sensitivity, 
old_sensitivity, 
gauss_range_gauss, 
gauss_range_tesla 
integer; 
longint; 
double; 
real; 
procedure save_data(ndps : integer); 
Ito save data} 
var i,nc : integer; 
year,month,day,daywk : word; 
dat.e_num : longint; 
f : text; 
filnam : str8; 
tm str : str2; 
real; 
f:..lnamext sr. r i.?; 
sammass, ref~ass,vref, fieldup 
t:egcn 
restorecrt.mode; 
real; 
writelnl'-----------------------------------------------------------------'1; 
writelnl' DATA STORAGE'!; 
writeln('-----------------------------------------------------------------' •: 
wrlt.eln; 
writei'Mass of sample (g) = • l; readln(sammass); 
write('Mass of ref (g) = '); readln(refmass); 
write('Ref voltage (V) = '); readln(vrefl; 
write('Field at which ref measured (Tl = 'l; readlnlfieldupl; 
write('Name of file in which to store data (max 8 chars) :'l; 
readln ( f ilnaml; 
~etdatelyear,month,day,daywkl; 
strtyear,yr_str); 
str(mont.h,mn_str);if mcnt.h<lO then mn_str:-'O'+copy(mn_str, l, l); 
str(day,dy_strl; if day<lO then dy_st.r:='O'•ccpy(dy_str,l,l); 
tm_str:•copylyr_str,3,2); 
dat.e_str:~tm_str•mn_st.r+dy_str; 
val(date_str,dat.e_num,nc); 
writeln('Date: ',date_numl; 
f tlnamext.: ""f i lnam""' . vdt'; 
writeln1'3tar~ng dat3 in ', filnamt:!Xt); 
assign If. filname:<tl; 
rewrit.e If•; 
·. :'r3t three ll:1es of ::-:atri:<: [ 1.: I number pts, [2, ~I sample mass 
(2,21 re:eren.:e :nass, [3,l}:.duced voltage fram re:erence, [3,3} fie.:.j 
:= obtai~ reference si~nal~ 
jata:t. 21 :=0.0; datail, 3] :=date_n<;m; data!l, 4) :=C.O; 
ddta:2.3]:=0.Q; jata:2,4]:=0.0; jata[3,2]:=0.0; jatai3,4]:=0.0; 
·lata(2., lj :~s.lmmass; -:iat.3.[2,2j :=retmass; 
iat.![l,l]:=vref; jata.j,J):=fie.!.dt.:p; 
~~r i:=l :o ~dFs-3 de 
· ~3~e~ 3~1 j~:3 ~~ ~6::i:~ fJr~a: 
::::e~-i. 2::::: J;, :::.el:, ·;·~~:,.J·j.:>, ~r:.or r;r. ·.;:.:_:agE· 
!:·eq;.r: 
.,r.:.telnlf,iat3:L,l:::2,' ',dAta!i,2):l'J,' ',da:3[i,3::l2,' ',j.a:3.~i,4:::•J); 
~~r.d; 
:: :.Jse 1 fl; 
end; 
procedure err.,r (error_:"'·..:.mber :integer); 
1:o set all l1nes high ~e OFF,save data taken the~ print error code 
showinq cause; 
begin 
if ndps > l then save_data(ndpsl else restorecrtmode; 
~riteln('The program has been alterred as an error has ocurred, error code'); 
writeln(error_numberJ; 
writeln('For information about this see the instr·~ction manual'); 
halt(O); 
end; 
procedure in_grph; 
var 
graphdriver 
error code 
integer: 
integer; 
begin 
if (no~ graphmodesec) Chen begin 
graphmodeset:=true; 
oraphdriver:=detec~; 
lnicGraph(graphdriver,graphmode,'C:\Cp5'); 
errorcode:=graphresult; 
if errorcode <> grOK then 
begin 
writeln('Graphics error : ',qrapherrormsq(errorcode)); 
writeln(' .. program aborted ... '); 
halt Ill; 
end; 
end 
else 
setgraphmode(graphmode); 
rectangle(O,O,getmaxX,getmaxY); 
set•inestyle!solidln,O,normwidch); 
rescoreCRTMode; 
end; 
procedure over_load; 
(if manually setcing sensitivity check for overload and waic six 
r.ime constants after it is cleared] 
var r :integer; 
be~~in 
r:=C; 
repeat 
dela;· ( 1000): 
r:=r•l; 
unt>l (lockin_ok>: 
if r > ; then delay(t_const*6l: 
~nd; 
pr:ced~re not_ready; 
! ~! 3utorangi~1, waits until :~ckin is in sta:e to :ra~s!e~ data} 
oeq.:.;. 
r:~pe3.t 
delayll000); 
11nt:i.:.. lockin_ok; 
end; 
prccedure get_data_point; 
(reads fluke and lockin when ready numerous times t~ get data 
and error on data} 
var 
n 
sumf,sumCl 
sderror_fluke,sderror_Chl, 
var_fluke,var_Chl 
fluke, Chl 
begin 
if statusactive then begin 
:integer; 
:double; 
:real; 
:array[l .. 40] of real; 
if autorange_set then not_ready 
else over_load; 
sumf:=O;sumCl:=O;var_fluke:=O;var_Chl:=O; 
for n:=l to num_measurements do 
begin 
fluke[n] :aread_fluke*gauss_range_tesla; 
read_Chl !Chl[n]l; 
suffit :~~umf•fluke[rl); 
s~mCl:-sumCl•Chl [n]; 
delaylc_const•num_time_const); 
end; 
f :d_vlt: =s•.Jmf/num_mea~ul:'ements; 
maq_vlt:=sumCl/num_measurements; 
f-:>r n:=l co n!lm_measurements do 
begin 
var_fluke:=(fld_vlt-fluke!:l]) • (f:d_vl:-f:ui<e !n] l •var_:'~'-lke; 
var_Chl:-(mag_vlt-Chl(n]l • (mag_vl:-Chl(nj )+var_Chl; 
end; 
sderror_fld_vlt:=sqr(var_fluke/(num_measurements-11 )/sqrlnum_measurements) 
sderror_mag_ vlt: =sqr (var_Chl/ (num_measurements-1) ) l sqr (num_meas·;rement.s): 
end 
else begin 
ndps:=!ldFS•l; 
end; 
fld vlt:=fld_vlt•O.l; 
mag_vlt:•0.9e-2"fld_vlt; 
end; 
procedure set_scrn_plt(xreadl,yreadl,xsf : real; 
!sets ~P graph axis. dependant on sensitivicy of 
var :<borderr. ybcrdert. yborderb, 
begi:1 
xlngth,yht, l,ii 
x:max 
x~abel 
in ~~ph; 
set~rap~modelgraphmode); 
integer; 
real; 
St r l 0; 
:·:bcrde rl: =rour.d f getma.xx/ l 0) ; 
~bcrder::=rnund(qetmaxx-~bcrderll; 
J·bcr:iert: =r'.JUn:::i tget.maxj'/ liJ): 
·/tcr :Jerb: =round t getma:<y-ybor1e rt.l ; 
;ht::;b=rdert-ybcrdert; 
·1·.:::3.-e:=J'ht/ (~··;r<eadll; 
x:~;~h:=xbcrder:-xborjer:; 
Lf f:3c(xreadLJ~:=C.5 then xrmax:=inttxread:J•0.5 
xaxis,yaxis 
lock in} 
eLse xrma:-::=int (:-:.r~:?·l·::!ll +:. ;; 
:-:sc3.le:=xlngth/ (2•xrmaxJ; 
yce~:=ybcrdert•!ytt div 2); 
x~er.:•xborderl•ixlngth div 21: 
str:OI; 
rectangle lxborderl div 2, ybordert div 2, xborderr•l:<borderl div 2), 
ybordert•(yborder: div 2! I; 
movetolxcen,ybordert); lineto(xcen,yborderb); 
moveto(xbor:lerl,ycen); linetoixborderr,ycen); 
ii: 2 round(int(2•xrmax) ); 
settextstylelsmallfont,0,4); 
settextjustify(centertext,centertext); 
for i:=-ii to ii do 
begin 
moveto(round(i*O.S•xscale+xcen),ycenl; 
lineto(roundli*O.S•xscale+xcen),ycen-(ycen div 25> ); 
moveto(round(i*O.S•xscale+xcen),ycen+(ycen div 25) ); 
str(i*0.5•xsf:3:l,xlabel); 
xlabel:-xlabel; 
outtext(xlabel); 
end; 
movetoixborderr-(xborderr div 15),ycen+lycen div 101 I; 
.:ut tezt (:<axis) ; 
movet~(xcen-(xcen div lOI,ybordert+(yht div 101 ); 
settextstyle(smallfont,vertdir,4); 
outte:<t(yaxisl: 
(if first time setup then gets data point and moves to it on axis} 
if flag4=0 then 
begin 
get_data_point; 
Moveto(round(xcen+fld_vlt*xscale},roundlycen-yscale*maq_vl:) l; 
end; 
!if using redraw moves to first data point as a referencei 
if flag4•1 then Moveto(round(xcen+data[4,l}*xscale},roundlycen-data(4,31 •yscalel l; 
set color (4); 
end; 
procedure redraw; 
{redraws data on a new axis as sensitivity of lockin increased} 
begin 
flag4:=1; 
set_scrn_plt(gauss_range_tesla*l.2, (old_sensitivity'l.2J, !,'Field T' ,'Magn !VI 'l; 
for p:•4 to (ndps+2) do 
begin 
lineto(round(xcen+data(p, l}*xscale),round(ycen-yscale•data[p, 3]1 l; 
end; 
~nd; 
procedure plt_point(ndps:integer); 
(stores result in array data then plots new point! 
begin 
data[ndps+3,1) :=fld_vlt; 
data[ndps•3,2} :=sderror_fld_vlt; 
data[ndps+3,3} :=mag_vlt; 
data[ndps+3,41 :=sderror_mag_vlt; 
llrleto(round(xcen+fld_vlt~~scale) ,round(ycen-yscale-mag_v~~) J; 
! wr:. te ln I :lata [ i, 1) , ' ',data [ i, 3] ) ; } 
~nd: 
pr,ced~re dac_set(nstps s~rSI: 
!procedure to raise the output of the dac by a fixed step af:~r 
each data point) 
·.rar 
dumstr str255; 
begin 
dumstr:=dalldac_address,nstps); 
~nd; 
{start of main program) 
begin 
graphmodeset:=false; 
statusactive:etrue; 
init_ieee; 
repeat 
init_fluke; 
delay!500); 
writeln('Did fluke display all zeroes (y/n)?') ;readln(testf); 
'H:t: : ~. t-!::t, f co' ·1·' ; 
.1elay 1:0·JOI; 
·...t:i~.eln(' Insert the total number of dat.3. points required:-'); 
readlnltctal ~umber_points); 
writelnt'Inser': number of points required at each f.ie~d'); 
writeln('Must be greater than one!' l; 
readln(num_measurementsl; 
writeln(' InsP.rt the number of time constants delay between points:-'); 
readln(num_time const); 
writelnl' !nput gauss meter range (gauss)' 1; 
readln(gauss_range_gaussl; 
gau~s_r~nge_tesla:~gauss_range_gauss/le4; 
if ltotal_number_poincs) > 6·JO then error 131: 
r::truncltotal_number_points/41; 
o:=trunc( 12046*41/total_number_points); 
q:=2C~i; 
writelnlr.o,qJ; 
delay!SOCO); 
naps: =0;: ;_ag4: =0; tes:.f: =' n'; 
delay il'JOl; 
!r~3d :~ckin f~r ~eq~1red va:ues~ 
·~e:_-.: i:r.e_:.:cnst (t_•..::-::<:1£:1; 
:h"'~dY I.~Qt)iJJ; 
~~~_ser~s~tl~~:~·tse~si~~~ltyl; 
~-1_s~~s:~l·,~~y:~3e~sitl·:ity: 
-J<?. 3 ·:·! 2: ':I ; 
5•"''": ::-:..:::--. ::i.'".(:::-.3.·.;:::3 ~3~.-;-e "".:.·..:-~~, .. : 
~e:-._::Jat a_po int; 
p~:_pci:1t tndpsl; 
~~r z:=l to r do 
begi:o 
de.!.ay 1.200G.JJ; 
(gets data po!~- I 
get_data_poir::; 
(·").!..1_:.;~::~.:.:.:..·::.:·:"·~ .. ~).:.'?"_~:~ i:l·,·~.::;;~ t"~"l'•: 
(check if graph needs redrawing) 
gec_sensltlVltylsens<tlVlt/ll 
tf (Sensitivity > old_sensitivityJ then 
begin 
old_sensitivity:=sensitivity; 
redraw; 
end; 
{plots new point) 
plt_point(ndps); 
ndps:=ndps•l; 
q:=q+o; 
strlq,bl; 
dac set !bl; 
end; 
q:-4095; 
for z:·~ downto -r do 
begin 
delayi20000); 
get_da~a_point; 
get_se~sitivity(sensitivity); 
if (sensitivity > old_sensitivity) then 
l::egin 
c~d_sensitivity:•5ensitivity; 
redraw; 
ec.d; 
plt_pcint(ndps); 
q: =q-c: 
str lq,cJ: 
dac_s~-:(b); 
er.d; 
q:=D; 
for z:< to lr•15J do 
begic. 
del a;- :200001; 
?et_=;.:.a_p:.::-:::; 
ge~_!~nsit!~~ty(se~~::iv!t~·): 
.:.! ~~~ns~t ... v-<:y ~ cl:J_sensltlV!tyl ther. 
::egir. 
:ld_sensitivity:=sensitivity; 
:.-edraw; 
end; 
plt_F~intlndpsl: 
q; =q-~; 
~tr 1:;, b): 
dac_set (bl: 
end; 
:iat a [ 1, 1 : : =ndps: 
!save da-:a in file} 
save_datalndps); 
end. 
'ls?:·J•Jrarr. -..rit:en in MATLAB us~:1g tc.e MATLAEi :r:a.t:Oem ... r.i=~ pass..>'J" 
't~ display t:-.e data taken using r.r.e VSM. 
\Program VLTPLT.M used to subtract a residual signal Ero:r: :he datd 
%and display :he induced voltage as a function of field. 
%For annotation see MAGPLT.M 
! a: 
dir 
datfil•i.nputi'Data file (no ext):'); 
resfil~input('Residual file (") :'); 
ext=' .vdt'; 
df~[datfil,ext]; 
rf~[resfil,e~tl; 
eval(['load ',df]); 
eval(['load ',rf]); 
!r.;: 
eval ( ['data.:' ,datfil,' ;']); 
eval l ['res ida', resfil, ';' l); 
ndps=data(l,li; 
nrps 2 resid(l,l); 
xd~data(4:ndps,ll; 
yd~data14:ndps,3); 
xr 2 resid(4:nrps,l); 
yr=resij(4:nrps,3); 
p=polyiit(xr,yr,l); 
rfi~=polyval(p,xd); 
ydc•yd-rfit; 
gr~polyfit(xd,ydcc,ll; 
yf=polyval(gr,xdl; 
pl~t(xd,ydc,'g' ,xd,rfit,'w',xd,yd,'o') 
grid 
xlabeli'Field- Tesla') 
ylabeli'Signa~-V') 
t,,.\ ::.~YJt: 1=r1 '.N::i:':,:._:.r; i.:: ~-tA::..AB -..,..;!..:.. :~~ -':.:;~.3 :-.!":1.! ~-::-:...;=:, ::.~'"_:-. .: t=-.;,.::;.ca,.~e :.·:. 
~J:s~l~y 1at.i :a~~n ~n :~~ VSM. 
'·':"!1 .. ..:; pr')l)r.Jm ~s ':'l:vtf'LT.~ whLch displays t:-~e ~nd,.:.·;ej ·.rc~ta~e .3.s i :·.:.:--,(:t.i.::~. 
~:-. f -:. :.!TI~. 
~f.:. dn:~T·:..at:.:.:n 3ee t1AG?:..:".M 
:a: 
dir 
dat!ll=inp'J.ti'Ciata fi.le 1r~CJ ext.):'); 
e:·:<:=' . t.1m'; 
-if=[datfl:,el<t i; 
evall ['load ', df I I; 
! c: 
eval(['::iata=',datfil,';'j); 
ndps=data I 1, 21; 
t lm<'~dat3 14: ndps, 11; 
vlts=iata14:ndps, 11; 
pl·.)t It i.rne, ·;lt.r:, '•J' l 
'jr id 
xlabe:('Time-s' t 
'f2.at>el l '.3iqna.:-v') 
~,\ pr-:grarn written in MATLAa which uses the MAT:..Aa matns ?dC.<d.~e r:...; 
'displ2y the data obtained on the VSM. 
%This program is TEMPLT.M which displays the induced voltage ~n r:he 
~VSM as a function of temperature. 
%For annotation spe MAGPLT.M 
! a: 
dir 
datfil•inputt'Data file (no ext):'); 
ext.=' . :.em'; 
df=[datfil,ext]; 
eval(['load ',df]l; 
!c: 
f'tV,ll ( i 'd.lt. .. l-' ,d.lt [ll,,;, I); 
ndps=data(l,ll; 
~emp=data(4:ndps,l); 
·1lts=data (4 :ndps, 3); 
plot(r:.emp,vlts,'g') 
grid 
:<labe: (' TemperacJre-K' l 
i' label (' Signal-V') 
<,:I ~·· ~ ,m •..ot :'!··· ~~~ ~u,·:·:.Ab "; I \ :1 :•L\ I .,,\!·. ;:1 '· '""'.'I'; 
~- r.~ ;~- -3 ~t:t3lne:i -"Jn ~~f: VSY:. 
~,--~1~-:- :..s ~.AG?LT.M ;.rhich subt.:-:3.(::.3 a residua~ s.:.q:"".~~ :~:::. ~:-.e :!.;~3. 
;-~~~~=:s tt1is to a measu:e of magnetisa~ic~ us~~; :~e 73:~e cf 
t~•:..:ke. ;alibratiJn. 
!.J:,!..:·a·-.., rer1j Ul ::n flcpp·f j1.:~2. 
d1r 
.·J"! 
~:-.j 
datf:..l=:.n~:.~':. ('Data file (nc ,·.··:":):');\Two o.iat.3. se:5 3re .:.np•.J:.-:!-\e ::ia:a 
!"esfi~""~:"..~ut I'Resid'.lal fi:.e ( 11 ) :');\and a res:..:i:.:.a: f.:..:e. 
~xt.-=' .·:jt'; 
d f • I da t : ll , ext I : 
rf=[resfil,extl; 
r> ·~· ·"' l I [ • l··q •1 ' , • tf ~ I ; 
t!V d L ( : ' ~.;ad ' , r t J ) ; 
'- . 
. c. 
'?'Ja.:. (~:'::lata=' ,datfil, • ;' J l: 
eval t [' :esid.='. resfil.';'] J: 
~Extra=~s required informa~:on from the top of :~e da~a ma~rix. 
r:dps=d]:.lt~, :J ;%n~'Tl.ber Jf dat3 points ir. t~.e fi:e. 
r:rFs-=:-e~i.dtl, ll ;%n· .. nnber -f data points .:.r. :he res:.dual ~ile. 
sammas3=d.ata(2, l) ;\mass of sample fr0rn the ·jata ::.le. 
ref~aso•data(2,2) ;\mass ~f reference used from ~~e data fi:e. 
•;::ef::::-j3.:a ( 3, 2); \in-:iuced ·;ol:age frcm the Ni samp~e. 
~emp-do•al3,2) ;%temperat~re a~ which this was re=~rded. 
~j:l-~.~4e-6•temp·: .5-: .35e-~3·~~mp~2.5;1temper~:~re dependance 0! :he 
m~gne~:sa~1on of ~licke:. 
:T'.r.i.=:~.-::._>:·•t..:i;,M.;,.;;:et.isa:.:.•Jn ·jf ~:1 ext.r:lp-::..:.::at:.ed :·J :;r .. 
.::: =!":'".:-:.:. .. =~ ::r.ass/ I ·::~f ·: :: ·~ • S5.~ .. 'T.as.:); ~::~r.·/~.:-s.:. ::-: : :3.:·_·: !': : ~:: Sd:r.;:::e ·:: :: :i·.je. 
:-:a=iat.i (~ ::idps, 1 I: ~App::ed :;:aqr.eti.: :.:.e.:.i. 
':"'j""d~'::l{4 :ndps, j1 :'in:i'J::ed sampl~ vol:.age. 
·:·•·:!':~=:i:t:"114::E~p~ • .;,;i;:::a.:-:':fa.r-i err:-r on ir.dt;·:ed ·::~::3qe. 
··::-.r'=.::.~l-l:r~:-ps.~~;%apF __ ed :TI3·:J:-.·~:i: f~~::i -:.:· :~.~ :-'"::z:.:::·..:;a.:.. 
·:":_.=~~.:::_J(·l ::l:-r:;s, -:I; t:i::.:L:~j ::~s~-::i~la.: ·.:·:::.:_ .. _3.-"'~e. 
·::·.,._:::~ 1:-:r.:_..·r,: l ;'\!'":..:.-;: --=-~'::":: ;=tJl"/ ::~r: :·: ... :--;'? :-::::::..J·.:-i: s~:;r:a...::.. 
·: ':~ >:"·:rti 1!=", :·: i1: "1r'=': :.1.:.:,.: ·.-:: ... ,1•?~~ :-:1 ~ ··.:. __ ~ .. ~_) J.': ~-- :·:.~:.i~ :-_:-.-:! .;:3;::-:;:..~~ 
o·r":-::·~·.;,.:::·.;r·.:.~.-~:::. -::::: - :-.·~ :·~:::;.j:...:.a •. 
·-.::· ·.!c;~:>l:'"":·>::.:.:.:.:~. :::" ·:·:.-:.3.·:~ ... ~ :T.3::;-:--.e::.~-:t-:_.~. 
·.:.:..::;=.:.:···,-~::::; ~·.:c:-:·:.::rs1·.:7~ :: :::o:-. .:1.r.d..1: .. J ~r:.:r. 
i-" .. - t :-: -~. ·.:,-.±:-: :·, , •j, l 
::J: Hi 
·-:~tbf:-:r'?i..r::!l'j- :-~sla'l 
lt•:·:~·~·1a.::pl .. '!".ist::.·:::l-.--:- r:-:'1 
iany declarati'lns following originated in "MINlC:AM.DEF"I 
(type declarations for minicam interface functions) 
'Jnit minicam; 
interface 
uses vsmglob; 
type 
minicamtype = record 
call 
address, 
nurn, 
tim 
result 
end; 
motortype = record 
motorclass 
name 
plus, minus, 
address, 
maxspeed, 
backlash 
str3; 
integer; 
strl6; 
{in minicam units! I 
(applies to stepper and de motors} 
(stepper, dcmotor); (switch) 
: str8; {both} 
{either stepper 
module addresses, 
or de da~abus values} 
(de modu~e address: 
{steps/sec} 
!steps; ~ot ye~ use~i 
{steppers} uni~s 
steps_per_unit, 
widch, decpts, 
windowpt 
range, lowlimit 
i~~eger; 
Str3; 
real; {steppers} 
search range, 
first..ranqe, 
searchst.ep, 
def~IJltscanrange, 
deflu.:.r.st.epsize 
end; 
scalertype ~ record 
scalername 
gatetime 
auto, 
switchedon 
span, 
Zoff 
address 
Hz, 
scanstopcount, 
searchstopcount 
end; 
adctype • record 
adcname 
address, 
windowpt, 
range 
volt_range, 
units_per_volt 
str8; 
real; 
boolean; 
real; 
integer; 
real; 
strl6; 
integer; 
real; 
1r.:eger: 
r2:1~; 
I .lLO:ppers I 
,t,t:OI 
< • .1ei:;.,~l: "J-3l:....:.es 
!':rl 
!Fe5.i<t.:..!i""i. 
·ie: .J•...:.i.~s 
i . .'-:1 3Cd:-. 
{se-:-,nds 
ib•rgraph display} 
{on/off l 
{fer display 
!for display 
{count rate 
(peakfind criterion! 
::iactype 
IH1 it.:.._~ 
dilcname 
address, 
:..~irJdcwpt, 
range, 
sense, 
channel 
polarity 
end; 
record 
v _ref, 
volts_per_uni.t 
units 
end; 
:~la~:ype = r~~~rct 
board;~ame 
3ddre s .s, 
windowpt, 
relays_·='n 
relay_cn 
relay:-.ame 
:;p1pty]Oe 
·~p~;::nar.."? 
a..JdreJ:::i, 
;~·JP"- -r'~·~ 
:Jt:•)pr.3lr.-,e 
~r. :i; 
:e~:ord 
- '. ·i ;. ~ :·~ .. .:5 
~:-."J.; 
=~ .: ... :t" :i 
..:tddres.::, :::-. .:..-.:-.e ~ s-
.. 
.. ;: ~- :-~ :"Jr ·.: 
::. -.·: r, ::-:.:-:·~to?.,.~"" ::;.~:..1 
~·· _;; 
-~.'1 ~enJar =~.:~~='j 
day, m·..:r.th, :z··~.3.:-
>£':"". ~: 
~osRe~ = record 
~t r 9; 
strl6; 
integer; 
char; 
real; 
strB; 
st.rl 6: 
integer; 
array: I .. 8] of boolean; 
array{! .. 8] of strl6; 
i1igital ~~;ut p~rts) 
st r8; 
1.ntege:-; 
·jig.:..t~! :·~~pu: ?~r~s; 
3trg; 
'..nr-.eqer; 
: ~~~:":.>?"}t~:-; 
: 1nt.eger; 
a::, b:.t:, .::.t:, j;-:, bp, si, d.:.., js, es, flags 
.;,c.j; 
: i.;.teger; 
~aussmetertJpe = ::ecord 
range, 
!ilagnett.ype 
ur:i!: s_per •Jolt. 
un~t.s 
windo·.-r~t 
end; 
= ::ecord 
rnax::'.Jr:-ent. 
remanentf.:.eld 
er.d: 
real; 
str6; 
intege:; 
real; 
real; 
lock :c.: ype 
f i lec.a:nes 
moto:-5 
scale:s 
a des 
.. record 
da:.a-:hanncl 
ba~.jpass 
se~.sit.ivity 
dyc.::-eserve 
ti~-9const 
end; 
• record 
en a; 
dac~ 
rela~·:-;:;ard.s 
gpip~ 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
• array[O .. B] 
array 11.. B l 
array[l.. 8] 
~ array[l. .8] 
R array[!. .8] 
= array!l. .8) 
array[l..B) 
of motortype; 
of scalertype; 
of adctype; 
of dactype; 
of relaytype; 
of gpiptype; 
of gpoptype; gpop! 
gaus~::-.eters 
magr,e:: s 
lock.:..:-.s 
file~::: type 
= array[l. .8] of gaussmete<type; 
= arrarll. .8] 
array!l .. 8; 
array[J .. 30] 
7he ~ci_:~ing a:~ used by IEEE.!03J 
:;pe 16::: = :~:~rd 
-]-:;·:a J.:t 
:._~:- .1 
·:~=-
pr1~ : :n~ege~; 
S'?C a:ray[: .. :C:} ::: in~e·.:;:e:-; 
e- ~. ::; 
~==a~·~l .. ~o: 0f ~addr; 
~::ayil .. 101 c.f ~:ring[?5~J; 
r::l2: 
of magr.et. t yFe; 
of lo-.:Y.intype; 
of filename-~; 
_nt~~:at,my_~~dr,lastlntl,dat,pol~_resp,leeestat~s,srq 
bit,z~~st : -~teger; 
end. 
ecis, _:rs : =~.ar; 
=ntr __ :, ldS:,-y_!lag : boolean; 
data~:=ing : 3tring[255]; 
f1lr.a;,. : na:-::il; 
sar : stray; 
devla,:ievta : devadd; 
imple::centat~ o:o 
i..n:.eger; 
( ••••••• "" ............ "*"" ... "" * t ". "' ••••••••••• "."" ••• " ........................... " t ........ * • ) 
I. 
1• oNIT psd5206 - Brookdeal 5206 lockin amplifier routines 
1• i2/04/89 D.B.Lambrick 
1• 1nit_ieee and lock_int ammended by C.I.Gregory 12/06/?1 
I • 
•) 
•) 
., 
*I 
•) (••···-······•*••·····················*"'****"'**•·············••***"'*•••••••) 
un't psd5206; 
{--------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
interface 
uses vsmql~b,~eee,utils,crt; 
procedure 
pr':)-:edure 
function 
procedure 
pr·:~edure 
procedure 
init_ieee; 
psd_comlcomstr : str12); 
lock_in(instr:str12;rep:charl :real; 
init_lockin; 
read_Ch1(var Ch1_value:real}; 
ave_Ch1 (var mean_Chl:real}; 
function lockin_ovld : boolean; 
procedure set_sensitivity(n_val:integerl; 
procedure range_lockin; 
prcJcedure qet_time_const (var t_const : 1ongint); 
procedure get_sensitivity(var sens_volt : real): 
ftHICtian lock_lnt (in.:..' c-:sr.rl2;rep:char) :real; 
function autorang~_set : boolean; 
function lockin ok : boolean; 
lm~~~rr.enr-.atio:1 
pr~:~i11re ini~ iee~; 
t'~; ::-. 
:·e:: add; 
;~-:-.::.:..:.r:=z:.rue; 
r.'l~: _: Laq: =fal!:e; 
!":",':'_.ijdr: =1; 
;..n::.:st.at.:-=0; 
{These are the address numbers as used by ~he computer a~d are set belcw: 
td-:>3l:=l; 
f~ke:=2; 
mcam:~4; 
k!"5:=5; 
kcT:=6; 
{A ·:<>ry important section of the program set! 7he IEEE addresses of the devices 
dre :hanged here as far as the computer is concerned) 
dev!a[l} .prim:=lO; (converts che device at address 10 to address one for the 
comp>Jter) 
dena[1] .prim:=lO;{lO is the lockin address. All lockins in the lab should be 
a~ address 10. If not, then put address here) 
de~la[2) .prim:•l6;{fluke address} 
aevta[2] .prim:•l6; 
ae•::3[4] .prim:=6; {minicam address} 
dev:3{4] .prim:=6; 
devla[S] .prim:=3;{keithley 175 address} 
devta[5] .prim:a3; 
de·,la[6] .prim:=2; {keithley 197 address} 
jf'.:vta t.l] .pr:.:..:11: =-::; 
1n it; 
end: 
procedure psd_som( ccmstr 
bP.qin 
init; 
eo is: =:hr (J 31: 
i ors: •' i'; 
datast.ring:=''; 
datastrinq:=comstr; 
wr_str lbdeall; 
end; 
f~ncticn lock in( instr 
·;a r dumst r 
dummy 
begin 
st r5; 
real; 
psd_..,:om I instrl: 
s~r12 1; 
sorl2; rep 
~ f reF ..,. 'R' then 'be·-;tn 
r~aj_st~lbdea~l; 
char ) 
dt~;:-.. ~·/: =·"lectpher (dat:tstr-i..rtg): 
_ in: "'(JUIT'~"!'·~·: 
er-.::: 
~:5~ lc~~ ~~=:~_J; 
t'~ld; 
1----
:--:- .:~ "1·.: :P. ::. ri ~ ': • ..;r:lr. 1:--:; 
·:,: '.: .·:-.;n·t' :-•.:3:; 
::: ':' J :. ~. 
:f stdtusac~:~~ ~hen 
ce·~ 1 :~ 
d:..:.rr .. 'lly: =lo...:ic_~n (' ::'. 'N' l: 
ie:a.,·i30001; 
'=r.d ~.!.se 
,i~!.lj' <50); 
'?:-Jr!; 
:eal; 
(----------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
prccej~re read_Chl<var chl_value : real): 
var 5ensitivlty : real; 
begin 
chl_value:=lock_ini'Ol', 'R' 1; 
delay(501; 
get_sensitivity(sensitivityl: 
chl_val~e:•(chl_val~e/20001 •sensitivity; 
end; 
1---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
pr~ced~re a~e_ChlCvar mean Chl 
'.Ja!: s·..::r., 
-:Lmmy 
t :onst 
'oeqin 
real; 
longint; 
sum:=O.O; 
·J~~_time_~onst(t_const); 
for >:•l to 10 do 
begin 
read_Chl(dummyl: 
sum:=sum+dummy; 
delay<lOOOl; 
end; 
mean_Chl:=sum/10; 
~nd; 
real); 
{--------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
functi~n lockin_ovld 
·;ar d=y : real; 
ir.tdum : integer; 
begin 
sta:~sactive:=true; 
if s~at.usactive then 
beg::c 
boolean; 
:J·~:nmy:=lo:Jck._in('N', 'R' l; 
(dummy <>0) then lockin_ovld:=true 
else lockin_~vld:=false; 
~nd 
~1:::~ 
d-=.:..ay(2·:.vl; 
~r:d; 
~r~~e:·Jre se~ sensitivity(~ ~~1 
·:a r :.·;mmy real; 
integer; 
str2; :iumstr 
Ceqi:1 
if s~a:usactive th~n 
beg:.n 
i:' n_val=O then 
begin 
dummy:=lock_in('SO', 'N' ); 
delay(2500); 
n:•O; 
repeat 
n:=n+l; 
integer); 
str(n:2,dumstr); 
dummy:=lock_in('S'~dumstr,'N'); 
delay(2000); 
until lockin_ovld; 
if n<>24 then n:=n+l; 
str(n:..:.',J:Jmst:); 
':iumm'l:.., li)ck.._ ir. t' 3' +dumst :-, 'N' ) ,· 
end else 
begin 
str (n_val. :2, d•.Jmstr); 
dummy: 2 lock inC'S'+dumstr, 'N' ); 
end; 
end else 
deldy 12001: 
end; 
{------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
procedure range lock1n: 
v..::tr <iumm'l 
:ium-.": 
dumstr2 
:lt:mst r 3 
begin 
r~rt l; 
ir~teger; 
st r2; 
st r 3; 
1f s~atusactive then 
begin 
1f lockin ~vld then repeat 
~:.:: ~l s~ 
·1e ~d·_: I:_..,·.: I ; 
ju:n.::r:.r2:='': dumstr3:=''; 
dummi·:=:ock_i.il('G', 'P.' I; 
d~..;.m2: =-:. :-·1:-.c ( d'.lrrJ":'1y) ; 
~~ i'Jm:··~4 :::e:-: j~.:::-.2:=:L:-:-.:-:; 
s~r (durr.2:2, joJr:tSt!"21: 
dt..:,mstr3:='G'.,.dums:.r2; 
:tummy:=:Jck_:ntdumst.r3, ·::• l; 
"ie.!.a·~· (<i>]J; 
.. :-.:.:..:.. fnr:t ~·Jcki:: -"Jv.:..:jJ ...:: 1..!'...:01.:::24); 
; :~:1c:::~ ioc~~~ :~: =~:~=~s a s:::~~ =f :~-: ~a:~~s seFera~ed ty 
:::·J::..:te 'I'I:?JZ :i:nme:.:xe"i ·~.:: :;~;:~.::3te ::-:e :·,,;·::. :1·..::-...::-=::s 3.r.d ;,.:.s~ :~.e :.::s~~ 
::-r1~ t ~··, 'J ~· :1ed ~ 
~~ncti:n iock_i;::( i~s:: 
vat dumstr :strS; 
jurn.nstr :st.rS; 
st.rl2: rep : :ha.: ) 
dum:ny :real; 
p,C8dP.,q :inte~er; 
begin 
psd_com(instrl; 
1f rep = 'R' then beg1n 
read_str(bdeall; 
p: •0; dummstr: ='': 
rep~ at p: =p+l; 
~~~il datastring{pJ•','; 
f:: q:al to (p-ll do 
begin 
!<?-3l; 
:iummst. r: -=d· •. unmst r +d.a~ast r ir.q [ q l ; 
end; 
va:{dummst:,dummy,Codel; 
lock_iut:=dumm'/; 
end 
else lock int:~O.O; 
end; 
1------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
procedure get_~ime_const; 
var .jummy : r!!al; 
: lor.gint; 
begin 
durnmy:elock_int('T' ,'R'); 
i:-trunc(dummy); 
ease i of 
t_const:=lOOOOO: 
I t_=onst:•30000; 
2 t_const:,lOOOO; 
t_:::onst :=3000; 
t_const:-1000; 
5 c_const:=300; 
6 t_const:•lOO; 
t_~onst:=30; 
t_-;onst:•lO; 
9 : t. const:=l; 
l'l : t_.-;onst:=l; 
~n-j; 
end; 
pr:c~du~~ q~t_3ensitivity; 
v:1:: "i:.lr.::, "i: .. ur.:. : =~al; 
t.·~?.:.:l 
iLl~r: ""~ J~k __ ;, I 1 3 1 , 'p 1 ) ; 
cie; 3·;1 -l ·) l; 
.J .... ~.:.:%i·..;:r,r- (::-• ... mc{dum!/:?l •]) -~; 
:..f :i·.;:T.:..:l t.t'".e!1 jumi:=S; 
_( :t·..::-.>=: ':hr:n :iumi:::~; 
ser.s ·.rolr::=e:-:pt-trunc(dumr/3) •ln(l':')) •dumi; 
':? r~ :::1 ; 
1---
f 1lnct i0n aut orange_ set 
var dummy :real; 
begin 
dummy:•lock_in('Al', 'R'); 
boolean; 
if jummy > 0.0 then autorange_set:•true 
else autorange_set:•false; 
end; 
function lockin_ok : boolean; 
var dummy : real; 
intdum : integer; 
begin 
d~y:=lock_in('Z' ,'R'); 
if dummy•32.0 then lockln_ok:•true 
else lockin_ok:=false; 
end: 
·~;!· i. 
~·······································································~·-, 
(• 
t• uNIT ieee- Pascal roucines for 5ciencific Solucions RevD board 
t' :Z/04/89 D.B.Larnbrick 
(' 
(' ~d_Byce Amended 7/7/88 
(' :onversion co Turbo 5.0 21/3/89 - Unic conv. 12/04/89 
(" 
"I 
"I 
'I 
'I 
') 
• I 
~~·········································································) 
unit ieee; 
1--------------------------------------------------------------------------J 
i:1terface 
uses vsmglob; 
consc Bdadd integer - $310; 
type 1addr • record 
prim : integer; 
sec : array [ 1. .10 I of integer; 
end; 
devadd = array[l .. 101 of laddr; 
stray = array[l..:O] of string[255]; 
·:a r 
intlstat,my_addr,lastintl,dat,poll_resp,:eeescatus,srq 
bit,sense,i,nl : integer; 
~ois,iors : char; 
:ntr~lr, last,mf_flag.firstln,statusactive: boclean; 
·ia~as~rinq,petfile : str25S; 
f L l r.;:sr:1 : na:T'. f i l; 
s3r : str3y; 
ie·tla,(ievta : je•;add; 
:: ~ l"/-:1.! :.e:-:t; 
f'Cfo.e str:4; 
prc:edure ibclear; 
~r~~edure waitl2; 
~r:=edure tcitcamm:integer); 
prc:edure fetch_la!devn~:lncegerl; 
FL:·:edure out_ta !devnum: integer I; 
procedure init; 
pro~edure gtsby; 
pro~edure go_idle; 
procedure gtscnt; 
procedure abrt; 
prccedure abort; 
procedure devclr; 
procedure getrigg(devnum:integer); 
procedure devloc(devnum:inceger); 
procedure llo; 
procedure my_rsp(devnum:integer); 
procedure read_setup(devnum:integer); 
procedure read_end; 
pcocedure read_str(devnum:integer); 
fro=edure read_to_file(filnam:namfil;devnum::~tegerl; 
procedure write_setup(devnum:integerl; 
integer: 
r;:.:-r:~-;ur-: ·~=~:Jtr ld~·;:;·...:m: integer!; 
pr·.: >-'.iiJr~ ·~J~·._ftom_!":..~o2(filnam:r:amftl;d~·/num:in::~~~:r); 
~r,~:~j~re rd_byte; 
rr Jcedure wr_byte(dat:integerl; 
pto::edure par_poll; 
procedure ~Jn~~nfig; 
pro~edur~ ·iisab_poll(devnurn:integer); 
proceiure r~aa_bus_stat; 
pr~cedure se~_dev_clrfdevnum:inteqer); 
pr!JCe~ure sel_dev_re~(devnum:i~teqerl; 
procedure ser_poll(devnum:integerl; 
proc~dure pp_en(devnum:tnteger); 
procedure 3ll_loc; 
procedure all_rem; 
procedure trnsfr(devn~m:integerJ; 
proc~1ur~ ~~·_la; 
p~0c~dure m~_ta; 
procedure listen (dev:-.".Jm: integer); 
p~c~edure t3lk(jevn~re:integer); 
prcc~j~re unlisten; 
~r~~~dure IJnta!k; 
procedure t.csy; 
pr·Jcedure t.asy; 
pr~cedure rcv_cntrl; 
prQ·;edure pass_cntrl Cde·tnum: integer); 
p:.::~dure 3et_~oi; 
ptcc~jur~ odsup(dev~~m:inteqerl: 
1--- r~;.·:~·i:..J ~~ :-.j_ar ry (sa r: .st r ..:ty; sep, .iast cf:d r : :r:a.:; -:ie·::-.·...;~: .;.n: ~ :~ :-1 ; 
?t~c~jur~ :ero_add; 
1------
~::.~:.::-:;ern: 3"': L :;r1 
. ·:~ ]"j :··? : t:. -?"'I::; 
·:'!.! Jurnm·r' : .:.r:te•:r+=:--: 
'·cr-"· 
;.:-:--:.::""'· 3.:l.:i..!."i-" 
· .• n'"::: (durn:~·r' 'H~·i :) -:·~.:::; 
'"=;:.j; 
p:Jcei•Jr~ wai:l?; 
·:~r ~:2iu~ : ~n·eger; 
!:::e9'.::-: 
~-=-~e-3~ 
··;~.J·"m:~Pnt iBdadd< 1 
-..:r.:1l {w:2.:tum and :1 -= 2; 
.:>rld; 
p!.''Jce:iur~ o:.ci fcomm: int.egerl; 
•Ja.r dummy : integer; 
begi~ 
;.bcle3.r; 
Per:: 3dadd•: 0 j : ~·;; 
?~r: :sdadd ... ?: :-=ccmm; 
re::;o?a':. 
j•J:C."'"i: =?c ": i Bdadd•: 2; 
•,;;.t:.:.. (:iummy and ~} <> 0; 
end; 
~ai~~ ~:~ t~e -~L·~: o·~~~~: ~: .:.~~: ~ 
i. A. ~ .: \.~ i:1: :·:-=::. 
pr~ced 1Jre fetch_la; 
'JiJ.r j : lnteger; 
begin 
lf devla[devnum) .prim ~ my_addr then my_flag:=t.rue 
'.'!lse begin 
Port[Bdadd+O] :-devla[devnum] .prim+$20; 
j: =1; 
while (devla[devnum] .sec[j] <> 0) (or (j=ll 1 do 
begin 
Port[Bdadd+O] :=devla[devnum] .sec[j]+$60; 
j:•j+l; 
end; 
end; 
e-nd; 
pr:,cedure out_ta; 
~ar J : 1nteger; 
Oegi~ 
wait.l2; 
Port :21add+O] :=devt.a[devnc;r..] .prim+$40; 
; : =1; 
while (devt.a[devnum] .sec[j] <> 0) do 
begin 
wai~l2; 
P~r~[Bdadd•O) :=devta[devnum) .sec[j]+$60; 
j:::: j + 1; 
end; 
en,j; 
?r•Jcedt.:.re init; 
·;::tr :iummy : inteqer; 
~-~~·~in 
·J·.it=;·: •P0rt [ bdaddj; 
_c·'"'::..~ :1r; 
;· 'rt ::cladd•1) :=Sf2; 
0"-;c' 3daad•Si :=52; 
~- _·:~ .?:dadd•SJ :=$25: 
?:H t.. 3dajd+ ~ j : =$ 93; 
Pcr~:Bdadd•2] :=SO; 
F~rc:sct~dd+3] :~SO; 
?ore :sdadd+SJ :=580; 
?ort. :3ctadd>5] :=Sal; 
FCJrt 'Sdadd+6] :=Sl; 
Por~'3dadd+6] :=SeQ; 
i.bc.:.e3r; 
Port :ectadd+8] :•SO; 
ibclear; 
Port.[Bdadd+BJ :•SaO; 
tci ($e6); 
repeat 
dummy:•Port[Bdadd+9] 
until (dummy and 1) <> 0: 
Port[Bdadd+4] :•$80; 
Port.[Bdadd+S] :•SO; 
end: 
procedure gtsby; 
begin 
tci1Sf6); 
end: 
':'~~ar IBF / 
·r~~Lt f·;r IBf lew 
?.eset 82 92 ; 
:.O.ese-:. 12?1A :· 
::-.: ~ r: jeLl·:" 
~291A intrr enb~~ 
g291A intrr enble 2 
3291A serial poll ~~de ; 
I 6291A Aux mode A } 
3291A Aux mode B, enab:e :~t. 
; 8291A addr mode - bd is : I 
Disable addr l i 
, Clr 8292 err mask 
' Enable tci l 
Read 8292 cent status reg l 
u ~ ""dll f..., · I•: j i. I ~ ; 
c·~ ·~.:.. 
-: ( .5 f 1 I ; 
~!:::l; 
~r=sedur~ gtsc~t; 
Ce-;i:: 
':c(Sf4); 
e:-1d: 
procedure abrt; 
begin 
1bclear; 
P~rt[Bdadd+9) :=Sf9; 
J=?nj; 
p:_cedure .~bo:~; 
beg~n 
~= cntrllr then abrt else 
ceg.1n 
:c=i (Sf?); 
?nt[Bdadd-4! :=580: 
?Qrt [3dadd+51 :•SQ; 
::-:tr.::.:::-:.::'...le; 
~c.d; 
~.:o:. •J; 
::: ;.:~-:1ur~ de·:slr; 
r '' '"' 
: 3 ·i ·i.id ... J . : -::::: ~ -~; 
.""0-?':!:1 !"-? ,p- :· ~ "J:; 
:.·· 
,; ·~ -
. ~ j 'i i·::l·. :-=.:.::; 
- :~: _ .1 (·ie·.·~.·.Hr.); 
..... ~:.: i-; 
? · c: [?dadd.,.J;: =S;; 
e:-. --:::; 
~:r~:edure 1evioc; 
bo:::-?J r. 
'"d.i t 12; 
?.:rt [Sdadd•O!: ~s:f: 
:-':"':. ch_la t devnum) ; 
·•a it 12; 
Port !Bdadd+O]: =1; 
er,.j; 
p=~-=edure llo; 
bt:!g.:.n 
'.oid~tl2; 
P-:rt [Bdadd+Oi :=S;;; 
~~c; 
p::~edure my_rsp; 
t~.!·.;.in 
cut_t.a ( jevn'...:.i J; 
waitl2; 
Port[Bdadd+O] :amy_addr+$20; 
'""a it 12; 
PQrt (Bdadd+4] :=$40; 
Port[Bdadd+S! :=0; 
tci ($f6l; 
end; 
procedure read_setup; 
var dummy : integer; 
b,.qin 
if eois•'' then dummy:=l3 else dummy:=ord(eois); 
Port(Bdadd+7] :=dummy; 
if iors='s' then Port[Bdadd+S] :=$86 else Port[Bdadd+S] :=$82; 
if my_flag then my_rsp(devnum); 
if ~ntrllr then begin 
waitl2; 
Port[Bdadd+O] :=S3f; 
my_rsp idevnum); 
end; 
cf net (my_flag or cntrllrl then repeat 
dummy:=Port[Bdadd+4]; 
until (dummy and 4)=0; 
~nd; 
procedure read_end; 
v.'l r junun·l 
b~qin 
... ~.~.eqer; 
if ~n~rllr t~en begin 
end; 
tci !Sfd); 
P'Ort 1Bdadd•41: ~sao; 
Port.(Baadd•Si :=$3; 
Part~Bdadd·SI :~SBO; 
Port (Bdadd•ol :~SO; 
end 
~~se begin 
Por~ (Bdadd·SI: ~S80; 
lastintl::intlstat; 
Port.[Bdadd+S] :=$3; 
ctummy:=Port iBdadd+O]; 
end; 
procedure read_str; 
var iobyt : integer; 
achar : string[lJ; 
begin 
read_setupidevnum); 
da.tastring:=''; 
repeat: 
intlstat:=port[Bdadd+l]; 
if ((intlstat and 1)<>0) then 
be.;ri:1 
iobyt:=Port[Bdadd+O]; 
achar:=chrliobytl; 
datastring:=datastring+achar; 
end; 
until ( (intlstat and 510) =SlO); 
read_end; 
f>n.:J; 
:->r..:~·.:,.·:iure read_to_file; 
·;~r la~aut : file of char; 
u)bJ't integer; 
3.~t'.nr : char; 
beg.i.:; 
ass:gn(da~out, filnaml; 
rew~Ltetdatout); 
react_setup(devnum); 
intlstat:•Port[Bdadd+1]; 
while ((intlstat and 11=11 and ((intlstat and S1:i<>Slll do 
begin 
iobyt:=Port[Bdadd+O]; 
achar:=chrliobyt); 
wrtte(datout,achar); 
~~tlstat:=Port[Bdadd+~j; 
~:--.d; 
re?tc.l ~nd; 
c ... ·:..3e 1 datout): 
eno; 
prc~edure wri~e_setup; 
-:ar :jt,.:rnmy 
b~·J ~ ;"', 
in~eger; 
i: :!' ... r_r~.:.r ':~en Ceqin 
'.-.'3.1.t. :2; 
qtsby: 
::_ .:'S.f'/ 
i?cr~ ~3dadd ... '} l: ~;ny addr-540; 
..... d.~:.~ .2; 
? ·: :.:·: ::: ...!.:t<l :1 + . : ': s ; ~ ; 
=~ ... :r._~.:t (·i~·::-'.,Jrr.); 
~ ~- . i::: ':' : 
>?''".! 
,:. •. - .... :-. ~ 1" ~=-· 
~r.J; 
prc~~i~~=~ wr_s~r; 
:'P.~~J.: 
j~rn:-;·: ~P::": c 3dadd+ 4. 
::-.t:._ 1\"iUI.l..":"l"/ ar.J 21:-:-.1,· 
if :--.ct t(La~tintl ar.•j .:'1=2) :.:--.e:~ wa~t:.l2; 
-=~~j; 
·11:- :~byt,str~~t : integer; 
schar : s:ringil]; 
achar char; 
beqin 
write_set.upldevnuml; 
for strcnt:=l to length!datastringl-1 d: 
he~in 
schar:-copy(datastring, strcnt, 1); 
achar:=scharll:; 
'2byt:~ordiachar); 
?:rt[Bctadd•O] :=iobyt; 
waitl2; 
er.d; 
schar:=copyliatastring, lengthldatastrinJI, ll; 
achar:=scharil]; 
i~t~·::•0t•j(dchclr); 
:f :..:.rs•' i' then begin 
Porc[Bdadd+S] :•$6; 
Porc[Bdadd+O] :=iobyt; 
end 
else begin 
if achar <> eois chen begin 
Porc[Bdadd+O] :=i~byt; 
wriceln(iobyc); 
waic12; 
end; 
Port[Bdadd+O] :•ordleois); 
writeln(ord(eois)); ) 
end; 
lascintl:•int1stat; 
if ~~trllr then tcsy; 
~nd; 
pr-or:e-:1ure 
·1ar :iatin 
schar 
wr_from_file; 
file of char; 
string[l]; 
-iChar : char; 
begi:-. 
'lss:-;n(datin, filnam); 
r.ese~ tdatinl; 
wri:e_setup(devnum); 
re;:~at 
!'~~itdatin,achar); 
~r~!:.:..:e not eof(datin) do 
b~J:n 
?:rt 'Bdadd+OJ :=ordlacr.arl; 
,... S; Lt'~ 12: 
~=--· ,: 
IJr;~ __ eof fdat ~n); 
f _ ::s=' !.' then begin 
Port i Bd.;dd- 0· J: =56; 
Por~~Edadd~0! :=orj(achar); 
er.d 
else begin 
if acha: <> eois then begin 
Port[Bdadd+O] :~crd(acharl; 
~ait.~2; 
end; 
Port[Bdadd+O] :=ord!eoisl; 
end; 
.:L-ee idatin); 
las:intl:=intlstat; 
if :~trllr then tci(Sfd); 
~nd; 
procedure rd_byte; 
begi~ 
repeat 
intlstat:=Port[Bdadd+lJ; 
unt~l ((int1stat and 1)=1) or ((int1stat and 510)=510); 
if tintlstat and SlOl-510 then begin 
if (int1stat and $1)•51 then begin 
dat:=Port[adadd+OJ; 
last:=true; 
end 
·~ ~ :.; . ~ 
end 
::~g: r. 
ja~:=-256; 
.:.ast: =-~=·Je; 
e=-t::::i; 
~:oe ~at:~Port :sctadd-)]; 
end; 
procedure wr_byte; 
begin 
P•ort i Bc!adci+O I : =i.'lt; 
1f not last then waitl2; 
if not last then write(chridat) ); 
if "asc chP.n wricelni:hridatl l; 
~nd; 
p.:.·.Jce-:i'...:re pa.r_po.:.l; 
·;ar ·jwruny : integer; 
begin 
Port iBdadd+4] :=S40; 
Port!Bdadd+5] :=0; 
repeat 
dumm:i: •Po rt I Bdadd+ 9; ; 
unti~ I (dummy and 21<~2); 
For~ :Bctadd+9! :=Sf5; 
r':'!pe1:: 
d~i.UT.f': =Port; Bciadd ... l; ,· 
unt:: ((.jummy .;~d ll <>0); 
pol~_resp:~P:r~:Edadj-0); 
t'~_. r~ 3dadd+4; : =~ ~J; 
;_; .... !'~ 3:i.a.:Jrj.-~, i: =.3 ·;; 
>:-:!·1; 
:: :.· :- ._:': ·i . ::0: ·.!r. ·_: ~;::: :_ ~: 
: . .,:, ~ ~ :. 
..... 1.:.·. ; 
?'Jr': 3dadd•0; :=.5:5: 
~:1.i; 
~roc~j~r@ jisac_po~l; 
b~q!r. 
wai: ~2; 
?o:··-. ;:,,iadd+ ·.J i : =o; f; 
tetc:-:_ta ldevn·_Irr.l; 
wait:2; 
?()r':.: 3dadd+O 1: ~ss: 
'""a i. t ~ 2; 
Port: Eld3dd•O I :-::co; 
uncontig; 
~nd; 
procedure read_b~s_s:a:; 
var ct·..J.mrny integer; 
begi!1 
t:ciiSel); 
Por: :3dddd+~]: ""Sei',· 
rer;::ear:. 
dur.nrr:=?ort :Bdadd+9:; 
•.:r:t L 'lOt I I durruny and 1) =0) ; 
leeestdtus:=Port[Bdadd+BJ; 
s"q:•1eeestotus and 1; 
~nd; 
pr'Jced,..lre s~l_dev_o::lr; 
b~gin 
W(:1. it 12; 
P~rt[Bdadd•O] :=S3f: 
fetch_la(devnum); 
wait12: 
Port[Bdadd+O] :=54; 
~?nd; 
pr JCedure sel_dev _rem; 
C~qir. 
-~aLtl2; 
gt Sb'{; 
~csy: 
I Port[Bdadd+O] :=S3f:} 
tc:i ISfBl: 
fetch_la(devnuml; 
I :;~tsby; } 
end; 
pc~cedur~ ser_poll; 
·:.lr d1..:!T'.m·/ : inte1er; 
b~-:Jin 
waitl2; 
?•ort (3dadd•OI :•S3f; 
· ... ·.3 it 12; 
?sr: :3dadd+Oi :=518; 
.. ,lt_;.=s fde·1num); 
... 'i:. t: i; 
·:·t ~-jadd·4 >: =S40; 
·: :. -~·J,.::~d•', I: =0: 
~- s=.·:'; 
:.-:'pea: 
..i~!T'.rr.:·: =Port:. l Bdadd+ l] ; 
c:::o.~ not lldurruny and ll =Ol; 
' -; l_~esp:~Port [Bdadd+O); 
?ere. :3-dadd+4 I :=$80; 
i'ort !Bdadd•SI ;e$40; 
·. ·.: i t s: ::t) ; 
· .... ait:2; 
?·ort !Bdadd+O] :=519: 
e"j; 
proced~re pp_en; 
begin 
waitl2; 
?ort[Sdadd+O] :=S3f; 
fetch_la(devnuml: 
·.raitl2; 
Fort[3dadd+O] :=SS; 
waitl2; 
Pcrt!Bdadd+O] :=S60+bit+sense; 
eC1d; 
procedure all_loc; 
:J~·J ~ n 
t..:i ($fil; 
!:'lid; 
pro~~d•Jr~ ~1: :~~; 
Ot:o•? i :1 
':-:i 1Sf3); 
end; 
procedu=e crnsfr; 
'/dr durr.m·.r' : integer; 
begin 
.raitl2; 
Port[Bdadd+OI :•S3f; 
fetch _la (devnuml; 
l!" no .. _ ;w/_fL.::i.·:J ':.h~n 
begi:~ 
sut_::.~ ljevr:~rr.); 
lf e:.L3~'' -:h~n :iummj:=l3 else dummy:-=ord(eoisl: 
? :o rt : 3dadd ·" 1 : =d•1rruny; 
~f i~"s='s' the" ?o":~Sdadd•S] :=587 e~se Por<:!Bdadd•SI :=583; 
Po": ·sdadd•4 1 :=S4·J; 
?"r:. :adadd..-51 :•S·~; 
': ::'! ( $ f6) ,. 
r~pe.:lt 
:.:•~ ~:::. .... lt.: =?:~: ~:arladd-:;; 
·11;::.- :~'..:-t (t.!..::.::s:at lr.<:i S~Q)""'JJ; 
~::<O:j); 
?t;r .. :3dadj-5 :=$30; 
?-·~r-- 5<iadd-4 :""S3; 
?·::'": =:Ja-j·j-~ ;or~'); 
. :· .J; 
..:.: .... 
:. : ;p·_~· .• :. •·: ~.-: - ;\; 
:>· ::~. 
.... :.:. . --. 
:~ ~~,-~j· ..l.l.:: 
.,. 3.1:. i:.:; 
-r::. .= ~d-.!d ... : 
?·":'~ .... i3CJ.l id.,.4: 
?-:.r .. _ [2 Ltd-j ... S 
~-:1:~L: "":aise; 
.:· ~-; 
•>nci; 
proced~=e my_:.a; 
begin 
W3itl:; 
.5 ~ •J; 
3 ~; 
Port [Bdadd+O: := :ny_ad::!~ • 540; 
.rait12: 
last:•false: 
end; 
procedu<e liscen; 
begin 
fe~ch_la(devn~ml: 
end; 
r"'lced~;re talk; 
begin 
cut_ta(devnuml; 
ertd; 
procedure unlisten; 
begin 
tcsy; 
waitl2; 
Par~. iBdadd+01 :•S3f; 
\jtsby; 
end; 
procedure untalk; 
begin 
tcsy; 
waitl2; 
Port[Bdadd+O] :=$Sf; 
gtsby; 
end; 
procedure tcsy; 
begin 
tci I Sfdi; 
Port[Bdadd+S] :=$80; 
Port[Bdadd+5] :=$3; 
Por~[Bdadd+4] :=$80; 
Por~[Bdadd+5] :=SO; 
end; 
procedure tasy; 
begin 
tcttSfc); 
Per~ [Bdadd+S! :=S80; 
?·or· ~Bdadd+S I :=$3; 
Por' [Bdad<.J•·;! :=580; 
P0~~'Bdadd+S] :=SO; 
~t~d; 
pr~cedure rcv_cntrl; 
•1ar d:.;mmy,::omm : integer: 
begi:-: 
lf ~ot cntrllr then 
be']i:"'l 
if !:lOt ( (lastintl and :28) =1281 then repeat 
intls~at:=Pcrt[Bdadd•ll; 
repeat 
:i'.lnuny:•Port(Bdadd+4]; 
un~il not ((dummy and 21=01: 
comm:=Port(Bdadd+S]; 
P~rt[Bdadd+S] :=Sf; 
ccmm:=comm and 127; 
if comm =9 then begin 
Port[Bdadd•4] :=$80; 
Port[3dadd+5] :=SO; 
cntrllr::etrue; 
t.Ci(Sfa); 
end 
else begin 
uncil ~ot ( Cintls~a~ and :29l=Cl; 
writeln('Error -undefined command'): 
end: 
··:: 
~r.d; 
~-~-~-~~~r~ pass_cntrl; 
t~·~l:"'. 
:f r.ct c~!rl:r ~hen begin 
out_t.a {devnum); 
waitl2; 
Port !Bdadd+Q] :•$9; 
waitl2; 
Port [Bdadd•4 I :•Sl; 
Port[Bdadd+S] :=Sal; 
Port[Bdadd•5] :=SO; 
lasti!:lt.l:=O; 
cntrl~r:'""'false; 
tciiSfll; 
e:~.d; 
pr8cedure set_eoi; 
begin 
Pcrt cBdadd+S] :=56; 
last: =true; 
end; 
pro~edu:~ rjsup; 
·:.:t r -:, .::rl':":'/ :..r.~e?e::-; 
r.-.: i::: 
end; 
: !. :""' ~ l :i<l :::. h+= :-: :-ny _ r s;:: (de ·,·r, urn J ; 
.:.. : ::--.': r: · r ~!-.er. beg..:.:-1 
'..J3. ~ ~-: _;; 
P;::.E~~~d~.~ :~33f; 
:;,·;_:::p (j~·::::.~:n); 
.:::r:·.i; 
~~·: ~.:t·; :r ·;::::~-=~ ::-tA:": :-ep~3!.:: 
p~~·=e~.=~ :J ~=:~·; 
•:::.t: 1·..;;-.rr:,· • .:...Jb~·:, _ .i..~::ege:.· 
J::-.ctr ::::-~:-.1::]: 
D~·~i:-: 
?,_>::t 3da:.id•S: :=S~~; 
~-:J~·..:;::! de·:r.u:-r,); 
:····r~.L': 
i : ~~ ~ . : ; 
s:1r i: 1 : ~''; 
r~r~at 
reFedt 
dur..my: =Port [ E '3dd•l]; 
u:ot d not ( (dummy a:ld ll =0 I : 
i~ty~:=Port[~dadd•0]; 
a~~ar:=chr(ioby~l; 
sar, i i : -=sa:r [ i ~ •a.char: 
1:1::-.. 'T:/: "'?':'lrt ::--::l,jo ... ..: 
.::-:':.: : '·: _-:":':7""/ ; -ll -. 
i: (a:;har <> ~ast::!carl :hen Port (Bdad::i•o: :=53; 
unti~ (achar=sepl or (achar=lastcharl; 
•ontcl (achar=lastcharl; 
end: 
proce~urt :ero_cjj; 
var l : :~~eger; 
begi:-: 
for i:< :o 10 j" 
beg1n 
w:~~ =~~lali: jo begin 
prim:•O; 
sec ill :~0: 
sec [2] :~0: 
sec[3] ::0; 
sec[4] :=0; 
sec IS] :=0; 
sec[6J :=0: 
sec[7]:=0; 
sec[8] :=0; 
sec[9] :=0; 
sec[lOJ :=0; 
end; 
wi:~ =~~tal!: do begin 
prim:=O; 
sec[:] :=0: 
sec [2) :•0: 
sec [3j :=0; 
er:~; 
er.d: 
en:i. 
sect4! :,..0; 
sec[:.J :=C•; 
5e:-~~·:=-:~; 
se.::: : == •. : 
sec'~. 1 • _ 
.... --.·; 
SE-C:.·~. : =(; 
~e~-;~o· :""'~:; 
er1d; 
( ................... "" ...... ., ... ., .... "' .... " ...... " ........ " ........................... *"' •••••••••• ) 
r· 
r· 
t• 
t• 
UNIT to communicate with FLUKE 8860A digital multc~eter 
12/04/89 D.B.Lambrick 
•) 
'I 
•) 
., 
(••····················································--···············••) {SN+i 
:ln~t fluke; 
I-
interface 
~ses vsmglob.utils,ieee: 
procedure fluke_com(comstr:strl2l; 
~roced'...lre cr_eoi; 
~r0cedure init_fluke; 
hnct.i'Jn read_fluke : double; 
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------J 
implementation 
!'rocedure fluke_com; 
!::.er:tin 
"ois :=·~hr (101; 
iars:='i'; 
datastring:=comstr+chril3i+chri10); 
in it.; 
;,r __ 3: r I Elkel; 
·~;Jd; 
~r~~~J;~~ ~r_~oi; 
, . .., .jl:! 
t :...J..:. ::cm('W2' 1; 
:l; 
~r:J~~J~r~ init_f~~k~; 
~:eqi~ 
.. ~oi.~: -cchr ( 101; 
io r s: •' i' : 
gt sb,·: 
tcsy: 
tel I Sf8l; 
wr_byte($30); 
gtsbi"; 
tc:-·:'; 
wr_byte(S3fl; 
wr_byte ($5f); 
wr_b'/te($30); 
gtscy: 
wr_byte(S2a); 
wr_bi"te ($54); 
wr_b:tte ($30); 
wt _byte tSOd); 
set_~oi; 
last.:=true; 
..,r_byte tSOal; 
1ast:=false; 
:. ;:;i; 
~nd; 
f;.n·.-t:::.:::n read fl'-lke; 
var ':'iu:n dot~b ~e; 
ec lnt.~·.Jer; 
beg>n 
~ois::chrt::~) ,· 
:.ors: ::' 1.'; 
•<t sby; 
tcsy; 
read_str(flkel; 
datastring:~copytdatas~ring, 1,lengthtdatastring)-21; 
valtdatastring,dum,e~l: 
cead_:luke:~dum: 
er.d. 
,--······································································) 
I' 
,. 
,. 
,. 
,. 
UNI7 vsmglob - Global variables for VSM programs 
l2.' :.;;ag D.B.Lambrick 
Upda~ed by C.l.Gregory J0/06/91 
'I 
'I 
., 
'I 
. ) 
t•••••••·································································~ 
1;:1it vsrr.qlob; 
,------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
.:_;:terfact 
type 
na=!il = s:ring[l2]; 
•=~1 = s:ring[l); 
s::2 = ~:ring[2;; 
~::3 ~ ~:ringl3:; 
•:~4 = •~ring[4J; 
~::5 = ~:ring(5j; 
c::6 '-:ring[(.); 
.-.:a = •:rir;g i 8!; 
!".:10 = •:ring[iC); 
f:::~ = !:~in9[:21: 
~:~i4 = ~:rir•g:.4,; 
!:::~ = F::in~[!EI; 
~::2~ = E:r~r:?,:::; 
::: ·_ : B C :: -:. r i :-. 9 ~ 8 ~ ; ; 
~::2~~ = s::~nQ:2~~j; 
\';',! 
:.je-c_,!lkE:,r..:-a.•"tl,k19 1 ,k174 : i:-.:eger; 
·7hE ab~·.·e ar~ a=rrevlations of d~~ferer:: devices ~n the IEE£bus. 
:~~ val~es are ~e: in psd5206.pas 
C .":':1St 
k : ~ c ::.it. s: : 
Kl7:~~itstr 
'GOKODOT5'; 
'GOKODOT5'; 
'These a:e t.he c~nst.ants sent to the keithley instruments in order to be 
a~le :o :alk to :hem. 
=------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
~mplemer.:a.t.ion 
=------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
end. 
( .......... " .............................. " ............. * .......................... It •••••••• l 
,. 
f.• 
,. 
,. 
Minicam Routines 
D.B.Lambrick 
Version One 
August 1987 
., 
., 
., 
., 
l"·····················································*······••*••**•*•••••j 
·.u1 i. t i ·.::ccom; 
:nr_erface 
'•ses vsmglob, mini cam, psd5206, ieee; 
function adl(madd : str51 : str255; 
function ad2(madd : st.rS) : str255; 
function dal(madd,n : str5) : str255; 
function da2(madd,n : strSI : str255; 
~ype ~camstr = string[201; 
·1ar arnstr mcamstr; 
i integer; 
•Jolt : real; 
reply: str255; 
tmplementation 
i----------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
procedure mcam_con( comstr : mcamstr ); 
cegi:1 
~ zero_add; 
·:::nt r !.lr: •true; 
~.:,·_ f L3g: =false: 
:71'/_ .:;.jdr: =4: 
~ntls:at:-=0;} 
.,,._.is: =c:hrll31; 
~·:; r ~: =, ::i, : 
i.,,,._ai4J.pdm:~6; 
-:_, ...... -t r 't! . pr.i.:n: =h; 1 
~at :3..5:: r .1.ng: '""COmstr•chr ( l 1 l; 
:.:-li~; 
~~_str(mcaml: 
~ead_str(mcam): 
~nd; 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
f'~ncti·~n st.l (madd,t, n : s~r51: str255; 
•:ar comstr : mcamstr; 
t:egi" 
comstr:='STl,'+madd+' ,'+t~' ,'+n; 
mcam_con(comstrl; 
st.l:=datast.ring; 
end; 
functiQn st2(madd,t,n 
·1ar comstr : mcamstr; 
begin 
str5) str255; 
comstr:='ST2,'+madd+' ,'•t+' ,'+n; 
mcam_7on(comst.r); 
st2:=datastring; 
end; 
t·1;, -;+ t')il .Hil tm.rtdd : st:Sl 
·:.lt :..::-mst: : mcamstr; 
i:· t' .} ~ :': 
~c~s~r:='ADl, '•madd; 
mcam_:;.'):1 {comstr); 
adl:=ja~3str~ng; 
end: 
function ad2i~add : str5) 
var :omstr : mcamstr; 
begi~ 
c0m~tr:•'AQ2,' •madd; 
mcam_2on(comstrl; 
ad2:=jatastring; 
end: 
tun~~~~n col{~add,t : st:51 
·..ta=. ::::~r.:str : 11.ca:nstr: 
b~-;in 
comstr:~'COl, '•madd+', '•t: 
mcam_-:on(comstr): 
col:=dat.astring; 
~nd; 
funct~~n c82i~add,~ : st:5) 
~~r :~~~tr : ~~3~Str; 
b~o.jl:< 
::,:,mst:-:='C02, '..-:nadd..-', '+t; 
mcam_=~n(~omstrl; 
: ""':L'it as t r:. ::q; 
---· ~ '.! ; 
:·::-:c:·_:. :: ja,l •:-:-.a.dd,:"l .~::::.1 
·;~r ::ms~= ~=a~str: 
~~--'·? ~ -. 
:r .. ··:: =' ::'l·.~, '-::" . .;~'id·'.' ·--:; 
I"' '1.;-: I ~~:c.c:": 
Jdi :=]a':.a.st:-:.~g; 
...... 
=~~:-:.. ::--n Ja2(;.:acid,~ s~:S.l 
'.J,!i.:' :·;~st r 
cdadd 
ber,!i:l 
~camstr; 
rea:: 
~nteger; 
'Jal 1madd, bdadd, i I; 
bdadd:~bdadd•512; 
stctbdajd,maddl; 
·.:omst. ~: =' DA2, '-madd+' , • •n; 
mcam_con<comst~l: 
da2:=datastcing; 
end; 
f~~ctia~ gpl c~ad1 : strSI 
var ccmstr : ~camstr; 
beqir. 
.:0mst r: =' GP l, '+madd; 
mcam_co~(co~strl; 
gpl:~datastring; 
st_ r ::- ~- ·1 ; 
,;tr255; 
str255; 
str255; 
Sl:: ._:: S. 5; 
st.::.: SS; 
str255; 
end; 
function mOO : str255; 
var ~omstr : mcamstr; 
begin 
comstr:s'MOO'; 
mcam_con(comstr); 
mOO: •datastring; 
~nd; 
function mOl : str255; 
var comstr : mcamstr; 
begin 
comstr:•'MOl'; 
mcam_=on(comstr); 
mOl:=datastring; 
end; 
function m02 : str255; 
var comstr : mcamstr; 
begin 
comstr:='M02': 
mcam_con(comstr); 
m02:=datastring; 
end; 
f~nction m03 : str255; 
var comstr : mcamstr; 
b~qin 
r:oms t r : =' MO 3' ; 
mcam_~on(comstr); 
mO~:=datastr:nq; 
.::-:-!d; 
r '.J ;! : r: : .J;. m ·~~ 4 st. r 2 5:. ; 
·;,_1!" ·-::ms-:.:- : m::-amst.r; 
l; ..:- ":l i. ~: 
·:ums-:.r:='~-104': 
mcam_2onlcomstr); 
mC4:~datast~ing; 
erld; 
funcoion m05 : str255; 
·.ra r ::omst r : mcamst r; 
begin 
comstr:~'MOS'; 
mcam_con(comstr); 
mOS:=datastring; 
end; 
function rdl : str255; 
var comstr : mcamstr: 
begin 
comstr:='RDl'; 
mcam_con(comstr); 
rdl:=datastring; 
end: 
function rd2(madd : str5) 
var comstr : mcamstr; 
str255; 
l.'•-::-•J!.!: 
•:?mst.::-:=rP.D2, 1 +i!".3.dd; 
::tcar:1_ con (corns':. r) ; 
:.d.:: :cdat.ast.r.:.ng; 
~nd; 
fun:-:: i .;r. 'lP l (rr.add,:.,:: 
~ar ~o~~tr : ~camst.r; 
:Oegi:-1 
s~ rS) str255; 
com!::.r:=''JPl~ '..-madd..-' I '•':. ... ', '•r.; 
mcam_·:on (comst r): 
~p\:=datastring; 
end; 
func~ccn vp21madd,t,n 
va~ :~mstr : mcamstr; 
::.:.e-.J:.:-: 
3t:r5 l str255; 
-::;ms:::='.-/?2, '•madd ... ', ' ... :_ ... • ,' .. ::_; 
:-'"' . .:.:3.rr._ ~:)!"'. t ccmst r l ; 
~p2:•datastring; 
er.:::i; 
er.d. 
( • *'I fl * ot • • • • • fl • fl * • fl • • • * •. • •. * • • * •. ot •" * • * •" • *. • • • * •. • • • • 'I • 'I • ill 'I • • • ill •" • • II) 
(• 
(• Unit keithley: to communicate with keithley 175 and 197. 
1• M.R.Delap 
1• for ~~mplete listing see DELAP PhD Thesis 
(. 
. ) 
., 
• I 
. ) 
. ) 
(*••·································································) 
u.n1t Keithley; 
{unit to talk to keithleys} 
interface 
uses ieee,crt,dos,vsmglob,psd5206; 
~unction decipher_keithley(instr:str80; digits: integer): real; 
function kl97_comtcomstr:str80; rep:char; var range:str31: real; 
procedure init_k197; 
function kl97 range checklintended:str3): boolean; 
funct1on kl75=comtc;mstr:str80; rep:char; var range:str3): real; 
function kl75_range_checklintended:str3J: boolean; 
procedure init_kl75; 
(•••••••••Keithley 197 & 175 routines**************"'**•••••••••••••••••••• t 
implementation 
Eur.ction ~ecipher_keithley(instr:strBO; digits:integerl 
var 
cj:;mm'{ 
i'.Jmm-,2 
J1;ms~ r 
be?i;: 
real; 
int.eger; 
str80; 
i·..::-Il":j'.?: =di"J it_; •6,-
.l~ns~:: :=copy ( i.r:st r,::, dum.."Tl'/2): 
., 'c f,J·:mst r, dummy, dummy21; 
ie'' iph-.r _ kei thley: =dumm'{; 
~;,:j; 
function i<:l97_com(comstr:str80; rep:char; var range:s~ :--3) 
b~·.1in 
inlt._ieee; 
<e•ols:=·chrilOJ: 
l: rs: =' i'; 
datast.=ing:=comstr+'X'•chr(l3); 
wr_strl~l97); 
<:~7_com:=O.O; 
r3nge: =' '; 
if lrep='R'l then begin 
real; 
r'='al; 
read_str(kl97); 
kl97_com:=decipher_keithley(datastring,5); 
range:=copy(datastring,2,3l; 
end; 
end; 
procedure init_kl97; 
" jumm·r' : rea 1; 
c:l1.:m.st.r : st.r3; 
1<:'~7lnitstr st: r8; 
begin 
sel_dev_remlk1971; 
dummy: =k1?7_,,::,nlk197initstr, 'N', dumstrl; 
end: 
function kl97_range_check(intended:str3) 
var 
dummy 
dumst.r 
beg1n 
real; 
strJ; 
dumm·i: -k 197 _com ('GO'.' R', dumstr); 
boolean; 
if (:ium:::;tr··:-..intended) then kl97_range_check:Eifalse 
else k!97_range_check:Q~r~e; 
end; 
f~nctian kl75 :omlcomstr:str80; rep:char; var range:str3l 
begin 
~ i~it_ieee; i 
en1~:=~ttr1!01: 
i.::: r s: =' ~, ; 
:!~-::as::- i:-l.J: :=cc.ms:. =--'X' ·::hr I 13): 
"..Jr ::t r 1 :0:: i -,~ ::-,) ; 
f.: - S : -rn: =']- .) ; 
=3.:-.·~e: =' 
1:' (!:'~;:'""''?'! '::"'.!?.:-! b~?i:l 
=-~3d 3':.: fi<l 7 51; 
real; 
~:~~-=~m:=deciphe= <el~~-~yfja~3s::-~o.4); 
:- .;1;, ·J>? : ": ::·J;::i' ( ::!. .. 1. ~a:..:~. :.:. :;g, 2; .: t .-
-~:"·d.; 
-:-:: .... 
:·Jri·:-: _n ":: -::. :-5::-:,~~ ........... ~": 1 :..r-.t~!nded: .3t.r~l 
" ·, ~ 
j:;;:vr.~· 
ju!":"'.S': r: 
!;eqir: 
:e3.:; 
3t rl; 
·:h .. rn..-n·r':=ki.75_com('', 'R' ,::i•Jmstr); 
boo~~ar:; 
:F 1 jums~r<>in~ended) t~en kl75_r3r.ge_=heck:•false 
el~e i<:7~_rlnge_;heck:·~r~e.-
enJ; 
procedure i.ntt_kli5; 
11a r 
dumrni· : real; 
dumst.r : str3; 
kl'5initstr : str9; 
l:e·:rin 
se1_dev_remlk175): 
d~lw.\j':=kl75_corn(kli5initstr, 'N' ;dumstrl; 
end; 
jaf:x.f~r ~s s~ooth data us~~·1 sm00f~.t·J: 4nd :eal~~.f·. 
C234~;7 
::>I~ENS!0tl 
il-EAL PTS 
Y I 1 02 4) , e f 102 4 I , EB 1 I Q 2 4) , E 'i (! 0 2 4 I 
S NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 
~;~too 
C SlcE OF SAMPLI~G WINDOW 
PTS=3 
DO l I=l.N 
C READ IN THE DATA 
READ(l, *) Bill ,'ill) 
l CONTINUE 
C CALL THE SMOOTHING ROUTINE 
CALL SMOOFTIY,N,PTSI 
C WRITE OUT THE SMOOTHED FILE 
DO 3 1=1. N 
WPITE12, 'IBIII,YII) 
:a =-oRJI'.ATilH ,2El4.61 
3'!0P 
E:oJD 
SUBROUTINE SMOOFTIY,N,PTSI 
?ARAMETERIMMAX=l0241 
DIMENSION YIMMAXI 
~=2 
I!MIN=N+2. 'PTS 
:FcM.LT.N~INITHEN 
M=2'M 
--;:J TO 1 
~NDiF 
IF IM. GT .MMAXI ?AUSE ':.JMAX too small' 
:~NST~(PTS!Ml ••2 
':":='(I[) 
'!'!='{ 1:11 
:.:. :-n "': . / ( ~1-l . ,1 
·~· ~ ~ i ~: , ~J 
i.' ( .; l = '{ I .: l - RN l • I 'i ~ ~ ( N- 1 l '"Y N • I J- : l ' 
--,,NT!~l'E 
:r (N~rl. LE .~·n THE~J 
Q(~ 12 _7=N+l,M 
'{ f J) =:J. 
; ;: CGNT!Nt:E 
~ND:F 
~102=M 12 
:ALL REALFT I 'i, M02, li 
Ylli=Y(l)/M02 
F.Z\C=!. 
:JO 13 J=l.M02-l 
K=2'J+l 
IFIFAC.NE.O.)THEN 
FAC=AMAXl I 0., I 1. -CONST • J• '21 /MO~ I 
YIKI•FAC'YIKI 
YiK•ll•FAC'Y(K+ll 
ELSE 
Y<K)=O. 
Y (K+il =0. 
i:ND!F 
! .' CONTINUE 
FAC=AMAXl 10., Cl.-0.25'PTS .. 2l /H021 
c 
c 
c 
c 
:: 
! .. ) ._-~.;·_·. -~ : .~) 
·:;\:..L HF . .e,:..r-:- i ·:·I MC<2,-:) 
~~' j 4 ,;-:: i IN 
Y ( ~:) "'P!'I l • ( '{: • ( N -,.~ 1 + '{:J' • { ._i- I l l ~r Y ( J l 
14 '..:;NT UJIJE 
:<::T'jf-N 
E:JL· 
SUBROUT;)IE REALFT !DATA, N, IS; 3NI 
REAL'S l'IP.,W:,WPR,WPI.WTEMP,!HETA 
QOUBLE PP.EC!SION WR,WI,WPR,WPI.WTEMF',THETA 
DIMENSION DATAi'l 
!HETA=6.28318530717959D0/2.0DO/DBLEI~I 
::; -0 • L) 
:~· (:::r·::JN.E·~-~) rn.t:~J 
':2=-0.5 
:ALL F0U~: IOA:A~~.•:J 
2~~E 
•.:2 =G.:. 
THETA•- THETA 
E~DIF 
l'JPR=-~.O~Q·:SIN10.5CQ•THETAI'"2 
~?I~DSI~JiTHETAJ 
W?=1 .ODC•WFP. 
~~=WP! 
~::?? ~ =:~ •;J- ~ 
: : = : • ~; .. ~ 
:: :!:2.:-: 
:~=il•: 
: . ~L'? ·.: - : -
• 1 ~- : .~ • 
'tJ? :;=,;~: .. :. I :-JF) 
tJ: .~ :::::::. t"t .. ·:' 
:i:;: -• ·.~. • I:·:'\:'.-\ I : • ' - _ .: •. -: ,; t : 1 l ' 
· ..• ~ I : .'·. ::' . .; I -. f·. -:.-\' : ; I 
~~ .. :=.· .~. : . ;:;._1:. -~:\:':'..t:-;.1 
~" :--:- :_ 0 (::: ,; :.:.. I ::) -:. ;: •. :·.::..I . ~) I 
~·A·rAi::l=~~~·W~~·~::?-w:~·~-· 
::A''::\(: .. 1 =-~;: : .. ~;:::.:•:--::..:: -·~:.:•ri.~Fi 
JA7AI:3l~H:~-WFS•H:P•W!S·~2. 
JA7Af:~t·-~li·WR3"H2I•W:S•H2R 
iV7'E~-1F .-;.,:t:; 
~?~WF·~;'?-~!"'Wi~l-WF 
"tJ: =-i.J~ ~;.;?P·i.J':"£~p·~?: ·'N: 
l : : _.~r:·: ~lt:E: 
~~ ti.:i:·-;~J.E~.:l :-;..:::;J 
~:P.•DA7At ~I 
0ATAt:I,~!R·DA7~t2l 
CA7AI2J=HlR-CATAl~l 
s:.3E 
H:R~Di\TAI:I 
DAT.:O.fl)~C!• (Hi?•;)hTA<2ll 
~ATAi2,~c:•tH:R-DA!A(2J) 
~AL~ FOURl fDATi\,N, -:1 
::~J:: iF 
?,::rr;p,N 
:::-s~ 
SUBF.:'JTINE ::JUP.l !DATA, NN, lS IGN) 
REA: • 8 WF., ;•;;. WPP, WPI, WTEMP, THETA 
DOUe:.E PRE: :sroN WR, WI, WPR, WPI, WTEMF, THETA 
DIME::SION ~ .~.TA I • I 
N~2·:;:-; 
J=l 
00 :: r~r, ::. :· 
J:,:.GT.:O:'HEN 
:EMPR< .~.TA I.]) 
':"EMPI< .~.TA I J•l I 
:.';TA I,-' •DATA ( 1) 
:ATAIJ-:l•DATAII•ll 
:.'ITA I: I =TEMPR 
:.t.TAI,<l=TEMPI 
E::: :r 
M=-~:.'2 
IF I (M.G~.2l .AND. IJ.GT.Mil THEN 
:=,r-M 
;.:=M/2 
G:. :'':) 1 
E1:: :r 
,;= .--M 
1 1 C:ON:: :WE 
MMh:·:·2 
IF , ;; . GT. ~~.:~.;:I THEN 
I: ':"~F=.:' • :.:-:.;;.: 
:-~:7A=f.:- ·:; 7::.:.-c-;: ic.• >[,C•,o ( :~· IGN·M~:.:..:·: 1 
to;' co-:.:.-: :::1: 1C. •.:.•:···:·HE:'!.· 
~? :=r·s::: -:·:-!ETA I 
K~< .[•(. 
\'\: = : .. [•(I 
:: : ~; M=: , !A.MA>:, 2 
::• !2 :=+1,t:,r::TEf' 
,r= I -:.:'J.X 
TEM?!'=SNGl.IWP.I 'DATA I.J) -SNGL IWI 1 "L•J!.T.'< (,T-:' 
TE".F: =2NGL (W?.I • DATA IJ+l) ·>SNGL IIC I '[•A:·,r, 1.'1 
DAT,t,l~l=DATAill-TEMPR 
DAT,t,,;•J)=DATAII+ll-TEMP! 
DAT,t, I:) =DATA I I) •TEMPR 
DATA•:•ll=DATAI!+ll•TEMPI 
12 :'JNTIN':E 
i:TEMP=;;R 
~~·WR•W?R-WI*WPI+WR 
i:I=WI 'i>?R+WTEMP•WPI+WI 
13 c:::TINUE 
MY.:.X= IS':"!:? 
GO :: 2 
END:: 
RE'!::?.N 
END 
Appendix B 
Data Smoothing 
The concept of data 'smoothing' lies in a very murky area and is probably most 
justified as a graphical technique to guide the eye through a forest of data points. 
Consequently, when data was smoothed, (x-1 vs B for FeGe in the temperature 
range 277 - 274K) it was only when absolutely necessary and included with the raw 
data. 
The inverse magnetic susceptibility was calculated by subtraction of adjacent 
magnetisation and magnetic field values for both increasing and decreasing field. 
Since the magnetisation of FeGe is highly sensitive to field and the field width of 
the feature being investigated close to the transition temperature was so narrow 
(the field induced phase of FeGe figure 6.6), field steps of 200e were used as oppose 
to 500e for other measurements. This results in the error associated with the 
magnetisation being more significant in the difference between adjacent values, hence 
there is a greater spread of values calculated in the inverse magnetic susceptibility. 
The routine to smooth the data was taken from the book 'Numerical Recipes 
Fortran', section 13.9- Smoothing Data and is listed. The programme removes any 
linear trend and then uses a fast fourier transform to low pass filter the data. The 
linear trend is reinserted at the end. The one user specified constant is the' amount 
of smoothing', specified as the number of points over which the 'data smoothing 
window' should exist. In all cases, the value used for this was three, chosen because 
of the field width of the investigated phase. 
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DIMENSION 
REAL PTS 
Y (1024), B (1024 l, EB ( 1024), SY ( 1024) 
C NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 
N=lOO 
C SIZE OF SAMPLING WINDOW 
PTS=3 
DO 1 I=1, N 
C READ IN THE DATA 
READ (1, * ) B (I) , Y (I ) 
1 CONTINUE 
C CALL THE SMOOTHING ROUTINE 
CALL SMOOFT(Y,N,PTS) 
C WRITE OUT THE SMOOTHED FILE 
DO 3 I=l, N 
3 WRITE ( 2, ~) B (I) , 'l ( I) 
10 FORMAT(lH ,2£:4.6) 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE SMOOFT(Y,N,PTS) 
PARAMETER(MMAX=1024) 
DIMENSION Y(MMAX) 
M=2 
NMIN=N+2.*PTS 
1 IF(M.LT.NMIN)THEN 
M=2*M 
GO TO 1 
END IF 
IF (M.GT .MMAX) PAUSE '!".MAX too small' 
CONST=(PTS/M)~~2 
Yl=Y(ll 
•t'l='f (:.f) 
?-.~11=!.. / <N-1. J 
::.0 ll J<,N 
y ( J) = y ( J) - ?.:l:. • ( ·~: • 1. :; - J) - '!. :--J. ( J- ~ ) ) 
<;:)NT I :-JL·c: 
!F(N+l.LE:.Ml~~SN 
C•O ~ 2 } = N + : , ~·~ 
Y(-Jl=O. 
12 CONT.i:NUE 
END1:F 
MG2=t1/2 
CALL REALrTI'!.,M02, lJ 
Y (1 I ='f ( l) /M02 
FAC=1. 
DO 13 J=l,M02-l 
K=2"J+l 
IF(FAC.NE.O.)THEN 
FAC=AMAXl ( 0., ( 1. -CONST ~J* • 2) /M02) 
Y(K)=FAC•Y(K) 
Y(K•l)=FAC"'l(K+l) 
ELSE 
Y(K)=O. 
Y(K+ll=O. 
END IF 
13 CONTINUE 
FAC=AMAXl ( 0., 11. -0. 2 5 * PTS • * 2) /t-102) 
c 
c 
'{ \ 2) =? .:....c .. ·:: { ~ ) 
CA:..L REA:..?:-\·::, ~1C•2, - i J 
DO 14 J=l,N 
Y(J)=RN1*(Yl*(N-J)+YN*(J-1JJ ~Y(Jl 
:!.4 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE REALFTIDATA,N,ISIGNJ 
C REAL*8 WR,W:,WPR,WP!,WTEMP,THETA 
c 
c 
DOUBLE PRECISION WR, WI, WPR, WPI, WTEMP, THETA 
DIMENSION DATA(*) 
THETA=6.28318530717959D0/2.0DO/DBLEIN) 
C1=0.5 
IF (ISIGN.EQ.l) THEN 
C2=-0.5 
CALL FOURl(DATA,N,+l) 
ELSE 
C2=0.5 
THETA=- THETA 
END IF 
WPR=-2.0DO*DSIN(0.5DO*THETAl**2 
WPI=DSIN I THETA) 
WR=l. ODO+WPR 
WI=WPI 
N2P3=2*N-r3 
DO 11 I=2,N/2+1 
11=2 .. !-1 
12=11+1 
I3=N2P3-I2 
I4=I3+1 
WRS=SNG~ (WP.) 
Wi: S=St-IGL l'tE I 
H:.F=C:. 1:::-A:."d L I-:..;:..; (: ~j)) 
21 I =C l • ( DA :'.; ( I:2 1 -::;.."':'A ( I 4 1 l 
H2P=-C2• lDA:AI:2) •:ATA(!4J l 
H2!=C2• (DA':-[.;.(Il) -SAT.t,.II3J l 
DATA(!iJ=H~?+WFS"H2R-WIS·H~[ 
DATA(I2)=H::+WRS"H2:+W!S*H2R 
DATA(!3J=HiR-WRS*H2R-r~IS•H2I 
DATA(I4)=-Hli+WRS*H2I•WIS*H2R 
Y-lTEMP=WR 
WR=WR"W?R-~I*WPI+WR 
W:=WI*W?R+W:EMP*W?:-wr 
CGNTI~UE 
IF (ISIGN.EQ.:) THEN 
HlP.=DATA I l) 
DATA(l)=HlR+DATA(2) 
DATA(2J=HlR-DATAI2l 
ELSE 
HlR=DATA I l) 
DATA(l)=Cl•(HlR+DATA!2)) 
DATA(2)=Cl*(HlR-DATA(2)J 
CALL FOURliDATA,N,-1) 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
c r<.EAL. d WRI WI I WP?., IV? I I IV:'E:i1P I THETA 
DOUBLE PRECISION WR 1 WI 1 WPR 1 WPI 1 WTEMP 1 THETA 
DIMENSION DATA(*) 
N=2*NN 
J=1 
DO 11 I=1 1 N,2 
IF(J.GT.I)THEN 
TEMPR=DATA ( J) 
TEMPI=DATA (.J+l I 
DATA(J)=CATA(I) 
DATA(J+1)=DATA(I+1) 
DATA (I) =TEMPR 
DATA ( 1+1) =TEMP I 
END IF 
M=N/2 
1 IF ( (M.GE.2l .AND. (J.GT.M)) THEN 
J=J-M 
M=M/2 
GO TO 1 
END IF 
J=J+M 
11 CONTINUE 
MMAX=2 
2 IF (N.GT.MMAX) THEN 
ISTEP=2*MMAX 
THETA=6.28318530717959DO/!ISIGN"MMAX) 
WPR=-2.DO•DSIN(0.5DO•THETAl ••2 
WPI=DSIN(THETAl 
WR=l.DO 
WI=O.DO 
DC 13 M=l,1-'!M.AX 1 2 
DO 12 I=M~~~ :STEP 
J= I +Mrll.AX 
TE:t-IPR<~~G.:.It;i=l 'SA".:E-.1 _";) -SNG'-.i;vii ·:t>.:.:..(J ... ~! 
TEM?I=:::·JGL.ii'l?l •QATA(J.,.j_) ;.:;;--;-::_r·.v:l •':;A".'P..I_'l 
DATA(Ji=DATA(Ii-TEMP? 
DATA(J-l)=CATA(I+~)-TEMF! 
DATA(II=CATA<Ii ·TEMPR 
DATA<I-~i=:ATAI:~l)-TEMPI 
12 CONTINUE 
WTEMP=WR 
WR=WR•WP?-WI•WP!•WR 
WI=WI"WP?~WT~~P·WPI+W: 
13 CONTINUE 
MMAX=IS':'EP 
GO TO 2 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
Appendix C 
SANS Simulation Program 
This appendix consists of the SANS simulation program written by Dr. N.R. Bern-
hoeft and the Author. 
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C123457 
C DIC9.FOR SAS FOR MNSI 001 VERTICAL 
C DIC9.FOR 1/05/92 SAS FROM DIC2.FOR 7/11/91 
C RESOLUTION DETERMINED BY THE SAMPLE SIZE 
c 
C WANGLE 0.02143=1.228DEG IS FOR KI=l,TH=54.74DEG,Q=.035 
C OBTAINED BY SETTING 0,0;0,0 FOR BEAM AND CING OUT TH FILTER 
DIMENSION A(-2:2,-2:2),B(-2:2,-2:2),C(-20:20,-20:20),Tl2A(625) 
OPEN(1,FILE='RES5.DAT') 
N=O 
ZPI=3.1415927 
C B2 IS SPREAD.B1 IS ROUGHLY INCIDENT KI. B10 IS INCIDENT KI 
B1=1. 0 
B2=.15 
PRINT*,'INCIDENT KI 
READ(5,*)B10 
R1Z=6000. 
R3Z=6000. 
PRINT*,'SOURCE SAMPLE 
READ(5,*)R1Z 
PRINT*,'SAMPLE DETECT 
READ(5,*)R3Z 
PRINT*,'SPIRAL UPPER Q 
READ(5,*)SUQ 
PRINT*,'SPIRAL LOWER Q 
READ(5,*)SLQ 
c WO= 
WO=(SUQ+SLQ)/(2.*2*B10*SIN(.9553)) 
C DRB3=SAMPLE THICKNESS MM,DRB4=DETECTOR CELL THICKNESS 
C DRB1=SAMPLE WIDTH DRB2=SAMPLE HEIGHT 
C DRA=INCIDENT BEAM GRID DRC=DETECTOR ARRAY SPACING 
DRA=3. 
DRB1=1/5. 
DRB2=1./5. 
DRB3=1. 
DRB4=10. 
DRC=10. 
C XAXIS FROM N1 TO N2;Y AXIS FROM N3 TO N4 
N1=15 
N2=19 
N3= 10 
N4= 14 
PRINT*,'X MIN(INTEGER) 
READ(5,*)N1 
PRINT*,'X MAX(INTEGER) 
READ(5,*)N2 
PRINT*,'Y MIN(INTEGER) 
READ(5,*)N3 
PRINT*,'Y MAX(INTEGER) 
READ(5,*)N4 
C I=1,7 GIVES SOME MEASURE OF INCIDENT WAVELENGTH SPREAD 
DO 1 I=1, 7 
B1=B10+(I-4)*B2/3 
WB1=EXP(-(B1-B10)*(B1-B10)/(2*.18*B2*B2)) 
DO 2 J=-2,2 
DO 3 K=-2,2 
R1X=J*DRA 
R1Y=K*DRA 
SR1=R1X*R1X+R1Y*R1Y 
IF(SR1.GT.64.)GOTO 3 
DO 4 L=-2,2 
DO 5 M=-2,2 
R2X=L*DRB1 
R2Y=M*DRB2 
C SR2=R2X*R2X+R2Y*R2Y 
C IF(SR2.GT.16.)GOTO 5 
DlX=R2X-RlX 
DlY=R2Y-RlY 
RlL=l.+(DlX*DlX+DlY*DlY)/(RlZ*RlZ) 
C NEXT 4 LINES K-SPACE,VECTOR KI. 
Al=Bl/(RlZ*SQRT(RlL)) 
BlX=Al*DlX 
BlY=Al*DlY 
BlZ=Al*RlZ 
DO 6 JA= Nl,N2 
DO 7 KA= N3,N4 
IF(JA.EQ.O.AND.KA.EQ.O)GOTO 7 
R3X=JA*DRC 
R3Y=KA*DRC 
D2X=R3X-R2X 
D2Y=R3Y-R2Y 
R3L=l.+(D2X*D2X+D2Y*D2Y)/(R3Z*R3Z) 
C IF FIX KF=Bl THEN FIXES IT AS ELASTIC;NEXT 4 LINES K-SPACE 
A2=Bl/(R3Z*SQRT(R3L)) 
B2X=A2*D2X 
B2Y=A2*D2Y 
B2Z=A2*R3Z 
C Rl2=l.+(DlX*D2X+DlY*D2Y)/(RlZ*R3Z) 
C Tl2=SQRT(-2*(Rl2)+(RlL)+(R3L)) 
C N=N+l 
C Tl2A(N)=Tl2*57.296 
C NEXT 4 LINES K-SPACE 
QlX=B2X-BlX 
QlY=B2Y-BlY 
QlZ=B2Z-BlZ 
QM=SQRT(QlX*QlX+QlY*QlY+QlZ*QlZ) 
C ERROR IN QlX= DQlX;;DQlY=DQlX 
DlM=RlL*RlZ*RlZ 
D2M=R3L*R3Z*R3Z 
DlYZ=DlY*DlY+RlZ*RlZ 
DlXY=DlX*DlY 
D2YZ=D2Y*D2Y+R3Z*R3Z 
D2XY=D2X*D2Y 
DlXZ=DlX*DlX+RlZ*RlZ 
D2XZ=D2X*D2X+R3Z*R3Z 
RlZX=RlZ*DlX 
RlZY=RlZ*DlY 
R3ZX=R3Z*D2X 
R3ZY=R3Z*D2Y 
D2D2=D2X*D2X+D2Y*D2Y 
DQlX=SQRT((Al*Al*DlYZ*DlYZ*(DRA*DRA+DRBl*DRBl)/(4*DlM*DlM))+ 
(Al*Al*DlXY*DlXY*(DRA*DRA+DRB2*DRB2)/(4*DlM*DlM))+ 
(A2*A2*D2YZ*D2YZ*(DRC*DRC+DRB1*DRB1)/(4*D2M*D2M))+ 
(A2*A2*D2XY*D2XY*(DRC*DRC+DRB2*DRB2)/(4*D2M*D2M))+ 
(A2*A2*R3ZX*R3ZX*(DRB3*DRB3+DRB4*DRB4)/(4*D2M*D2M))+ 
QlX*QlX*B2*B2/(6*Bl*6*Bl)) 
DQlY=SQRT((Al*Al*DlXZ*DlXZ*(DRA*DRA+DRB2*DRB2)/(4*DlM*DlM))+ 
(Al*Al*DlXY*DlXY*(DRA*DRA+DRBl*DRB1)/(4*DlM*DlM))+ 
(A2*A2*D2XZ*D2XZ*(DRC*DRC+DRB2*DRB2)/(4*D2M*D2M))+ 
(A2*A2*D2XY*D2XY*(DRC*DRC+DRB1*DRB1)/(4~D2M*D2M))+ 
(A2*A2*R3ZY*R3ZY*(DRB3*DRB3+DRB4*DRB4)/(4*D2M*D2M))+ 
Q1Y*Q1Y*B2*B2/(6*B1*6*B1)) 
DQ1Z=SQRT((A1*A1*R1ZX*R1ZX*(DRA*DRA+DRB1*DRB1)/(4*D1M*D1M))+ 
(A1*A1*R1ZY*R1ZY*(DRA*DRA+DRB2*DRB2)/(4*D1M*D1M))+ 
(A2*A2*R3ZX*R3ZX*(DRC*DRC+DRB1*DRB1)/(4*D2M*D2M))+ 
(A2*A2*R3ZY*R3ZY*(DRC*DRC+DRB2*DRB2)/(4*D2M*D2M))+ 
(A2*A2*D2D2*D2D2*(DRB3*DRB3+DRB4*DRB4)/(4*D2M*D2M))+ 
Q1X*Q1X*B2*B2/(6*Bl*6*B1)) 
DQM=SQRT((Q1X*Q1X*DQ1X*DQ1X/(QM*QM))+ 
(Q1Y*Q1Y*DQ1Y*DQ1Y/(QM*QM))+ 
(Q1Z*Q1Z*DQ1Z*DQ1Z/(QM*QM))) 
C FILTER ON DQM ie ERROR ON QM BUT SPIRAL PERFECT 
QML=QM-DQM 
QMU=QM+DQM 
C IF(QML.GT.0.035.0R.QMU.LT.0.035)GOTO 7 
C FILTER ON DQM ie ERROR ON QM AND ON SPIRAL 
IF(QML.GT.SUQ.OR.QMU.LT.SLQ)GOTO 7 
C FOR TWO SPIRALS ;NEXT AT 70.53DEG+54.74DEG/USE ABS(Q1Y) DODGE 
AQ1Y=ABS(Q1Y) 
IF(AQ1Y.LT.1.E-3)GOTO 40 
TH=ATAN((SQRT(Q1X*Q1X+Q1Z*Q1Z))/AQ1Y) 
QTH1=Q1X*Q1X*DQ1X*DQ1X/((Q1X*Q1X+Q1Z*Q1Z)*Q1Y*Q1Y) 
QTH3=Q1Z*Q1Z*DQ1Z*DQ1Z/((Q1X*Q1X+Q1Z*Q1Z)*Q1Y*Q1Y) 
QTH2=(DQ1Y*DQ1Y/(Q1Y*Q1Y*Q1Y*Q1Y))*(Q1X*Q1X+Q1Z*Q1Z) 
DTH=COS(TH)*COS(TH)*SQRT(QTH1+QTH2+QTH3) 
GOTO 41 
40 TH=ZPI/2. 
DTH=O. 
41 THL=TH-DTH 
THU=TH+DTH 
C WRITE(l,10)TH,DTH,Q1X,QlY,Q1Z,B1Z 
C FILTER ON DTH ie ERROR ON TH ;ANGLE DOWN FROM 001 
C (.9553rad=54.74deg) 
C .0017rad=0.1deg 
C IF(THL.GT.0.9553.0R.THU.LT.0.9553)GOTO 7 
C FILTER ON DTH ie ERROR ON TH AND MOSAIC ON ANGLE DOWN FROM 001 
IF(THL.GT.0.9570.0R.THU.LT.0.9536)GOTO 7 
C PRINT*,'TEST 
W=ATAN(-Q1Z/Q1X) 
BB1X=QlX*Q1X 
DW=COS(W)*COS(W)*SQRT( (DQ1Z*DQ1Z/BB1X)+ 
(Q1Z*Q1Z*DQ1X*DQ1X/(BB1X*BB1X))) 
WL=W-DW 
WU=W+DW 
C WRITE(6,11)W,DW 
C FILTER ON OMEGA ie ANGLE AROUND FROM STRAIGHT THROUGH 
C INCLUDES BOTH DW AND MOSAIC 
C W=90+.819 deg=PI/2+.01429rad+-.0017rad THIS LINE CRAP? 
WOL=W0-.0017 
WOU=W0+.0017 
C IF SET FOR POSITIVE X SIDE THEN C OUT LINES 30 & 31 AND LEAVE LINES 
c 32 & 33 
C IF WANT NEGATIVE X SIDE C OUT 32,33 AND LEAVE IN 30,31 
C THIS CORRESPONDS TO A ROTATION OF THE SAMPLE ABOUT THE VERTICAL AXIS 
C THE ANGLE CAN BE ALTERRED BY HAND TO CORRESPOND WITH SAMPLE 
C ROTATION BY CHANGING WO AT TOP OF THE PROGRAM 
C 30 WOLN=ZPI-WOL 
C 31 WOUN=ZPI-WOU 
32 WOLN=ZPI+WOL 
33 WOUN=ZPI+WOU 
IF(Q1X.GT.O.)GOTO 20 
IF(Q1X.LT.O.)GOTO 23 
20 IF(WL.GT.WOU.OR.WU.LT.WOL)GOTO 7 
c PRINT*,'TEST1 I 
GOTO 24 
23 W=ZPI+W 
WU=W+DW 
WL=W-DW 
IF(WL.GT.WOUN.OR.WU.LT.WOLN)GOTO 7 
c PRINT*,'TEST2 I 
GOTO 24 
24 ZDF=ZDF+1 
C C(JA,KA)=C(JA,KA)+1 
C(JA,KA)=C(JA,KA)+WB1 
C 24 WRITE(1,11)QM,TH,W,R3X,R3Y,R3Z 
7 CONTINUE 
6 CONTINUE 
5 CONTINUE 
4 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(1,11)ZDF,ZDF 
DO 8 JA=N1,N2 
DO 9 KA=N3,N4 
WRITE(1,12)JA*1.,KA*1.,C(JA,KA) 
9 CONTINUE 
8 CONTINUE 
10 FORMAT(1H ,6E11.3) 
11 FORMAT(1H ,2E14.6) 
12 FORMAT(1H ,3E14.6) 
13 FORMAT(1H ,3E14.6) 
STOP 
END 
Appendix D 
Design and Development of a 
High Pressure Cell and Uniaxial 
Stress Device for Magnetic 
Measurements 
D.l Introduction 
High pressure techniques are a powerful and underused tool for studying phase tran-
sitions and physical properties of solids in terms of interatomic distances. Within 
magnetic measurements, generally the two variables used are magnetic field and 
temperature with temperature range of 4.2 - 1400K and fields of 0 - 120k0e easily 
accessible. Thus if magnetic measurements under pressure or uniaxial stress could 
be developed, the scope for work is endless. 
Another and more specific motive for development of magnetic measurements 
under pressure were the elastic neutron scattering results on MnSi at high pressure 
(S. Brown ( 1990)) which suggest strange behaviour and possible lowering of the 
transition temperature for pressure in the regime lOkbar. 
The first considerations in any pressure cell design are (i) the type of measure-
ments to be made, (ii) the size of the cell and (iii) the pressure required. 
As experience in magnetic measurements and operation of a VSM had been ob-
tained it was decided to perform magnetic measurements under pressure, developing 
the Durham VSM to do this. One of the advantages of the 180° double throw vibra-
tion mechanism apart from low noise, is the high inertial loading, in affect allowing 
vibration of a pressure cell. 
To enable measurements to be made down to 4.2K, the cell had to be designed 
to fit into the Oxford CF1200 cryostat. 
Finally, the pursuit of magnetic measurements under pressure was regarded as 
a long term development so initial pressure requirements were set in the order of 
kilo bars. 
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D.2 Types of Pressure Cell 
There are many types of pressure cell, each with numerous variations but only 
clamp type and diamond anvil cells were considerred due to their simplicity and 
portability. With a clamp type cell, the system is pressurised and this pressure 
clamped or locked in. A bore into which a piston is driven allows application of 
a uniaxial stress or hydrostatic pressure (by compression of a liquid medium) to a 
sample with the tightening of a locking nut maintaining the applied force on removal 
of the piston. This type is typically used for pressures upto 20kbar. 
Diamond-anvil cells involve very small sample spaces and much higher pressures 
(in fact below 40kbars pressures are not usually known or uniform). The sample 
is pressurised between two diamond pieces hence the name. Due to the pressure 
range required, its simplicity and the desire for large sample space, a clamp cell was 
designed and built. 
The major problems with magnetic measurements under pressure using a VSM 
are associated with the cell itself. Since the mass of the cell is upto 1000 times that 
of the sample, the size and reproducibility of the signal from the cell limit sensitivity. 
However, the system does have the one advantage that the sample space is entirely 
enclosed. 
D.3 Cell Geometry and Analysis 
The most common geometry used for pressure apparatus is that of the cylinder and 
in analysis can be considerred to be a simple, elastic, thick walled cylinder (Sherman 
and Stadtmuller( 1987) ). As the pressure increases inside the cell, the stress in the 
walls has radial and tangential components that give rise to a single shear stress r 
which is a function of radial position (figure A4.1) and largest at the bore of the 
cell. 
As the internal pressure is increased, all the stresses increase linearly until the 
resulting strain exceeds the elastic limit at some point. For thick wall cylinders, 
the commencement of permanent distortion at the bore comes from the shear stress 
reaching the allowable limit r* which is never greater than 7:J where u is the yield 
stress of material used. The highest pressure which a simple cell can support elas-
tically is 
(D.l) 
where K is the ratio of the inner to the outer radii !.!... This limit is not related to 
ro 
the bursting pressure. This condition that the boundary between idealized ( r = 
r*) overstrained material and elastic material has been pushed out to the outer 
circumference of the cylinder 
P* *[ }'2 ; = r n \ (D.2) 
The ultimate bursting pressure can be expected to exceed this value although it will 
cause a relatively large distortion of the cylinder. 
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Figure A4.1 The stress distributions within an internally pressurised thick-wall 
cylinder as a function of radial position. (After Sherman and Stadtmuller (1987)). 
D.4 Choice of Material for the Cell 
The maximum internal pressure a cylinder can withstand is dependent on both 
the value K and more importantly Uma:r:· {In principle it will always be possible 
to reach a particular pressure by using sufficiently small K however there is little 
advantage in using a value I< < ~ since the increase in mass far outweighs the 
additional strength, important considerations when the cell is to be cooled and 
vibrated.) Obviously a strong material is necessary, but other factors include ease 
of machining, small magnetisation so as not to swamp the signal from the sample 
and a relatively high resistance at low temperatures to restrict the production of 
eddy currents. 
The cell was made from Beryllium Copper (BeCu) supplied by Brushwellman 
Ltd., Reading, infact Brush Alloy 25. BeCu contains less than 2% Be but this has a 
large affect on some properties of the Cu, particularly its strength. It is supplied in 
a half-hard condition enabling ease of machining and then is heat treated (2 hours 
at 315°C) which dramatically increases its strength. It also has a high thermal 
conductivity, reducing the possibility of temperature gradients across the cell and a 
low specific heat which is advantageous for cooling purposes. 
Unfortunately BeCu has magnetic binders Fe, Co and Ni within the lattice how-
ever this is only 0.6% by weight and tests showed the signal from these were not 
significant and also reproducible. Other ways around the problem are include using 
BeCu without magnetic binders (Foner (1974)) or alteration of coil geometry and 
use of a 'dummy cell' if residuals were too large. 
D.5 Strength of the Cell 
Since the pressure cell was required to work at low temperatures. it had to fit 
down an Oxford CF1200 cryostat thus limiting the external diameter. The internal 
diameter of the cell was fixed at 4mm and the external at 12mm so that after heat 
treatment the maximum pressure the cell could support elastically was 6 .. 5kbar. 
The design of the pressure cell is shown in figure A4.2. (N .B. Heat treatment of the 
half-hard BeCu is accompanied by a. slight volume change of about 0.5 volumetric 
%.) 
D.6 Strengthening the Cell 
The maximum pressure which can be applied to a sample and supported elasti-
cally by the cell can be increased by putting the BeCu at the bore in a state of 
compression. One technique for achieving this is autofrettage. 
Autofrettage is used to increase the elastic operating pressure of a cylinder. The 
cell is intentionally over pressurised beyond the elastic breakdown pressure so that 
non-uniform plastic flow occurs beginning at the bore extending radially outward 
to a radius that depends on the applied pressure. This leaves the unloaded cylinder 
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PRESSURE CELL 
M6 hexagonal nut shape 
M8 buttress threads 
pitch 0· 0 4" 
Figure A4.2 Design of the pressure cell. The cell is made of heat treated BeCu 
and is vibrated together with the sample on the V.S.M. Scale 2:1. 
under tangential compression at the bore and permits elastic operation up to the 
pressure that was applied during autofrettage. The pressure required to autofrettage 
a cylinder is upto twice the elastic range of the same cylinder before this process. 
(N .B. The autofrettage process produces changes in the dimension of the cylinder 
but were calculated to be negligible in this case. 
D.7 Pressure Vessel Closures 
In a clamp type device, the locking nut is used to clamp the applied pressure and the 
stresses and their distributions on the threads are complicated by numerous factors. 
The first thread picks up the load initially and as it deforms elastically, it transfers 
the load to the next thread and so on until the entire thread system is loaded. With 
conventional Acme thread design machined into the wall of the vessel, the first few 
threads carry the majority of the load and under cyclic pressure loading most thread 
failures occur in this region as shown in figure A4.3. 
To overcome the numerous problems associated with the Acme thread, one of 
Buttress form was used. The contacting flank of the thread which takes the thrust 
is so nearly perpendicular to the tread axis that the radial component of the trust is 
reduced to a minimum. Because ofthis small radial thrust, the form of the thread 
is advantageous when involving exceptionally high stresses along the thread axis in 
one direction only. The use of Buttress threads also results in a more uniform stress 
distribution along all the threads (figure A4.3). 
Finally the nut has an M6 hexagonal head as well as a hole for a tommy bar 
offering two seperate methods of tightening to clamp the applied force. 
D.8 Temperature Induced Stress 
The pressure cell was designed to fit into the CF1200 Oxford cryostat and be used on 
the VSM at temperatures as low as 4.2K. However its heating or cooling produces 
temperature gradients which in turn set up stress gradients. With the bore at 
a higher temperature than the outside, thermal stresses cause a lower resultant 
stress and the reverse occurs for the bore at lower temperatures. The magnitude 
of stresses induced in BeCu is 3 .. 5bars/K (which compares favourably to that of 
steel at 45bars/K) and the high thermal conductivity reduces these to a minimum. 
However care was taken when cooling or heating the cell. 
The cell behaves as a large thermal mass and therefore a temperature sensor 
attaching directly to it. A calibrated AuFe(0.07%)Cr thermocouple was used. 
D.9 Homogeneous Pressure Transfer 
Hydrostatic pressure is transferred to the sample by compression of a liquid medium 
and a sealing arrangement is thus necessary. There are many methods for sealing 
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a cell at high pressure and an important consideration in the design is that they 
have to work at low pressures while the cell is being pressurised, as well as at high 
pressures. The basic principle of most seals is that an elastic ma.t.eria] must be 
compressed to a higher pressure than the fluid that is being confined. 
The most important characteristic of any pressure transmitting fluid is that it 
should be hydrostatic to the maximum pressure required in the experiment. To 
prevent crystallisation of the fluid on freezing, a mixture of liquids is used, often 1:1 
n-pentane:isopentane which is hydrostatic to 70kbar. 
The cell was designed to contain a 'teflon-cup' seal, first developed by Hamann 
and Teplitzky (Hamann and Teplitzky (1956)). This system is descibed in detail 
together with 1:1 n-pentane:isopentane as hydrostatic medium by Delaplace (De-
laplace et. al. (1976)). Given that the cap will seal only if the pressure in the teflon 
is greater than the liquid, it is necessary to calculate the pressure when designing 
the cap. The pressures turn out to be simple functions of the ratios of the lengths, 
diameters and compressibilities of the fluid and teflon. 
D.lO Uniaxial Stress Device 
When measurements were made under uniaxial stress, the BeCu plunger in the 
central bore attaches directly to the sample. The ends of the pluger were machined 
flat and sample edges were also prepared carefully. 
D.ll Pressure Measurement 
One of the few advantages of using a VSM for performing magnetic measuremf'nts 
under pressure is that the sample space is entirely enclosed. In order to maintain 
this, the system was designed to measure the pressure contained within the cell in 
terms of expansion of the outside surface using a strain gauge. A manganin coil 
could be used as a primary sensor to calibrate the strain gauge. 
D.12 Pressure Transfer Device 
A steel vice was designed to be incorporated into a ten tonne press. The cell is 
centrally held whilst a pluger applies pressure to the sample space. The locking 
nut is then tightened to clamp the force. The most critical time for a cell when 
considering failure is the pressurising and in order to provide protection for the 
user, the cell is entirely enclosed by steel surrounds. 
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Figure A4.3 Load distribution in conventional thread closure and in a tapered 
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D.13 Magnetic Measurements made using the 
BeCu Pressure Cell 
0.13.1 Unpressurised measurements at room temperature 
Figure A4.4 shows the magnetisation of the BeCu pressure cell at room temper-
ature. In order that magnetic measurements could be performed under pressure, 
this signal has to be reproducible. The voltage and hence magnetisation appears to 
be initially diamagnetic and then saturates however the reason for this is that the 
lockin amplifier was 'phased' on the induced voltage from a 0.0737g piece of nickel 
put in the pressure cell. When a residual measurement was recorded without the 
nickel, there was and 'out of phase' signal on the lockin suggesting that this did not 
correspond to the 'magnetic centre' of the cell. Hysteresis exists and is evidence of 
the magnetic binders in the BeCu. Comparison of the signal from the cell residual 
and cell containing the nickel are shown in figure A4.5 at room temperature. 
D.13.2 Unpressurised measurements made at lower tem-
peratures 
Similar residual measurements were made at lower temperatures and are shown in 
figure A4.6. From this it is evident that not only the gradient of the residual but also 
the amount of hysterisis in low fields are both sensitive to changes in temperature. 
Figure A4. 7 shows the magnetisa.tion of nickel recorded in the pressure cell as a. 
function of field at 80K. 
0.13.3 Low temperature magnetic measurements made un-
der pressure 
In order to investigate the magnetic response of the pressure cell as a function of 
pressure and temperature, a sample of }'" Ba2Cu30 7 _s (made by Mr. C.M. Friend 
(92% dense, Tc = 92K)) was ground into a powder and 0.121g put into the sam-
ple space of the pressure cell. Klotz et al. ( 1991) have made a. c. susceptibility 
measurements on a single crystal of }'" Ba2Cu307-8 under hydrostatic pressure upto 
13GPa. The hydrostatic pressure was applied to the sample using a diamond-anvil 
cell loaded with liquid helium. The superconducting transition temperature of the 
crystal initially increases at a rate of 0.65 ± 0.15/(Gpa-1 before passing through a 
maximum at 4GPa. This pressure regime is far greater than that exerted by the 
BeCu cell (1GPa=10kbar) and since inagnetisation is a bulk volume measurement, 
then no variation in the magnetisation of Y Ba2Cu30 7_s was predicted using the 
BeCu cell. This enabled the magnetisation of the BeCu cell to be studied as a func-
tion of applied pressure and temperature. A powder was used so that the pressure 
within the sample would be approximately homogeneous without requiring a pres-
sure transfer medium or seal. The force was applied to the sample via the steel vice 
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using a ten tonne press, the pressure exerted being displayed on a dial and recorded 
at room temperature, the locking nut then being tightened. 
Figure A4.8 shows the results obtained at SOK with the locking nut only hand 
tight on the pressure cell. The cell was cooled in a field of less than three gauss 
to prevent flux penetrating the sample. The results obtained are typical of a 'high 
Tc' polycrystalline sample and can be interpreted in terms of flux penetration and 
trapping in the sample via Bean's model (1964). Below the lower critical field Bet, 
magnetic flux only penetrates into a surface layer. The bulk of the superconductor 
excludes all the applied field and behaves as a perfect diamagnet until the field at 
the surface reaches Bet . Above the lower critical field the magnetic field penetrates 
the specimen in the form of quantised flux lines (fluxons ), each containing a mag-
netic flux quantum 2he. The superconductor loses its diamagnetic behaviour and its 
magnetisation decreases. As the field is reversed, hysterisis is observed and can be 
explained in terms of Bean {1964) through his 'Critical State Model'. 
Figures A4.9 and A4.10 show the same measurements, but performed after pres-
surising the cell to 1 and 2kbar at room temperature. Fig-a consists of the raw data 
together with BeCu cell residual at 80K while fig-b is the data with the residual 
subtracted. The shape of the hysterisis curve is identical to that recorded at am-
bient pressure in the cell as expected. However, as the pressure is increased (see 
for example figure A4.11: pressure set at room temperature 4kbar) although the 
low field properties (less than 1k0e) of the magnetisation remain similar, the high 
field susceptibility increases with pressure, i.e. there is an increasing paramagnetic 
component. Figure A4.12 shows the magnetisation data recorded at 9.5K (i.e. above 
the transition temperature of the superconductor) for various pressures applied at 
room temperature and clamped with the 'locking nut'. From this it is evident that 
the increase in paramagnetic component with pressure is dramatic and probably a 
characteristic of the BeCu used and not the superconductor. It is also apparent that 
the low field properties of the BeCu cell vary with pressure as the low field 'kink' 
observed about zero field at ambient pressure reduces and disappears at a pressure 
of 3kbar (applied at room temp.). 
In order to overcome this problem, the magnetisation recorded at 9.51{ and at 
a particular pressure was used as a residual measurement for the remaining data 
recorded at lower temperatures but the same initial pressure. Figures A4.13- A4.16 
show the results of this obtained for ambient, 1, 2 and 4kbar respectively at 8.5K. 
From these it is evident that using this technique the results are again typical of 
a polycrystalline 'high Tc' superconductor, very similar to those obtained by sub-
tracting the ambient pressure cell residual. However, the results obtained at lower 
presssures, particularly ambient and lkbar have too large paramagnetic components, 
particularly noticable at high fields. 
Initially the magnetisation of the cell does not alter with pressure (for pressures 
of and below 1kbar) and the residual is best represented by the true unpressurised 
cell residual, recorded at the same temperature. Using measurements taken at 95K 
i.e. above the transition temperature of the superconductor as a residual at low 
pressures result in the data having too large a paramagnetic moment, again par-
ticularly evident at high fields (> lkOe). The reason for this is that the actual 
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Figure A4.5 The signal obtained from 0.0737g of nickel in the BeCu cell ( unpres-
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Figure A4.11 (a.) The signal obtained from 0.121g of 'YBCO' in the BeCu cell a.t 
SOK (squares}, where the cell ha.d been pressurised to 4kba.r a.t room temperature 
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tha.t temperature. {b) The corrected signal from the 'YBCO' a.t SOK with the 
unpressurised BeCu cell residual subtracted. 
data is taken at a lower temperature (infact lOK lower) where the paramagnetic 
component of the magnetisation from both sample and cell will be greater. As the 
pressure within the cell is increased, the paramagnetic component of the magnetisa-
tion of the cell increases. When the unpressurised BeCu cell residual is subtracted, 
it gives the impression that the sample has too large a paramagnetic component. 
For pressures of 2kbar and above, this affect is greater than that of the increasing 
paramagnetic component due to reduction in temperature so the residual is better 
represented by the magnetisation of the sample and cell at that particular pressure 
but at a temperature of 95K. 
Naturally the fact that the magnetisation of BeCu cell varies so dramatically 
with temperature and pressure is a great disappointment and sets limitations on 
the usefulness of the cell. From figure A4.12 it is evident that the low field 'kink' in 
the magnetisation of the BeCu cell, observed at low applied pressures disappears as 
well as the paramagnetic component increasing as the pressure is increased in the 
cell. However, a combination of using the magnetisation of the pressurised cell but at 
a higher temperature, coupled with the assumption of Curie-Weiss behaviour of the 
BeCu enables the problem to be overcome though this is not entirely satisfactory. 
Despite this, the cell was able to withstand applied pressures of upto 6kbar and 
close inspection of the cell afterwards showed no sign of damage. 
D.14 Further Developments 
The next suggested development is application of a strain gauge to the cell, in 
order to measure the applied pressure within the cell and study how it varies with 
temperature. From figure A4.12, it is evident that for applied pressures of 2kbar and 
above, the icrease in the paramagnetic component of magnetisation is approximately 
linear with increasing pressure apart from 3kbar. The reason for this may have been 
the fact that although the press applied 3kbar at room temperature, the locking nut 
may not have been tightened enough on the cell to maintain this pressure on the 
sample. In order to enable measurement of the pressure applied to the sample, 
application of a strain gauge to the BeCu will enable the resulting deformation of 
the cell and hence internal pressure to be measured. Variation of this pressure with 
cell temperature could then also be investigated. Following this, development of 
sample enviroment and sealing to apply hydrostaic pressure to the sample could 
commence. Because of the success of the cell to withstand applied pressures, the 
production of a further cell with same design but made of 'nonmagnetic steel' is 
recommended in an attempt to discover a more suitable material where magnetic 
properties are not so pressure dependant. 
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Figure A4.14 (a) The signal obtained from 0.121g of 'YBCO' in the BeCu cell at 
85K (squares), where the cell had been pressurised to lkbar at room temperature 
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85K (squares), where the cell had been pressurised to 2kbar at room temperature 
before cooling, together with the signal obtained from 0.121g of 'YBCO' under 
identical conditions apart from at 95K (triangles). (b) The corrected signal from 
the 'YBCO' a.t 85K with signal obtained a.t 95K subtracted. 
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Figure A4.16 (a) The signal obtained from 0.121g of 'YBCO' in the BeCu cell at 
85K (squares), where the cell had been pressurised to 4kbar at room temperature 
before cooling, together with the signal obtained from 0.121g of 'YBCO' under 
identical conditions apart from at 95K (triangles). {b) The corrected signal from 
the 'YBCO' at 85K with signalobtained at 95K subtracted. 
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